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Assistant Adjutant
Waldoboro was in Lewis-

■

•'

eek, making arrangements for
\ ment of Maine's Grand Army
Folic, which w ill convene there,
ami

16.

alters

Hotel Atwood will be

during

rooms

the two

days'

have been secured

'mmander Carver and staff will
■d there.
City hall, Lewiston,
<■

;
F

lace of the convention and
building will be covered

‘dory during

the stay of the
The Bowdoin Alumni Assoitland will hold their annual

Congress Square hotel Jan
The poem will be delivered byF Moulton at/d the oration
n

uin
iines
iu

an

Marshall Brown.ConMitchell has cheerful

re-

early construction of the

He sa\» it is his
raiiroaci.
put a large i\mve of men at
:!- adiu.\ early in the spring at E!l>wiF | us i: he work as rapidly
S. Cl
wa> >■>
severely injured, about
i i.i.rsday ai Bangor, by the e.\uleaui/' ug apparatus, that
he will lose the hand.
His
-nsiderably burned... Wiltk*-. of the tit in «>f W. L. Blake
t-st-nted to the new St. Lawrence
ii
u Portland, a tine chime of
m .-t weighing 2.-">00 pounds
-in dlest 2(K).The
Deeriug
Friday night passed an order
the mayor to make ? lease of
t
the building to be erected by
(lows Hall Association for City
■.•nt quarters, at S1,.V0U per year.
-us and Daughters of
Maine
; winter
meeting aud banquet
at
the
Hotel Thoru■May evening
*n.
Melville C. Bedle presided.
Fish acted as secretary.
Forty
were present.
The guests were
W
Biddle of Brookline and Wm.
president of the Brighton club.
aldington is loading two cars at
"t at Bath with the frame and
die steamer which he is going to
Moosehead lake. After it arrives
•
he, it has to be hauled 20 miles
'he ice.
Mr. Harrington will not
work of construction until qext
.Prentiss D. Fiske died at his
in
tlie Windsor hotel, Bangor,
>> morning at r> o'clock, after two
illness.
The deceased was one
il-known residents of Bangor and
y friends who will regret to bear
inise.
The deceased is survived
•vife.... Judge Webb, in the United
district court at Portland, Saturation, ordered judgment for John
and others in their libel against
hooner Waterloo. The schooner
sold
at
Boothbay Harbor,
case brought against Dr. I. W.
s
"f
Stetson for tlie
abandon! the infant of Catherine B.
Ellis
wporr, heard last summer in the
municipal court, and which was
>n appeal from that court to the
tcourt, has been settled.Frank
w. principal
of Shaw’s business
Portland, has recently purchased
Morris farm, comprising 100acres,
between Moosehead and Chesunand will remodel the buildings
Albro E. Chase, principal
nup.
Portland high school, has receutly
near
nip
Smyrna Mills on the line
vV A-Frank .1. Palmerof West
'!•
d, aged 16 years, pleaded
'h>- supreme court at Sic monnoon, to the charge of the murMi>. Betsey Ih llobbs of West
-Id on 1 h-reinbei .r>th, last. C’hai les
Jr., of FTlingham, V 11., aged
ne

to

v

••

■

■

pleaded guilty

1

to

being

an am

s-

the fact.
Palmer was sentenc>'ate prison for life and Savage folds
Both boys appeared calm
iaigued.The citizens of Gardii- raised
*2fi,000 the last few days
1 erecting the shoe
factory in that
a
which the Commonwealth Shoe
heather Company, of
Whitman,
will do business.
Work on the
Pare will begin at once and will be
-Meted by June 1st.
< nxiKF.
A despatch from liong Kong
the American Methodist mission
"" miles from
Fuchau, province of
was burned by a mob.
In the
of the attack a number of shots
hied, but none of the inmates of the
di were
The local officials
injured.
f"hd*-d the mission.In New York
Id, for the loss of his wife's affection,
k L. Colwell received a verdict of
’M*1 in a suit
against Dr. Charles A.
k r. a
prominent Harlem physician.
months ago Colwell, who is known
’A all
street, obtained a decree for ab'■r

J

Washington \Y uispe hinds. The White
House presented a. brilliant appearance
•Jan. 14th on the occasion of tJic first evening Mate reception of the reason given by
1‘joideiit and Mrs ( leveland. The diplomatic corps were the guests ol hou*>i aud
those invited to meet it included the
members of Congress, the .Judiciary aud
the officers ot the army and navy.The
oleo bill has passed tin N uncial House...
As the result of the survey outlie gunboat Castine. now in ti e dr\ dock at the
navy yard at N >rfolk, \ a., the vessel will
be detained there for three m four weeks
while her bottom is being throughly overhauled.
It has been found that six or
seven of her plates are badly pitted and
will have to be replaced by new ones.
The Secretary of war has rejected till bids
for the construction of gun and mortar batteries at Key West, Fla., and has re-advertised for new proposals.
The lowest
bid for this work was 839b.000, hut was
irregular.The treasury deficit for the
first half of January \va* 8b,80b,93b; for
the fiscal year to date 844,730,300.The
Senate committee on Pacific railroads
has agreed to report favorably the Gear bill
providing for a commission consisting of
the attorney general and the secretary
of the treasury and the interior, for
the settlement of the debts of these roads.
.Friday’s session of the House of Representatives was devoted to the passing of
private pension bills.Surgeon General
Try on of the navy will be promoted to
the rank of medical director, the highest
grade of naval surgeons, through a vacancy caused by the retirement of medical
Director Wells on reaching the age limit
of 02 years, the 20th inst.
Fish and Game.
A report of the fish
commissioner this year will probably
show that the law for the protection of
lobsters has worked well.
It is said that
Portland alone has shipped this year 1,0(H),000 more lobsters than last, which increase is more than the whole catch of
Massachusetts.
The immense gain, it is
estimated, would he the natural production of but thirty live hundred lobsters, so
prolific a fish is it. Good judges do not
think that the recent attempt to transplant the lobster to tlie Pacific will he
successful, as conditions there are not favorable_One of the leading members of
the committee on seashore fisheries says
he does not think there will he any lobster legislation this year.Mouhegan
must hr firmly anchored at piot-nt as it sits
in the sea surrounded by ils ;i.2t)0 lobster
A resident with a head lor figures
traps.
remarks that the amount of rope used in
these traps, if in out- straight line, would
reach from the island to Portland.
Forty-seven American and Canadian fishing vessels left Placentia Bay, Friday,
laden with cargoes of frozen herring.
They report herring abundant and the
weather splendid for freezing additional
cargoes.
A Canton, Ohio,
Political Points.
says Senator Sherman authorizes the announcement that he has accepted the portfolio of State.
John Russell
Young is mentioned for first assistant.
It may be deemed certain that Mr. Longwill be the New England member of the
cabinet.
It is not thought that the particular place in the cabinet likely to be
offered Gov. Long has been determined.
It is understood that Judge Nathan Goff
of West Virginia will be attorney general.
The New York Republicans have nominated Thomas C. Platt for U. S. Senator.
.The California legislature have elected Geo. C. Perkins United States Senator.
The Republican caucus of the Wisconsin legislature nominated John C. Spooner
for Senator.The Republican caucus of
the New Hampshire legislature renominated Senator Gallinger.

despatch

—

—

torneys waited on Gov.Powers Monday after-

Uixmout’

Xewburg

Glenburu, Hermou, Levant, Keuduskeag,
Corinth, Charleston, Garland, Stetsou and’
Fxeter, in the county of Penobscot. It is as
follows:

addition to the powers,
rights aud duties aud obligations of said
company specified iu its charter, Chap. 034,
Private aud Special Laws of 1S'.»3, as amended by Chapter 50, Private aud Special Laws
of 1805, said company is hereby granted the
light and authority to exteud its lines, construct, maintain and operate its street, railway aud lights, with convenient single and
double tracks, side tracks, switches aud
turnouts, with all the necessary Air convenient lines of poles, wires and
appliances for
1.

Section

Xu

power aud lighting m aud through
the towus of New burg aud Dixmout, in the
county of Penobscot, and the towns of Monroe and Searsport iu the
county of Waldo.
The location of poles and tracks to be made
the
officers
after the right of
by
municipal
way has been granted by the towns named,
with ail the rights anil privileges aud subject to all The provisions, conditions and obligations aud liabilities as set forth in chapter 034, Private and Special Laws of 1898
I
i and chapter 50, Private and Special Laws of
1895.
Section '1.
baid Bangor, Hampden &
W mterport Railway Co. is hereby granted
the right to run its cars over the tracks of
the Bangor Street Railway on such terms as
| are provided in chap. 50, private and special
laws of 1895, throughout the city of
Baugor
I
; to such places as it may establish depots for
i receiving passeugers, freight, express and
mail matter, from any and all lines owned
or operated by the
company to and from the
line of Hermon and Glenburn and to conI
struct, extend, maintain and operate its
! street railway and ughts, with convenient
motor

|

j
1

single and double tracks, side tracks,
| switches, or turnouts with all the uecessary
j or convenient lines of poles, wires and appliances, for motive power and lighting in
and

through

the towns of

Glenburn,

Her-

Levant, Kenduskeag, Corinth, Charleston, Garland, Stetson and Exeter in the
county of Penobscot.
The location of poles and tracks to be
made by the municipal officers, after the
right is granted by the towns named, with
all the rights and privileges, and subject to
mon,

|

WEEK.

miMRT”
PERSONAL.

in the interests of Judge A. D. Cornish
of Lewiston, who is a candidate for the position on the supreme bench to be made vacant lwMay by the expiration of the term of
Judge Walton.

noon

1

1

PAGE

Week

-•

advance,$2.0<»a year;
the expiration of the

rfirms. For one square, one inch
sl.oo tor one week, ami 25
,i->equent insertion. A traction
tied a> a full one.

nts

The Maine Legislature.
What Is Said and bonv at
Augusta*
Iu the House Jau. Hth Mr. Stetsou
of Bangor presented a petition with bill attached
of the Hampden &
Winterport Electric Kailroad and Light
Company, over which there
will be a tight, as two
companies want the
authority to oonstruct the line.
The bill is to amend certain acts, so as to
permit said company to build tracks, etc
through the towns of
and
in the county of PeDobsoot, aud towns
of
Monroe and Searsport in the
county of
Waldo; also to build through the towns of

j

(’ vculation in
a! is

divorce from his wife. Dr. Tiuker
j solute
was named as co-respondent.Collector
! of Customs Bisbee of Jacksonville, Fla.,
I lias received instructions from Washington to refuse clearance to the steamer
i Dauntless, the master of which applied
for a clearance for Xeuvitas, Cuba, with a
I cargo of arms and ammunition for Cuba.
|.Prof. James Crafts of the chemical
department of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology was Jan. 13th, chosen temj porary chairman by the faculty. This
choice must be continued by the executive of the corporation.The nomination of Count Muravief for the office of
minister of foreign affairs of Russia,
created considerable surprise.
The new
minister is in favor of a pacific policy.
Count Muravief is pronouncedly anti-German in his views and a great admirer of
the French.Dr. Richard C. Flower, insolvent debtor. Jan. 13th, tiled a sehed1 ule
in the Suffolk.
Mass., insolvency
court.
The liabilities are $273,000, of
which approximated $173,000 are undisputed. His assets consist of real estate
and a large number of shares of various
stocks and bonds of uncertain value.
The deep waterways commission appointed by President Cleveland in November,
ls'.G lias linished its report and submitted
the same to Secretary Gluey.
The report
is an unqualified endorsement of the ship
canal project between the United States
| and
Canada.A Colon despatch says the
Panama Canal Co. is further increasing
the force of laborers now at work on the
1 canal, and 50 more men are expected to
i arrive shortly from Carthagena_.‘.The
Orange City Bank of Jacksonville, Fla.,
a
private institution of which John E.
Millman is president, has closed its doors
and R. S. Leavitt of Grange City, the
assignee, is now in charge. No statement
of tlie assets or liabilities of the bank has
yet been announced_The Congregational
i Educational Society, Rev. James Hamilton. D. D., secretary, has issued an appeal
I
| for the observance of the day of prayer
for colleges, January
1S97.
The last
Thursday in January is now generally recognized by the churches of different de! nominations as a day of special prayer for
| the young men and women in the institu! tions of learning.Gov. Budd of California, Friday, issued a proclamation declaring Saturday a legal holiday to celebrate
1 the defeat the Pacific railroad
funding bill
in the House of Representatives_A defrom
Rome
that
Count
says
Cassell,
| -patch
I the Pope's private chamberlain, died Jan.
! 10th.The milk producers union of New
England held its annual meeting at the
United States hotel, Boston, Friday, with
j twq hundred and seventy-two of the two
; thousand members present.
An attempt
to oust the old officers was unsuccessful.
! The
showed
for 1890
secretary’s report
j increased receipts of milk without a corincrease in
responding
consumption,
j
John Hall of Maine was chosen a direetor.Emperor William has conferred the
j decoration of the order of the Red Eagle
i on President Diaz of Mexico.The
Rhode Island supreme court has decided
I t he interesting iinancial question which
Gov. Lippitt propounded a short time ago
I as whether the state could anticipate during one year the taxes payable in the
next.
The court says the moneys may at
any time he appropriated and paid out in
anticipation of revenue to come in later
! from any source. The deeisiou is aequies! ced in by the full bench_Joseph Willard. «.\\ 11ei of the w * ll-kuowe Willard's
| hotel at Washington, died Sunday morning, aged about eighty. Mr. \\ illard was
i a native of Vermont.
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all the provisions, conditions, obligations
and liabilities as set forth in the acts referred to.
Section 3. This act shall take effect when

approved.
The bill

was

referred to the Committee

on

Railroads.
BILLS, PETITIONS, ETC.
The people of Green’s Lauding ask to
have their part of Deer Isle incorporated as
a town.
The Maine Woman’s Temperance Association petitions tor an appropriation for a
home for friendless girls.
Mr. Littlefield of Belfast has presented
the petition of F. A. Totten and others
exempting soldiers losing a limb from paying poll tax. Referred to the committee oil
taxation.
Petitions from hundreds of people in Ken; nebee county for an appropriation tor the
maintenance of the Monmouth fish hatchery
! have been introduced.
•fudge Philbrook of Waterville has mtroduced a bill to repeal the corporation mu! nopoly law. It proposes to annul ah that
part of the section, chapter 10‘_*, of the publie laws « f 1895, after the word “corporations” in the 11th line.
Nicholas Fessenden, ex-secretary < f State,
presented the report of Wm. DeWitt Hyde,
S. L). Leavitt and Edmund F. Webb, the
commissioners upon the establishment of a
j
new normal school.
The commission beI lieve in having this school situated in a
which
i.as
not
one
now.
The report
( locality
was referred to the Committee on Educa; lion.
A bill amending the charter of the Viualhaven Telegraph & Telephone Company,
authorizing the corporation to open.te lines
between Viuaihaveti, all the islands in Peuohscot hay and any cities and towns on
I the mainland, the right of eminent domain
being given on its taking land : capital stock
fixed at >15,000.
Also a bill to incorporate
the Vinalhaven Water Co.

j

j

j
j

J

|

j

A SHORT SESSION

FRIDAY.

Both branches of the legislature held a
short session this morning with a light attendance. A few acts and resolves were introduced hut nothing of a startling nature.
In the house Mr. Burns of Westbrook presented a resolve asking for an appropriation
of £5,000 for the Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary, which was referred to the financial comA resolve askiug for £2,000 for the
mittee.

Bangor Children's Home was presented by
Mr Stetson of Bangor.
Referred to com-

mittee on finance.
An act to ah lisli days of grace and fix
the date of maturity on notes and drafts,
was
presented by Mr. Searls of Chelsea.
Mr. Sewall of Bath introduced an act for the
licensing of game wardens and asked its
reference to the inland fish and game committee.
A joint special committee was appointed
to consider matters in connection with the
Eastern
Maine
Insane
Hospital, and
outline necessary legislation in its behalf.
Weeks of Penobscot, Billings of Waldo
ami Maxwell of Androscoggin arc members
on the part of the senate and Palmer of Bangor, Rodiek of Eden, Macomber of Augusta,
Murchie of Calais, Austin of Milford. Shepherd of Buxton and Fernald of Poland on
the part of the house.
Representative Kueeland of Searsport
presented a handful of petitions to regulate
the close time on trout in Swan lake.
Mr. Chatto of Brooksville presented a petition from
George H. Warren of Castiue
askiug the privilege to catch alewives in gill
nets in Bagaduce river.
Also asking that
eels maj- not be caught below Dice’s Head.
Both houses adjourned until Monday afternoon at 4.30 o’clock.

The candidates for adjutant general providing General Counor resigns to become
United States Pension agent for the department of Maine, are General Jonathan Gil-

J
j!

ley, Rockland ; General John T. Richards
of Gardiner; General Everard E. Newcomb
<»f the governor’s stall; and Col. Lucius H.
Kendall of the 2nd Regiment, N. G. S. M.
The present pension agent’s term does not
expire for a year. Of course it is not known
w hether
the change in the office will he
made before the expiration ol that time
or not.

Speaker

Larrabee of the house has

secur-

e<l the services of an accomplished steuugI rapher m the person of .Miss Eva L. Shorey
ol Hridgtoii, daughter of Editor Shorey of the
jf
Hridgtoii News. Miss Shorey, besides clerti cal work, has had some experience in newsin assisting her father, and conj paper work
! sequent! v is handy with the pen in any chair
| you place her. Miss Shorey is a valued
j acquisition to the State House corps of liglit-

j

mng transcribers.

Monday’s

The legislature met

session.

4 JO p. ui. Monday,
and was in session just an hour, during
which time a large number of resolves, acts
and orders were presented and referred to
proper committees. The most important
bid presented was the one by Senator Engel
of Bmgor, according railroads many additional rights, especially giving these rights
to seize and appropriate
lands of
private individuals when needed for
their
at

It also grants additional powers
to the railroad commissioners.
It was referred to the Judiciary Committee.
Senator Walls of Knox presented the petition of Benjamin Burton and 2K0 others of
Union fora reformatory prison for women;
petition of Eva A. Bond and 72 others of
Warren, Mrs. Sylvester Aran and 4P others
of Camden, Mrs. ('. S. Coakley and IP others
of Spruce Head, Pauline Pierpont and 22
others of Washington for the same.
purposes.

A

delegation

of Lewiston and

Auburn at-

Justin Bunlin spent Sunday with friends
in

Both branches of the legislature held short
The following matters
sessions Tuesday.
were presented in the house:
Resolve by Walton of Skowb.egau to
amend
section 31, chapter
33, Revised
Statutes, relative to reissuing executions issued by deceased trial justices.
Rowell of Kittery, bill to incorporate the
Co.
Kittery and Eliot Street
Currier of Farmington, act to incorporate
and
Somerset
Kennebec
Franklin,
Railway
Co. in Somerset county.
Durgin of Orono, an act to incorporate the
Orono Water Co.
Sewall of Bath, bill requiring educational
institutions receiving State aid to make reports of receipts and expenditures to the
trustees of the State Normal schools.
Petition from citzeus of Penobscot county,
for an appropriation of §8,500 for fish and
game.
-Merrill of Portland, an act giving notaries

Mr

Colliu of Thorndike, petitioners 84
We, the citizens of Boothbay, petition that
a law be
passed allowing the citizens to fish
wiir drag seines in Damariscotta river;
petition of the people of Edgecomb to fish for
suieits with drag seines in the Daiuariscott
river; petition of 54 citizens of Boothbay,
Bristol ami Edgecomb for same; petition of
citizens of Boothbay for same; petition of
4*j citizens of Bristol for same;
petition of 88
citizens of Boothbay for same.
In the senate amendments were offered to
the Australian ballot law by Roberts of Ox-

'-•J

ford.

Mrs. A. I. Brown went to Augusta yesterto spend the winter.

day

Miss Ina Potter of Bangor is
F. S. Brick.

EMERY

Dunton, Esq., attended Insolvency
Knox County Tuesday.
Geo. E. Johnson, Esq., made a business
trip to Augusta last Thursday.
R. F.

Court

PRESIDING.

Parker,

action

promisory note for
Op, signed jointly and severally by the
defendant and her sou, YV. Eugene Parker.
on

a

The defense was that the note was never endorsed by the payee, and the plaintiff has
legal right to sue on it; also that the note
was made by defendant, if at
all, without
consideration. Law on report. Dunton for
plaintiff. Rogers for defendant.
Aaron M. Phillips vs. Orison Burrill and
no

A. M. Phillips vs. Geo. S. Burrill,two cases.
Action to recovers acres of laud iu
Palermo,
against Orison Burrill, aud action for trespass in cutting wood from same
land,
against Ge ». S. Burrill, son of Orison Burrill.
B-‘th parties claim title to the land.
Judgment for plaintiff for the land, and $50 damages as against Geo. S. Burrill.
Dunton or
plaintiff. Williamson for defendants.
were
filed
and
allowed
iu case
Exemptions
of H F. Mason vs. Belfast Hotel Co.
Brings C. Daggett, appellant from decree
of Judge of Insolvency Court, wherein the
Judge denied a discharge in insolvency to
appellant. Creditors objected to the discharge on the gr» » s that the debtor
swore
falsely; that, believing him
insolvent be paid pre-existing debts within 4 months of the issuing of the warrant
and because he has fraudulently conveyed his real estate to his wife. Plaintiff
ii"nsuit : judgment of lower Court affirmed
Bi' wn for plaintiff.
Dunton for defendant.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co. vs. Skoda Discovery Co. action on account for a balance due,
$l'-,,> 22.
Neither party.
YV lliaiuson
for
plaintiff. Harriman for defendant.
Elizabeth B. Whittaker vs. Zelma S.
Rn hards, action to recover $50 for a cow
which the plaintiff claimed she had owned
from a calf and which came into the defendant's possession by finding.
The defendant
produced a bill of sale of the cow from Willi im Hall, who claimed to own the cow.
The Court rendered judgment- for the plaintiff for $21.
Brown for plaintiff.
Thompson for defendant.
DIVORCES.

The following
decreed :

additional divorces

were

Silas B. Bryant, Knox, from Elmira Bryant, Morrill.
Etta B. Lancaster, Belfast, from Charles
YYT. Lancaster, Belfast.
Catherine J. Hills, Belfast, from Isaac
Hilis, Belfast; care and custody of the minor children given to the
mother; $J0 per
month to be paid to libellant until further

notice.

Probate and

Insolvency

Courts.

J

Following is

an abstract of the business
the Probate and Insolvency Courts for
Waldo County, January term 181*7:
License to sell real estate issued in estates
of Mary D. Patterson, Waldo; Lou vi lie W.
and Bina E. Whitten, Unity, minors, James
Lewis, Liberty.
License to sell personal property issued
in estates of Nelson P. Gould, Montville,
(insane) : John B. Lamb, Montville.
Will approved in estate of Eva A. Kear-

of

ney, Belfast.

Allowance to widow granted in estates of
Clias. A. Hall, Thorndike; Isaac Bennett,

T roy.

Administrator cited to settle accounts in
estate of J. Y. Cottrell, Belfast.
Administration granted on estates of Henry N. Wildes, Monroe, Anna L. Wildes,
adm’x; Winfield Macoinber, Belfast, Maria

Maeomber, adm'x ; John Smedburg, Unity;
Mosher, adm’r.; Win. G. Sibley, Freedom, Ali**e T. Dodge, admix : B. M. Roberts,
Stockton Springs, J. F. Hichborn, admix.
Guardians appointed—Geo. A. Quimby to
Kate C. and Lizzie A.* Quirnby, Belfast,
luiuors; Daniel Dyer to Raymond W. and
('i lia M. Clark, Winterport."
Inventory filed in estates of Lou vi lie W.
and Bina E. Wbitten, Unity, minors; Nathaniel Hall, Montville; Nelson P. Gould,
Montville; Jeremiah Luce, Burnham; John
L. H.

B.

Lamb, Montville.

Ai roiiiit of administration allowed in estates of Frederick C. Haraden, Boston; Robert A. Viual, Winterport;
Henry B. Carver,
Searsport; Daniel T. Merrill, Troy.
Guardian account allowed in estate of

Jeremiah
dismissed.

Luce, Burnham,

and

guardian

Petition to sell real estate presented in
estates of Wm. D. Doe, Belfast; Albert A.
Moody, Belmont.
Petition lor allowance presented in estate of Willard O. Taintor, Winterport.
Petition for distribution presented in estate of Wm. I). Smart, Searsport.
Petition for administration presented in
estates of Levi Staples, Stockton
Springs;
Sewall Brassbridge, Winterport; Oliver B.

Ulmer, Uuity.

Trustee’s account presented in estate of

Fred C.

Haraden,

Boston.

Administrator’s account presented in estates of Hannah O. Blethen, Searsport, first
and final; Lincoln Gilkey, Searsport, second
and final.
Guardian account presented in estates of
Julia S. and Geo. E. Nichols, Uuity.
Will presented in estates of Freeman
Wentworth, Knox; James W. White, Belfast; Mary L. Murch, Belfast, Abby Mathews, Northport.
In the Insolvency Court 1st meeting of
creditors held in estates of Leroy S. Harding, Burnham, Geo, H. Morse appointed assignee; Robert B. Cooksou, Unity, Norman
Wad well, assignee; James A. Curtis, Belfast, Norman Ward well, assignee.
Hartshorn Clark of Belfast presented a
petition for discharge in insolvency.

in

Maud E. Barker left Monday for
friends in Kansas City, Mo.

Miss
visit

The January number of the Maine Sportspublished at Bangor, is full to the brim
as usual with matter of interest to
sportsmen.
Among the illustrations is the one
given above, which we are enabled to reproduce through the courtesy of H. W.
Rowe, managing editor of the Maine Sportsman.
Under the caption of “The Largest
Antlers in the World," the Sportsman publishes the following note:
man,

You mention in a recent issue that Dr.
Grey of Lynn has just Reached Bangor,
with the largest set of moose antlers “in the

Arbitration

shire.

New York Journal
reporter Sunday Senator Chandler of New
Hampshire said, concerning the AngloAmerican arbitration treaty:
“In any general treaty of arbitration with
In

an

interview with

a

Great Britain it should be
that we first of all exclude in

indispensable
some

way any

happen.

U. W.

week.

attempt

went

Richard Snow ot Bucksport, tin- organizer
Enterprise Lodge, who died Apru'JT, IN.Mi.
Or. B. Heury Winslow ot Pr,,videiiee, Li.
I., a member of Myrtle Lodge of that city,
son

of Rev.

<;.

(!. Winslow

>i

"Upon all American questions I would insist that au American government choose
the umpire and allow a European government to select the umpire in cases of European controversies; or I would have no article ten, and if in the two sets of arbitrators could not agree on an umpire, I would
let the arbitration fall.”
Washington special

to the New
York
strong effort will be
made by Republican senators to have the
general arbitration treaty between the
United States and Great Britain considered
in open session. Some of them don’t like the
insinuation that their opposition to the
treaty rests on partisan grounds. Senator
Teller is one of these. In conversation Monday night he said
"I don’t believe there is a man in the Sen

Herald says

ate who is

that

a

not in favor

of the

p-inciple

<>f

general arbitration, hut the awkward machinery provided in the pending treaty is
certainly not satisfactory to a majority of
the members of that body and I think a very
little public discussion of the matter will be
required to prove that it will he a very dangerous thing for the United States ti enter
into any such arrangement.
“It is out of the question to suppt se that
a subject of this great importance can properly be debated during the short time remaininj of the present session, or that the

A.

necessary two-thirds majority could lie obtained for its ratification
if the matter
should he pressed to a vote.”
Notwithstanding the opposition which
has been man itested, administrat ion officials
are advising their friends in the Senate to
press for action upon the treaty.
Nothing
would be more pleasing to President. Cleveland than to have this treaty In come operative before Vie goes out of office.
While Senator Sherman, chairman of the
committee or. foreign relations, lias expressed his approval of the treaty, it is not Inlieved lie will take any very active part in
urging action upon it. The understanding
is that he will take a neutral
position
ou all pending questions, because any utterances by him will be accepted as foreshadowing the policy of President McKinley.

The

Maine

W.

R. C.

The Department President, Belle J. Palmer of Monroe, has made arrangements for
the annual convention of the Department of
Maine W. R. C. to convene at YVaterville in
The date is not yet decided
February.
upon. Headquarters will be at “The Elm-

Arrangements

have been made for

accommodation at reduced rates of board at
the Elmwood, City Hotel and the Bay Y'lew
Hotel.
Those desiring rooms should notify
Mrs. Palmer at once. General orders will
be issued soon.

Branch

with •_’<> (•barter

The following otVn-er

bers.

w«

11

attend the funeral of their mother.

to

Mrs. E. A. Wilson will leave the
last of the week for Burlington, Vt.. where
Mr. W. is to continue his medical studies
Mr. and

Misses Blanche DollofY and Mae Pillsbury
Saturday morning for Taunton, Mass
where they have employment in the hos-

left

pital.
At

the annual

n

m-

i natal led

:

Pinkham, Mast.ei ; .1 R. P. p nsmore,
Overseer; Geo. Cruiiiimtt, lecturer; M. F.
Worthing, Steward ; F. E Wortliing, Asst.
Steward; Mrs A. W. Worthing, Chaplain:
E.
W.
Worthing, Treasurer: Winifred
Worthing, Secretary: (J. A. Bradstreet,
Gate-keeper; Ada Northrnpe, Certs; Alice
Parmenter, Pomona; Helen
Worthing,
Flora; Sadie Worthing. Lady Asst. Stew-

meeting

Water Power Co. in

f

«

Bangor

Bodwell

the

last week .1, W.

Harmon of Old Town was re-elected agent.
Harmon is a Waldo county man.

Mr.

Zion's Herald

Rev. Dr. C.

that

announces

L.

Libby, president- of Rust Cniversity.
Holly Springs, Miss., has been umpol'n d 'o
give up his work .>u account
fading In- lit:
<

1

Mrs.

Joseph <i. Patt'-rs-m returned <st
from a visit to Mr and Mrs. O 1!
Fail of South N- wburgh.
Mr. F t. r- t in-ed
with her for a
\s
to Belfast friend".

week

!

John II Su i!n
H

■S.-arsp,

a I-

Welch of la Mast

join

to
in

Went

with

t

a

P

to
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yesof tin*

tirennu
Maim* Active Fire-

other

organizing
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Hid

a

men’s Association.
M. P. Pendleton, Esij., I
S. Consu.
Pietou, Now Si aia. arrived last week

companied b\ Mrs
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V

■
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sli"P».
at
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for F
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of
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to
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da\
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Hev. C. H

Fairfield,
I exchange

j
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_

Th-
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.et'r

%

w.
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> est,

rda.v

a

-a.

I
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eeks.

1
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Church.
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at t

Associati

A k-ii Sit

w

a
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,
s.,
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hr

'•*

went to

tin-

a

Y• ung

•>!

morn

in-d

pastor of th.- Ci

netting

m

•,i

>wm

the

Cnion, of which he

■.

orw.

l‘r•

Ha;

Central
,,

s

\\»

Mem-

Christ

President.

Mr. .Ios*‘ph A
I!- a an. o-r many .ears
of tin* editors amt propriety rs of tin*
1
thr eighty-first ann.v >• sary
Farmer, 11 a>
of his hirthda>
.1 m. 1'Jth.
11
is
n g -oh,
health., gets on: f it.* about all there :s m it,
m
t
m.-h
with
the w.-rnl *> frequent
keeping
; —almost daily visit*—to Ins .‘Id base of
m the Farmer oilier
operations
Ma> tins
I
young old man continue to enjoy l a- hen*.
with
ever
ts
of
r'a
hfr
brightening
;
prosp.-.
I hereafter.
[Maine Farmer.
;

"He

■

Miss

H u
Miliiken, daughter
Miliiken, accompanied i<\ iierfwmi
i:
[ Miss Mary .Johnson, left by Mmiiay a
Maud

<

Seth L

ing s
They
ing in

train

f.-r

a

trip

to

the Pa. ui.

-as!

hy the Southern route, takWashington. 1> ('., Charleston. New

will travel

(Cleans

and other
prominent Southern
cities, and go to Santa Clara to visit Co
Philo

Hersey.

about

five

They

will

remain

away

months, returning home s,.notime in June.
During their sta\ in California they intend visiting Sail Francis.
1
Angeles and other places.
Maine .Men in the West.

\

ningham: Sec., Mrs. Walhe-e Cunningham;
G. K., Bert Maddocks; C., Mr*., Augustus [
W’aiker; P Mrs. Ot;s Patterson; F., Susie

Bram li Mills Jan. 1st

the State Board of Trade.

Capt. George S. Mahoue\ and Eugene H.
Mahoney of Boston were in Belfast Sunday

gustus Walker; L., Mrs. Maria Goodhue;
Albert Damm; A. S., Fred Curtis; Chap,

S., Mrs. 1' ivd Curlis.
Mills Grange w ;i*
;i stituted
at

Sibley went to Augusta yesterday
a meeting of the Executive Com-

C.

mittee of

Saturday evening.
Grange, Brooksville, has installed officers for the ensuing year as follows:
Worthy Master, Andrew A. Grindle; Overseer, Harry Gray, Lecturer, Miss Gussie
Hawes; Steward, I. L. Herrick; Assistant
Steward, Fred Weasel; Treasurer, Jere
Jones; Secretary, Mrs. Sylvia Grindle; Gate
Keeper, Allison Grindle; l'omoua, Mrs.
Della Grindle; Ceres, Daisy Gray; Flora, R.
B. Gray: L. A. Steward, Mrs. May Green.
Last
Monday evening Comet Grange,
Swanville, installed the following officers:
Master, Albert S. Nickerson; Overseer, Au-

Belle Maddocks ; L. A.

Mrs.

attend

to

Rainbow

Cun-

Thursday.

W. L. Littlefield and Mr.
Wm. H. Quirnby spent Sunday with Dr. B.
B. Foster and family in Portland.

! State

Wallace

last

Mr. and

ent next

Damm; Treas.,

Freeman attended the meeting
the Maine Veterinarian Association in

Bangor

esting program was presented ami the attendance numbered nearly a hundred. Ail
candidates who are entitled to the third
and fourth degrees are requested to be pres-

Mrs. Albert

Prospt-ct yesterday.

to

terday
eity. |

this

Norfolk, Ct..
friends in Belfast the past week m l

Dr. F. E.
of

of

ami

to

Fred L. Waterhouse arrived from Boston
last Thursday for a visit to relatives in Belfast and Montville.

use.

pulpit.

to

visit

a

Mr. and Mrs. O. M. Snow of
visited

There was a good attendance of members of
the order, relatives and friends of deceased
members, and others. The services opened

front of tlie

hone

from

friends in Belfast.

was

and took seats reserved for their

Martha Prince returned

Mrs.

Lawrence, Mass., Tuesday

made at floral decoration
either at the church or
cemetery. At 2
o’clock the lodge entered the church in a

body

Sarah L. Sherman of Boston visited
of the city last

uncle, Daniel Lane,

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin W. Woods of Beaton
v.siting relatives in Belfast and Swauville.

The first memorial service under the
auspices of Enterprise Lodge, A. O. U. W.,
was held at the Methodist church last Sunday afternoon. Owing to inclement weather
no

a

are

He died May 22, IN Hi.
Members of Euieiq-iInr I. ,dgt

asked.

wood.”

j

Memorial Service.

"A provision which gives a European
Charles
monarch the right conclusively to settle an
W. Haney: Quincy F. Bean: Fred A. Carle.
American question is fatal to all hopes of
confirmative action on the treaty without an
James Leeman : Georg.- 1. Mu Igett (,«•( :g.
amendment eliminating article ten.
If a L. Moore.
general treaty of arbitration could be drawn
Member of Searsniout Lodge,
w
for the settlement by arbitral ii >n of questions
Elisha I
concerning only the United States and Great idated with Enterprise Lodge
Britain and which would net put it in the Bean.
power of Great Britain to secure arbitrators,
i he address by Rev. G. (L \Y
M ov was
a majority of whom
were Europeans,
it
would not be objectionable, but on the confrom 1 Cor. lo id-id. and was an appropriate
trary, very desirable.
and interesting discourse.
"But there is a further objection to the
The closing selection was by the double
treaty. It extends to controversies involvAfter
ing other governments with whom England quartette “Not l)»*ad, But sleeping.
It is not con- ; the hem-diction the
may undertake to interfere.
lodge marched to their
ceivable that the United States will interI lici.ll and closed the services for the day.
fere in questions
eo
eerning European
States, but, on the other Viand, it is very certain that Great Britain will continually inNews of the Granges.
terfere in the affairs of independent western
hemisphere nations.
Dingo Grange, Freedom, is in a nourish"She may try to encroach on the territory j
ing condition, anil is having a literary eouof Venezuela.
It could happen th it she
might agree to help Spain in maintaining her test this winter which j*r*»vt s very interesthold on Cuba. She may make a quarrel with
ing- This grange numl.eis i:;ii members in
Hawaii and land troops on the soil of that
republic. She may assert, under the Clav- gootl standing, and the average attendance
ton-BuIwer treaty, right in an isthmus c mal,
is from 55 to 78 each week.
There are only
and so on.
The United States in this treaty three subordinate
granges in Waldo county
binds itself to submit to every one of Great
Britain's advances of this sort, which the that are larger than Dirigo.
latter may be able to have approved by a
Seaside Grange conferred the first ami
tribunal composed wholly of Europeans.”
"What kind of a substitute would you second degrees on eleven candidates, auil
received a number of applications for memsuggest in order to avoid the formation of a
c urt of this character,” Mr. Chandler was
bership, last Saturday evening. An inter-

A

her

Belfast, Dec. 1, ''.Hi.

decision by arbitration which might impair
the Monroe doctrine. If Englaud, or any
other European country aided by Great
Britain, sought to enlarge its possessions, in with an organ voluntary, followed by a sethe western hemisphere, either by request or
lection, “Silently, Silently, they Pass
the peaceful acquisition of territory under j
Away,” by Leslie, sang by a double quarthe guise of boundary dispute or claim, and
the United States should intervene to pre- tette composed of Messrs. H. L. Stevens,
vent the enlargement of European posses- leader, C. E.
White, Fred S. Hutchins, H.
sion, it would not be advisable to refer the
S. Morey, Wilbur Macomber, Mrs. A. «J.
question to arbitration. It is as little a subject for arbitration as would be the claim of Morrison, Mrs. M. E. Curtis, Miss Lillian
the United States to talk of taking the Isle Spinney and Miss Emma
Murcli, with Miss
of Wight.
S. Pratt as organist. Rev. Geo. G.
"Either, therefore, in this treaty or in con- j Georgia
Winslow read selections of Scripture and
nection therewith, there must be a reservation of the controversy involving the Monoffered prayer, after which a malt- quartette,
roe doctrine.
In the second place, no treaty
composed of Messrs. White, Hutchins, Morey
with Great Britian will ever be ratified
which will make it possible for a majority of and Macomber, sang “Over Yonder,” by
the arbitrators to he European citizens in ‘Armstrong. John S.
Feruald, acting Respite of any objection on the part of the corder of the
Lodge, then announced the
United States to having this European majority. Apparently under the treaty, as it following roll:
r« ads, this may he the result.
IN MKMOKIAM.
"The arbitrators selected by Great BritJohn Jordan I'pe.hurch of Meadville, Pa.,
ain may be wholly European; those selectthe founder of the Order, who died Jan. In,
ed by the United States m; v belong wholly
to the north or south American countries'.
1**7, and whose portrait s ood oil an <;.sel m
If the two countries failed to agree upon
the umpires, they ire to be named by an
European King, and of course may be, and
are most likely to be Europeans.
Tims the
United States, as tin* treaty reads, will
have put great questions at issue between
this nation and Great Britain wholly into
the hands of Europeans.
This will never

I

1-2 inches ; length 41 inches : palmation, S 1-2
and 21 5-4 inches; 27 points. They spread do
inches straight front, and 75 inches back
surface measured at the same point.
While
not as many points as I)r. Grey's, they are
fuli\ as even and symmetrical, and heavier
and larger in every way.
C. B. Hazeltixe.

A. O.

Interview with Senator ( handler of Sew Hamp-

Mrs.

world." spreading 57 inches, blades 15 inches
wide, 54 points, etc. I have a set of moose
antlers, the best exhibited at the New York
Spoilsmen's Exposition in IS'.>5, in competition with largest of United States and Canada
The official
measurements were
as
follows, by Roosevelt committee: Girth, S

Treaty.

to

gMiss Nellie Roberts of Stockton Springs
left by train yesterday morning for Bangor.

HAZELTINE S CHAMPION MOOSE ANTLERS AND RIFLE.

C. B.

The

Court adjourned last Friday noon after
one of the shortest sessions on record—7
days. The Grand Jury was in session but
3 hours and the traverse juries but 2 davs.
Four divorces were decreed, and 2
jury
trials held.
Alphouso Young et al., in equity, vs. Edwin YV. Peasley, bill in equity to declare
void a certain mortgage on property in
Burnham aud to set aside foreclosure proceedings cm the ground of alleged fraud.
Referred to Hou. YV. P. Whitehouseat April
term, 1890; reference off, and case entered
neither party. Thompson for plaintiff, Partridge, Ingalls aud Hilton for defendants.
Petit Manan Land Co. in equity vs. Petit
Manan Land & Industrial Co., bill iu equity
to adjust various matters between the two
companies. The Master in Chancery is ordered to give notice of hearing on‘claims
against defendant company.
Daniel B. Henderson vs. Christiana R.

guest of

a

Mr. and Mrs.

Supreme Judicial Court.
ASSOCIATE JUSTICE

B. Lawrence went to Boston yesterday
business.

M.

act addiact entitled

Winterport Ferry

Company.

a

on

jurisdiction throughout the State.
Mr. Pierce of Frankfort, bill.an
an

W. Miller went to Boston yesterday
week.*

^Geo.

for

Railway

tional to and amendatory of
an act to
incorporate the

Bangor.

Mrs. Helen M. Conant spent Sunday with
friends in Bangor.

|

J. M. Devine, formerly of Whiteheid. Me.,
hut now a resident of I.ee, Coltax
mm
Nebraska, was in Washington, D C
ist
week.
He was a (Jreenbacker in Maine ami
is now a
Populist.. Mr. Devine says th,- w.-st
is full of Maine men. many of whom ha\ e attained pomim-me. and nam-d ov.-r a
irge
number right in Ins own vmimt\
In S.
iyh*r, Neb., a large town, lie siys the Suinu.u
Bros. live. Tin y are W. II ami ('. !•
inner, and came
from tie* m-ighh.-rlu*.■ l of
Belfast. S. c. We’d. -r.
:n *r V
Bin: r
is m the same town,
p; *sper;ug as a cl a hier.
Then .1. S. Simim-ns, •. is}• i
■! mo*
fin*
s
hanks tlo-re, is a Maim- imn s.
...- ri|.
Arnold Brothers and E
1
Prm
Im 1S*
Mr. Dev in., w »> I
i;
r
!
m l
gress in the Third .Nebraska
>

••

President

Hyde's Story.

H. L.

ard.
The officers of Victor Grange, Searsmout,
for the ensuing year are M., J. W. Farrar;
O., E. R. Packard; L., Mrs. Lucy A. Bean:

Poor; Chap,
Berry; Treas., D. Sweet-land;
Sec., Miss J. E. McFarland; G. K., O. A.
Googins; C., Della Lassell; P., Julia Berry;
S

L. L.

Mrs.

F.

Cross; A. S., M. E.

Emma

Alice

M.

Sweetland.
officer.

Poor; L. A. S., Mrs. Hattie
Cross was installing

Mr. L. L.

The installation

nesday evening, Jan.
lation

was a

supper.

13th.

was

public

After

Wed-

the instal-

The remainder of the

evening was passed in a very social manner.
The night of meeting has been changed from

Wednesday

to

Saturday.

-a i,
M mu* tom-imig 11,.
,,
1 Its good st. a
\ iicng min' a t
If 1st I lu'ard 1 '-i sn mm'A'.
e tin
best w as a >t
an K 1st -rn m a
went (.lit lu «‘<*!"radi
and, finding h.mx!|
somewhat atTeeted hy tin* atitude, went to
a
physician he rei et. Tin- physician asked
him the nature of les complaint, sand was
told t hat he was sulfi ring t; 111 ins.
a;
‘Oh,’ said the do tor. ‘You are -oitT-mig
from insomnia.
You
in't 'ieep o' nig its
‘No,' replied tin* patient, ‘It is not quite xo
had as that yet.
1 sleep perfectly
w
it
night, hut 1 can't sleep in tin* day tinn*
->•

.1

•'

I his is

Certainly

a

W

onderful Chance.

"We are aware that our people who suffer
from nervous, ehrotiie or long standing complaints do not have the s um opportunity to
he cured as do tlie residents of the great
cities where the most eminent, physicians
and specialists reside.
Or (ire.in* **!
'd
Temple Place, Huston, Mass who ha> the
largest practice in the world and who is
without doubt the most sue, .-ssfu! specialist
in curing all forms of nervous and chronic
diseases, offers to give free consultation by
mail to all sufferers
Write to him at once
about your case,
lie will surely cure y.>u.

Slaps

When Dickens’

“Our Mutual Friend.”

j

per cent, of the annual wages paid, and,
perhaps, more significant than all, four

Dashes.

and

Characteristics

times as much of the intelligence of the ;
pubcountry as that of the Bryan States. This |
lic somebody knowing the true siguificance
illiteracy is, of course, the contribution of
of words pointed out that “Our Common
the south to the Bryan cause, and is one
Friend” was the meaning of the novelist,
of the misfortunes of the alliance of much
who, however, was merely echoing an alof the extreme west with that

story with this title

universal

most

before the

came

and

as

in the

tively unprogressive section.

individuals, or
of reciprocal,

to the relations of two

parties alone,

compara-

refers

“Mutual”

error.

sense

It used to be

“our mutual friend” is illiterate

>o

That it

nonsense.

high authority”

“sanctioned

is

makes it

none

so.

Speaking of “high authority,” here is

about the

time each

same

column

same

the

year.”
of

Governor

New Hampshire is referred to, as “the
recipient of a reception.” “A demand for
more silence,” “more indexible,” “the
most unprecedented”
and “the most
eternal”

examples
etymology.

also very late

are

metropolitan

newspaper

“occurrence

An

of

happened,”

ac-

another authority.

to

The Boston Herald calculates that the
Venezuelan wai scare cost us two or three
thousand millions of dollars, thus admitting the possibility of the trilling over-estimate of a thousand millions.
Th.*

W'inthmp Budget
day
>mpunned tha: it hadn’t a line of advertising from any business man in town. It
apparently bad overlooked the local underthe other

e

tak

stickful in

s

near-by column.

a

Boston newspaper calls the attention
of its readers to some “gents’ coats” and
A

does it outside the
The

thing

next

'genK' always

advertising

will

wear

columns.

be

for

“pants,”
that garment.

Windermere terrace” is the latest Boston importation in the way of a local de- I

situation. By and b\ the Hub of the Universe will be so English, you know, that no
Boston
sible

woman

will have the

for

reason

crossing

slightest

see

the original articli.
The proposed and already instituted dietetic reform of omitting breakfast, or of

substituting

that

usually

varied

and

strong meal with simply bread, butter
and coffee, after the manner of cultivated Frenchmen, is not a new thing to

of fancy collars are stiff, plain or
dotted silk stocks, with a formal bow7 at
the front, and destitute of trimming, best
adapted however to young faces, or for
use

to

“What does ‘ad valorem’ mean,” aska late down South editor of the encylopedic office watchman. The latter

to

write

an

and then the editor proceeded
able leader against ad valorem

tariffs.
There was

time w hen overpopulation
by long and bloody wars, i
effected by asphyxiation under
\

obviated

was

Now it is
ice and

by

coal gas.

Thirty
Bon,

or

aveiage

years used to be called a genera !
tlie iverage of human life.
This

gradually increased

to ;i4

years'

and at last to 42.
The

man

tune at

w

ho

thought

honey production

to

make

a

in Cuba

for-

|

soon

found out that the bees of the tropics eat
theii honey as fast as theygatliei it. They
do not store it for winter, because they do
not have to.

|
j

The real

George Washington, not the
plaster cast of “history,” it seems secured his election to the Virginia House of
Burgesses by the most lavish dispensation
among the electors of rum and other intoxicants.

Even the

“grand

old man” of

England,
Gladstone, is owner of a distillery. But
Disraeli probably was not hinting at the
fact when he said the great Liberal leader
was “intoxicated with the exuberance of
his own verbosity.”
The New

York World

religious daily.

“What

was
a

started

as

a

fall was there,

my country men 1’
ertain newspapeis persist in referring
to tlie President as “his excellency.”
lie
<

has

no

such constitutional title.

Most of

the* State constitutions give it to the goveruors of States, but it is an out-of-date
title* and not in keeping with democratic

institutions, under which all men are of
equal dignity before the law. While militaiisni, a relic of barbarism,survives,military titles ofplistinction will be necessary;
but

uncivil official life titles have no reabeing. Nay, there is every reason
for dropping them all,from “his excellency” to “squire.”
son

for

Which reminds
ton

me

that when the Bos-

Courier, away back in the later fifties,

Clark, with a staff
which included George Lunt and George
8. Hillard, whereby the Courier became
the high literary court of appeal in Boston, that journal dropped the use of all
the titles referred to, deciding that “Mr.”
was good enough for the
greatest and
was

edited

by

Jolm

best.
When Secretary Olney referred to certain jingo Congressmen as “eminent gentlemen,” he “spoke sarkastic,” or he is

getting

to

indulge

in lamentable soft-saw-

der.
The

figures of

the census show that the

McKinley States represent 70 per

cent,

of

80 per cent, of
its assessed property valuation, 85 per
cent, of its workingmen and more than 85

the

country’s population,

heavy

Four-in-hand
wraps.
colored are also iu vogue
made precisely like those worn

<

or

the watchdog of tlie Senate, for there is
more galling to him than to see a
by gentlemen. For evening, plaited, satin- bill pass the Senate carrying a liberal apa close tab on
propriation. He also
edged chiffon over the puff or frill at the pension bills,.and as keeps
long as he is in tlie
1
armhole, is worn with long or short sleeves Senate no measure that has not been
and with any and all laces, as it is a thoroughly reviewed and-'diseussed can
very far through the legislative mill
fashionable fancy.
Independent waists get
before the objection of tlie Missourian
not only exist, but arc singularly beautiful
Senator is heard.
and a somewhat worn satin waist is renTlie habitual attitude of Senator Vest,
dered newr by a covering of embroidered the colleague of Cockrell, is to sit deep
down
in liis chair, with his legs slightly
chiffon, not extremely full, and so arrangapart, and his head so drawn that liis ears
ed that the largest sprays of embroidery and shoulders are
about on a level.
In
lie plain on the satin.
Tight, satin coat this position one might think be lias
Vest has the repsleeves are preferred to other shapes, and neither neck nor chin.
utation of being the off-hand speaker in
the chiffon is laid in two small puffs at
the upper house.
No one can t-"icli him,
the top, and below the elbow is wrinkled
particularly if liis temper is aroused and
across tin* sleeve to the cuff.
A very the debate is of a personal nature.
His
wit is as keen as a knife, and his sarcasm
dressy waist i s formed ot alternate velvet
as bitter as gall.
To this fact Secretary
bands and cream lace of the same width, Morton can
testify, for during the freover a white silk foundation.
quent controversies Between the secretary
of agriculture and the senator from .MisP ANS OF A I,I. SIZES
souri the latter has,
speaking,
are used, from the
largest sized feather spitted liis adversaryfiguratively
and held him up to
to
the
small
and
mediumfan,
tlie scorn and ridicule of all.
Empire,
sized, spangled gauze fans fill up the inProbably no member of the Senate gets
terval between these extremes.
With ; liis name printed in the Congressional
lleeord so frequently as does Senator Call
low-necked dresses, the long glove is inef Florida.
A visitor dropping into the
dispensable, and cream white with self- Senate gallery on any day that that body
colored stitching, seems most in favor. is considering a public measure is almost,
sure to hear a speech from the Florida
Contrasting stitching is also iu demand senator. No
subject is too dry for him.
for four button gloves, but not to the It cannot be
said, however, that Call has
exclusion of self-colored.
gained much in eloquence during his
many years of speaking in the Senate.
TIIE plainest skating COSTI ME
;There
is a saying about Congress that ilis a black serge skirt with a bright colored
lustrates this point.
When a roll of the
waist or jacket and hat to match.
As a House is taken it consumes about three1fourths of an hour, and is a
matter of course, skirts are shorter and
proceeding
that is both tedious and irksome.
There
narrower than those for ordinary ocea- !
is a general outpouring from the House
sions, and a fur band around the lower galleries
when the roll is to be called.
(
edge is a very pretty addition, with the After listening to a long speech by the
Florida
senator
one day, a witty senator
Cloth suits
jacket trimmed in keeping.
remarked:
with tight jackets best meet general re“There is only one thing that is more
quirements; a loose jacket, however, ad- 1tiresome than the call of the House, and
mits of an additional garment inside, tnat is the Call of the Senate.”
A year or so ago Senator Call gained
when desired. Very short jackets are usum ich notoriety by
removing his shoes in
ally open at the front, showing gay vests, ! the Senate one day and
placing his blue
and velveteen blouse waists in bright stockinged feet on
top at his desk. For
hues are quite popular. Contrasting colors, ; thus rudely sliockiug the dignity of the
Senate lie was much criticised, and, in
or bright red, look pretty on the ice, or i
filer, tlie incident came near defeating hint
dark colored cloth is often trimmed with j for re-election to the Senate that fall.
red.
Green is so fashionable that it exSenator FefTer presents an odd figure at
tends to skating costumes; or black and i ;all times, but he is particularly striking
while in his street attire. When lie mounts
Silk j
orange form a. desirable contrast.
tlie terrace of the Capitol on a cold day
velvet dresses, bordered with ermine or liis whiskers are
carefully tucked under
Russian sable, and showing lace or em- ! his vest safe from the wind, his overcoat
collar is turned up and the coat buttoned
broidery also, are displayed by some out of line. His
slouch hat is pulled
wealthy persons; in fact nothing is too I down until it rests on his ears, and he
for
the
which
affords
j shambles along in a dreamy way .that
ice,
elegant
always
contrast.
Toques are universal, because brings tlie suggestion of a mummy to the
mind.
small and are always in harmony with the
Congressmen have their eccentricities as
Verona Clarke.
costume.
well as do the members o£ tlie Senate.
One of the most interesting congressmen
The North Caro- in the
Political Points.
present House is Hailey of Texas,
and
elected
lina legislature met Jan. Oth
who was the first man to repudiate the
officers, all Republicans and Populists. A. nomination of Bryan. One of Bailey’s
is his dress, which is invariF. Hilntan, Populist, is speaker of the peculiarites
ably the same. His costume is that of
House.Tom Watson got only 407 votes his native
State, consisting of a black
in his own State. It is not st range that he Prince Albert suit with a vest cut very
has completely subsided since election. low, a white lawn tie, high rolling collar,
and a broad brimmed black bat.
In this
_At a conference of leaders of the Namake-up, and with his erect bearing and
in
SatDemocratic
tional
clean shaven face, Mr. Bailey is the typiparty
Chicago,
urday, General Buckner said he saw no cal specimen of the southern gentleman.
Like a war horse champing his bit, pawpresent prospect of reconciling the DemoIt was voted the organization ing the ground and waiting impatiently
cracy.
should be perfected in each State of for the signal to charge is Congressman
Washington’s and Jefferson’s birthday_ Walker of Massachusetts waiting for the
FiThe Democrats and Populists in the Idaho financial fight to open in the House.
Legislature have determined to caucus nance is the hobby of the Massachusetts
separately. There is little prospect of the member. Mr. Walker has collected an
breach between them being patched up. amount of data for the present session
The Dubois men are sanguine that their that would stagger an ordinary statisticandidate for U. S. Senator will be nom- cian, and he is now busy disseminating
All indications point to their financial literature among his colleagues.
inated.
success.It is reported that the electo- Walker, in appearance, resembles a strict
He has a ruddy
ral vote of Nebraska will stand six for Presbyterian minister.
Watson and two for Sewall, instead of face, which is fringed with gray whiskers,
while the hair is snowy white.
four and four as was agreed upon.
for

ed

explained,

under

ties in white

ladies,
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Package—

remember it. It contains

Affliction
Permanently Cured by Taking

AYER’S m
I was afflicted for eight years \vith Salt
Rheum. During that time, I tried a great
many medicines which were highly recommended, but none gave me relief. I
was at last advised to try Ayer's Sarsaparilla. by a friend who told me that I
must purchase six bottles, ami use them
according to directions. I yielded to his
persuasion, bought the six bottles, and
took the contents of three of these bottles without noticing any direct benefit.
Before 1 had finished the fourth bottle,
my hands were as

as ever

they

were.

My

business, which

is that of a cab-driver, requires me to
be out in cold and wet weatlmr. often
without gloves, and the trouble has
m*\er returned."—Thomas A. Johns.
Stratford, Out.

Ayer's ini Sarsaparilla
Admitted at the World’s Fair,

Ayer's JPiiis Cleanse the lionets.

for him to take a hired cook along.
He
broil a venison steak to a brown turn,
or can make a Welsh rarebit that cannot
be excelled.
Congressman Sulloway is known as the
necktieless statesman.
Certain it is that
the big New Hampshire man dispenses
with this part of a man’s wearing apparel.
Its absence is not generally noted, however, as a growth of luxuiiant whiskers
Hows from his chin over his chest and
down even with the watch pocket of his
vest. Only by a close inspection can it be
discovered that there is no tie about the
turned down collar that Congressman

For economy

“Here, sir,

are

you

representative?”

a

lie called out.

“No, sail,” replied Senator George. “I
am a member, sail, of the United States
Senate, and I want to see Representative
Dinsmo’, sail.”
This doorkeeper was a resident of the
Bowery district in New York, and had
cultivated a grim sense of humor which
lie was in the liahit of exploiting at the
lie
expense of men with peculiarites.
promptly replied to the venerable senator:
Representative Dinsmo’, sail,
Is not. upon the Ho’, sab ;
He went home at half-past fo’, sab,
And

w

on’t

be hack

no

mo’, sail.

A Cunning Dog.
A family let their house furnished,
leaving in it a large dog. The tenant was
an old lady, who liked to sit. in a particularly comfortable chair in the drawing
room; but as the dog was also very fond
of the chair, she found him frequently in
possession. Being rather afraid of the
dog, she did not dare to drive him out,

and therefore she used to go to the window and call “Cats!”
The dog would
then rush to the window and bark, and
then the lady would take possession of
the chair.
One day the dog entered the
room and found the lady in possession of
the chair.
He ran to the window and
barked excitedly.
The lady got up to
see what was the matter, and the dog inseated
in the chair. [Sunhimself
stantly
day School Visitor.
How to tell Good

Rubbers.

buy 41b. package.
COMPANY,

THE S. K. FAIRBANK

New

St. Louis,

Chicago,

York,

Philadelphia.

Boston,
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Austin Elliot.
A
novel. 1894. 111.10
Krehbiel, Henry Edward. How to
listen to music. Hints to untaught
lovers of the art. 1896. 927.29
Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim. Nathan
the wise: a dramatic poem. Translated by Ellen Frotliingham. 1892.. 1135 1
Lummis, Charles E.
Spanish pioneers. 1893. 453.3
he second
ruci.»augniin, in. i.ouise.
maritime: ;i memoir of Elizabeth
Charlotte, Duchcsse ri’ Orleans. 847.1
Matson, Henry. References for literary workers with introductions to
topics ami questions for debate. 189:;. R.L.
.Maurice, .diaries Edmund. Story of
Bohemia from the earliest times to
the fall of national independence in
Idl'd with a chapter on later events.
l*i|i. 434 11
Moffat, William 1>. Not without honor: the st..r\ of an odd hoy. 824.51
Mo wry, W. A. and A M.
History of
the l iiiteri States for schools.
ispb 444.!'
Rulini, Giovaum Domenico. Doctor
Antonio.
A novel. 155 21 i
Shaler, Nathaniel Southgate. American highways: their condition and
the means hv which thev mav be
bettered. 189b.'._‘. 952.7

FOR THE NEXT SIXTY Un

We shall sell WINTER GOODS
less of cost. 'I hey must be sold

Tarr, Ralph S. Elementary physical
geography. 189b.
Traill, Henry Duff-editor. Social Eng-
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Hosiery

“

Hundreds of articles that
the room to mention.

189b.5.49 14

we

“

have

not

...

Mabel
Osgood.
ToinmyAnne-anri the three hearts. 189b
555.27

PLEASE CALL AND SEE

An account of Pal-

myra and Zeuobia with travels and
adventures in Bashan and the
Desert. 1895
527.12

“

“

same

Boys' Outside
“
Caps

Wright,

Wright, William.

“
“

Ribbed

Underwear at the

“

oil

“
“

Mens and

189b. 945.27
John.
Forms of water in
and rivers, ice and glaciers. 948.19

founded

“

Fleeced Lined WcgI

“

i.OO,
.73,
-60,
.50,

“

Camel’s Hair

912.51
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“

Natural Wooi

“
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Underwear.
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Ward, Elizabeth Stewart Phelps.
Chapters from a life. 189b.
Westover, Cynthia M. Bushy a ro-

goods,

satisfactory

1

“

clouds

Spring

I

“

)

all

guarantee

we

refunded if not

loo.1155.2b
What is elecTrowbridge, John.
tricity’?
(International scientific
series

larye line of

our

THIS IS A BONAFIDE SALE,

land. Yoi. 5. From the accession
of George I. to the battle of Water-

Tyndall,

lor

room

Richard
The
Brinsley.
school for scandal, and The Rivals.
With an introduction by A. Birrell 1228 b
Skinner
(diaries M.
Myths and
legends of our own land. 189b 2v. .1152.21
Anson
.JointN-Tokes,
Phclphs.
Metallism.
189b.Id58 21

can

Dinsmore.
As lie was about to pass
through the door, one of the doorkeepers,
not knowing the Mississippi statesman,
laid his hand on his arm and detained
him.

everything
quickly, cheaply and
perfectly.

528 14

Sheridan,

Congressman David II. Mercer, the
secretary of the Republican congressional
committee, enjoys the reputation of being
the dialing dish expert of the House. He
is an all round sportsman, and when lie
goes on a hunting trip it is not necessary

that cleans

Kingsley, Henry.

A CAB-DRIVER’S STORY.

Free from Eruptions

Washing Powder

Authors and friends.1124 14
Fisher, George Park, Jr. Out of the
woods: a romance of camp life. 1896. 227.32
Hibbard, George A. Lenox. ( American summer resorts ).. 532.7
Iluxley, Thomas Henry. Physiography : an introduction to the study
of nature. 1895. 919 4
Jewett, Sarah Orne. The country of
the pointed lirs. 1896
215.18
Jokai, Maurus. Black diamonds. A
novel. Translated by F. A. Gerard. 1896.". 135 5

A Common

man

nothing

j

j

com-

the Congregationalist pilgrimage to
England and Holland. 1896.
Fields, Annie Adams (Mrs. James T.)

Johns,

becoming a representative ot a farming
constituency. His personal appearance
is strongly suggestive of tlie typical farm- Sulloway wears.
A little incident that took place the other
er as portrayed in comic weeklies.
He
has a fringe of hair around tiie lower day at the main door of the House of Representatives resulted in a reduction in the
part of his head, anil a bunch of whiskers
of the Hackensack variety adorns his House force by the dismissal of a messenSenator George of Mississippi, who
chin. A pair of steel-rimmed spectacles ger.
southern accent,
rests on the. end of liis long and severe speaks with a broad
walked
over to the House to see Congresslooking nose. Cockrell has been termed

styles

matutinal gorge of Scotch porridge, chops,
steaks, hot muffins and buckwheat cakes,
as

Thomas

Fashions.

IN OPPOSITION TO THE OHXATE

It was in vogue among cultivated Bostonians two generations ago,
and probably earlier and later.
The evolution of that simple meal to the present

WASHING

...

!

tached in pairs.

Americans.

suggests some interesting reflections
health, morals and population.

York

DUST

This is the

1896. 827.36

pany and other stories. 1896. 111.25 !
Barrie, James Matthew. Margaret
Ogilvy. 838 20 i
Bates, Arlo. Talks on writing English
914 20 !
1896
Brooks, Eibridge S. and Alden, John.
adLong vValls: an American boy’s
ventures in Greece. A story of dig338.10
ging and discovery. 1896......
Children's history book: tales of the
history of our uative land 189(5. 323.21
Clarke, Mary Cowden. My longlife:
an
autobiographic sketch. 181H5. 825 20
Courseu, Frances Bell. What the
Dragon Fly told the children. 347 24
Crabb, George. -English synomyuies
explained in alphabetical order. 1896. 914 24
•Dyer, Frances J. and others. The
hook of the pilgrimage: a record of

of
hour of noon approaches the seats provided for spectators in the two branches
of Congress gradually till up, and no matter how dull the proceedings may be,
| there is always a liberal audience to be
found in the galleries. The moment a
breezy debate is started on the floor there
is a long line of men outside the doors
leading to the galleries, waiting for seats,
for it is one of the rules of both houses
that no persons are allowed to stand in the
galleries. Many of the spectators are regjj ular attendants, and can pick out all the
!j prominent members of Congress and dis-

j

pos-

the ocean to

;

j

But vile English is not confined to the
Here is a judge of a United
newspapers.
States court saying “occurrences took

place."
cording

galleries of the House and Senate
popular resorts these days for a part
the Washington population.
As the

Arditi, Luigi. My reminiscences.
Barlow, Jane. Mrs. Martin’s

“The
are

anecdotes of this congressman or that.
Just at present Senator Cullom is the
hero with the gallery habitues, as his
stirring
speech on free Cuba has brought
Accessories. Fancy collars. Lace ¥okes. Indepen- his name
prominently to the front. The
I
dent Waists. Fans, tiloves. Skating Costumes.
| Illinois statesman prides himself on his
resemblance to Abraham Lincoln, and he
[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Accessories in the way of collars, pointed ; lias his iron gray chin and side whiskers
trimmed in the style affected by the raaror square yokes or jabots, worn over plain j
i tyred President. His tall and spare figure
waists, appear to supersede to some extent has the peculiar stoop that characterized
the trimmed corsage, and economy may en- Lincoln's personal appearance, and there
ter largely into their construction, as two | are other points of resemblance between
| the Illinois senator and the war President,
kinds of lace are admissible, with chiffon Cullom is an
extremely nervous man, and
j
in addition, and very small pieces of vel- this fact crops out in nearly all of his liabWhile sitting in the Senate listening
vet or handsome ribbon are available as I its.
! to a debate his iiauds are
rolling
tabs.
Independent collars were never .so ! strips of paper info tapers; busy
then he unA plain satin or ! winds them and tears them into small
varied or so beautiful.
At the close of each day’s session
folded satin ribbon stuck, from one to two ! bits.
and a half inches high, is the foundation the carpet about his desk is covered with
! fragments of paper. Senator Cullom is
to which may be attached wide or narrow
| what is termed a self-made man. His
i
aeeordiou-piaited lace or chiffon, (quite parents were poor, and his early boyhood
days were spent in toiling on a farm. His
narrow under the chin) falling over the
education was
during the winters,
stock, or velvet or silk tabs, edged with and later on at gained
the country schoolhouse.
narrow lace or bound with velvet may be
When he became a young man lie studied
wired to curve slightly over, or lie Hat ac- law, got into politics in a small way, becording to the requirements of the wearer, j came Governor of his State, was elected to
Congress and later was sent to the Senate.
NO 1SUI..E EXISTS
Senator Harris of Tennessee is an inregarding collars. Any number of tabs? teresting figure on the floor. His ruddy
from two to ten are seen, and sometimes face and picturesque hair and goatee
have earned for him the name of the mannone at
all.
Colored beads sewed on darin.
His characteristic attitude in the
Venetian lace tabs, or row's of beads at Senate is striking.
It is that of the
tlse front of a folded white satin stock, heavy man in the tragedy, with a modification of the Henry Irving pose and
are
attractive, and facial
very pretty and
expression. He stands with tightcolored velvet tabs on a white or pink
ly drawn muscles, shoulders slightly
satin stf'. k are among fashionable fan- bent forward, lips compressed and brow |
cies.
High grade fur lias been seen on a contracted, with an expression of blood- j
determination.
There is a sug- |
few collars, and apropos of fur the de- curdling
gestion of slow music when he moves
mand. especially fur llussian sable, is more about the Senate, or rises to give an ex- I
brisk than at the. beginning of the season; pression of his views, with one finger i
drawn threateningly like a weapon on his
many persons delaying their purchases
until after January 1st, thereby enjoying colleagues.
tutting directly in trout of Harris is anthe benefit of the usual reduction in other unique figure.
It is that of Senaprices. A novelty illustrated in shoulder tor Cockrell, the farmer statesman from
Missouri.
He is a man of democratic
capes, brought out by C. C. Sliayue, is the habits and made a
name for himself imadaption of the entire animal; collar and mediately upon taking his seat in the Sencape being made up of lengthwise pieces, ate by refusing point black to attend a
and the lower edge trimmed with tails, State reception because it involved wearing a dress suit, which he regarded as unlegs and feet—the claws also retained, atNew

GOLD

Rooks added from Dec. 14th to JaD. 14,
1897:

Law*

tinguished senators, says a correspondent
only nasty and possibly promotive of ( in
the Brooklyn Eagle.
|
They are familbut
sanitarians
say j iar with all the whims and idiosyncrasies
contagious diseases,
the lead is poisonous.
ZZ.
of the statesmen, and delight to relate

A newspaper representative of Boston
culture says “a recurrence of the disease
In the

of Some or I he Nation’s
makers.

not

less than unendurable.

occurring

not improp-

cognate reform in the school room should
be to compel pupils to abstaiu from wetting lead pencils in their mouths. It is

the New York Times saying “less unendurable,” as though anything could be more
or

as a

caper for school children of all sizes to
spit on their slates. But that nasty pracThe next
tice was long since abolished.
er

by

the less

accepted

Belfast Free Library.

Prominent Men in congress.

1

|

FOR YOURS

STAPLES & COTTRELL, 12 Main

"Presente-l.
He Didn’t Skeer.
When the bucolic gentleman with goatesq ue whiskers and a hat of the accordion pattern stepped briskly into the elevator and announced a desire just to
make a couple of trips while he was taking a “noonin’,” the youthful conductor
of the lift was tickled to the soles of his
The people of the building were
feet.
out for lunch and he had a clear lield for

HARDWARE.
•Old Commdore Vanderbilt.

sport.

FOR SUCCESS,

“Are you all ready?” shouted the boy,
though the slightest neglect meant
serious disaster.
“Let’ergo, sonny,” responded the man
from the country, while he chewed slippery elm bark with the same industry
that a rabbit chews cabbage.
That “sonny” touched Young America
in a sensitive spot, and they went to the
roof with a whiff that sent dust and
papers whirling through the corridors.
The boy turned to see his passenger with
“
one leg hanging over the other, his jaws,
working without a change in time, and
his appearance as calm as though he were 1
sitting on a stake-and-rider fence, watch- j
ng things grow.
Down they went with a bang, and the
old mail only asked if there wasn’t some
way in which “th' mersheen could be
^
made to hump along a leetle faster. Then
the desperate lad pulled the throttle wide 1
open, and before he could check the terrifie speed the upper end of the course
was reached, the cables snapped, the car
dropped like a bullet to the air cushions
below, bounded half a story, and finally
settled, with the boy screaming from
as

*

110 BUSINESS i GO I!

,

will attend to you.
We want your trade.
We "ish to “» ' “

>We

HARDWARE.

And wii

Mrs. Potts’ Irons 65c.
Axe

Good Pocket Knife, 25c.

A

good trade in*”""""

I HIS.

Paints and Oils.

$5.00.

A

A (iood Sleigh for $25.00.
(iood Razor. 50c.

A

''VALE KINDS OF HARDWARE.^

1

HARDWARE.

—

of Maine.

$500,-480 Increase in Earnings
Looming I p.
The railroad commissioners1
annual
report on steam roads doing business in
this State shows an increase of 5.34 per
cent, in mileage and 6.75 per cent, in
earnings. The returns to June 30, IS'.>6,
show an increase of 8500,480 in earnings
over
those of 1895,
being 8*, 111,507,
against 87,611,127. This is a comparison
of “gross earnings from operation,” instead of “gross transportation earnings,“
In many eases the former
as heretofore.
method has been misleading.
The total number of passengers o irried
to June. 30, 1896, was 5,706,615, against
5,535,031 in 1805. The number of tons of
freight carried for the year ending June

to

1)0

Steel and Iron, 2 I --2c.

and Handle, 75c.

Churns, $ 1.00

j
don’t]

Highways

at

Wl:. (il ARANIT.l. TO

fright.

Iron

vot

THE VERY LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES,

j

“Can’t we make another trip or two?”
asked the unmoved granger. Thar’s smilin’ stillin' in that kind’er motion.
And,
sonny, you kin jest tell your people tliar
in here that th’ newswas one farmer
lie
papers can’t make no fun of.
skeer worth a dura.” [Detroit Free Press.

i. SEi.i

Steam Hoads Show

In this climate, rubbers are among the
necessaries of life.
From the first snow of
November, through the drifts of January,
thaws of February, blizzards of March, and
mud of April, every person who considers
bis health will not get too far away from his
rubbers. Now there are rubbers and rubbers; some very good, and others not. It is
natural when crude rubber costs nearly si

I

pound

that some makers should skimp on
their rubber and substitute other things,
which may make the rubber look well,—
and wear wretchedly. There is one sure
and easy way, however, of telling a good
rubber from a bad. The best rubbers invariably carry the manufacturer’s brand.
For instance, there are the oldest, rubber
makers in the world, L. Candee & Co., of
New Haven, who have been making rubbers
for nearly (JO years, and who manufacture
over 'Jo,000 pairs a day.
Every boot and
shoe that goes out of their facto.y is stamped “CAN DEE” on tile bottom.
When you
get a pair of rubbers stamped “CANDEE,”
can
rest
assured
that
have
you
you
got rubbers that you can rely on, because they are
made by people who could not afford, even
if they wanted to, to send out poor rubbers.
Remember this point when you are buying
a

rubbers.

Something to Know.
It may be worth something to know that
the very best medicine for restoring the
tired out nervous system to a healthy vigor
is Electric Bitters. This medicine is purely
vegetable, acts by giving tone to the nerve
centres in the stomach, gently stimulates
the Liver and Kidneys, and aids these organs
in throwing off impurities in the blood.
Electric Bitters improves the appetite, aids
digestion, and is pronounced by those who
have tried it as the very best blood purifier
and nerve tonic.
Try it. Sold for 50c or
SI.00 per bottle at Kilgore & Wilson’s City
Store.
Drug
troubled with that dreadful disease
called dropsy; swollen from head to foot.
Burdock Blood Bitters has completely cured
medicine.”
It is a most wonderful
me.
Joseph Herick, Linwood, Ont.
“I
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Tales From Town Topics

l2mo, 256 patres. a Quarterly Magazine of Fiction, now
in its sixth year
Issued first day of March, June,
September and December.
A complete novel by some well-known author leads
»ach number; the remainder of the volume consists
jf stories, burlesques, poems, witticism-,, etc
from
bit A TOPIC*, so far back as to make republican
ion fresh readingPrice, 50 cents; *$2.00 per year.
■

“Hear Towser barking at the hand-organ j
man,” said Mollie. “Wonder if he. thinks
he’s saying anything?”
“Of course he does,” said Tommie. “He’s
singing, ‘You sha’n’t play in our yard.’
| Harper’s Bazar.
“Have you read that article ‘How to Tell
a Bad Egg’?”
“No, I haven’t; but my advice would be if
you have anything important to tell a bad
[Household
egg, why, break it gently.”
Words.

V

j

in 1895.

Since June 30, the Patten A Sherman
railroad, 5.01 miles long, has been opened
to public travel, making the total mileage
of steam railroads Nov. 30, 1896, 1720.02
miles.
The accidents to passengers for
the year ending June 30, 1896, were four
killed and 11 injured, against two killed
There were six
and 11 injured in 1895.
employes killed and 61 injured, against
nine killed and 35 injured in 1895.
It is a noticeable fact that while in 1895
there were six killed and 10 injured at
highway crossings, of those not trespassing only six were injured in 1896.
On June 30, 1895, there was 93.89 miles
of street railway in operation, and on
The street
June 30, 1896, 131.10 miles.
railroads, with one exception, are all
operated by electric power. They have
become an important element in the
transportation problem. For the year
ending June 30, 1896, there were carried
on these railways 12,302,326 persons.
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•tei little balconies.
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'!",sing about the exterior, and
mdsome rooms are the presiM'larters and tlie chambers in
fwo houses of congress meet
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! hey are fitted up with fine
urniture and the walls are covportraits of distinguished Cen-

ii-iius.

The

President,—who

regularly graduated, experienced physician.

Mrs. Nancy J. Porter, of Rodney. Monona Co.,
Jowa.. writes: “I can recommend Dr. Pierce’s
Favorite Prescription as being far ahead of any
other medicine for a woman raising a family. I
have three children for the first two I have sufferBefore my last
ed each time for twelve hours.
child was born I took Favorite Prescription,’ using only three bottles of it. and when I was confined I suffered very little, and was in labor only
a very short time.”
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“Best Line/’
There’s

a

all

too-—

kind to

the history of modern warfare, and presented features which were
absolutely ap-

suit

palling. It was chiefly a savage hand-tohand light across the breastworks.
Hank
after rank was riddled by shot and shell
and bayonet-thrusts, and finally sank, a

strong

or

light

dark.

the parapet, and double charges of
canister played their part in the bloody
work.
The ft* nee rails aud logs in the
to

breastworks
and trees
ter

were

shattered into splinters,
a half iu diamecut completely iu two by tlie iu-

or

chew,

mild—

a

were

over a

foot and

kind

you’ll like.

A section of the
the [ cessant musketry lire.
trunk of a stout oak tree thus severed
l
is
full
of
most
curious
race
and
aboriginal
was afterward sent to
Washington, where
relics of a prehistoric people which the it is still on exhibition at the National
We had not only shot down an
If Museum.
natives regard with great veneration.
a liny but also a forest.
tht* old saw about “Early to bed and
The opposing flags were in places thrust
early to rise" be true, the people of Nic- against each other, and muskets were tired
with muzzle against muzzle.
Skulls were
aragua ought to be wiser than Solomon,
wealthier than t’nesus and healthier than crushed with clubbed muskets, and men
stabbed to death with swords and bayoMethuselah.
By nine o’clock every light nets thrust between the
logs in the parais extinguished in Managua, and everybody pet which separated the combatants.
SUCCESSORS TO
is sleeping tlie sleep of the just, behind Wild cheers, savage yells, and frantic
the mosquito baron bis ox-hide stretcher, shrieks rose above the sighing of the wind
aud the pattering of the rain, and formed STEVENS & ERSKINE,
or hammock, or little iron bedstead; and
a demoniacal accompaniment to the boomlong before “sun up the business of the ing of the guns as they hurled their misday is begun. But the business accom- siles of death into the contending ranks.
Even the darkness of night and the pitiplished seems to be very little indeed. less storm failed to
stop the fierce contest,
The Nicaraguan takes even bis pleasures and the
....And Dealers In....
deadly strife did not cease till
in
and
after
homeopathic doses,—all
leisurely
midnight. Our troops had been unbut sleeping and smoking. Every other der tire for twenty hours, but they still Boots,
held the position they had so dearly pur
Shoes,
little town in IIispano-America has its
chased.
My duties carried me again to
Casino aud other places of public amuse- the spot the next
Rubbers,
day, and the appalling
ment or social gatherings; but there are sight presented was harrowing in the exTrunks,
Our own killed were scattered
The entertainments treme.
none in Managua.
near the
over a
Bags,
space
large
“angle,”
in private houses generally take the form
while in front of the captured breastworks
of early dinner parties; and if dancing is the enemy’s dead, vastly more numerous Extension Oases,
indulged in, it is begun in tlie afternoon than our own, were piled upon each other,
Whips,
in some places four layers deep, exhibitand concluded about the hour such exerRohes,
ing every ghastly phase of mutilation.
The peons Below the mass of
cises commence elsewhere.
fast-decaying corpses,
Blankets, Ete.
live in the outskirts of the city, in huts of the convulsive twitching of limbs and the
bamboo thatched with straw, surrounded writkiug of bodies showed that there were NEW STOCK OF
men still alive and struggling to extricate
with cacti hedges.
They are very poor, themselves from their
horrid entombment.
aud dirty beyond degree, yet apparently Every relief possible was afforded, but in
happy as the summer day is long. A too many cases it came too late. The
was well named the “Bloody
Angle.
Fine Goods.
Low Prices.
real, which is worth twelve and one-half place
The results of the battle are best sumcents in our money, will sustain a whole med
up in the report which the generai- HARNESS REPAIRING and I
j Open
) Evenings.
family for a week, for they need little in chief sent to Washington. At 6.30 CARRIAGE TRIMMING. <
more than that with
which nature has p. m., May 12th, he wrote to Halleck as
follows: “The eighth day of battle closes
59 Main Street.
supplied them,—plantains and yams for leaving between
three or four thousand
H. I. STEVENS.
food, tobacco and sugar-cane for luxuries, prisoners in our hands for the day’s work, C. E, STEVENS.
aud their own brown skins fora covering. including two general officers, and over
The enemy
pieces of artillery.
They seldom eat meat, aud never wash thirty
...THE...
are obstinate and seem to have found the
themselves.
They sit nearly naked in last ditch. We have lost no organization,
the doors of tlieir huts, both men aud ! not even that of a company, whilst we
women smoking cigarettes, and chatting i have destroyed and captured one division
(Johnson’s), one brigade (Dole’s), and
as contentedly as if every want of life
|
| one regiment entire of the enemy.” The
was fully supplied—as doubtless it is for
Confederates had suffered greatly in geuJUBBEIiS OF
them. Densely ignorant and superstitious, | eral officers.
Two had been killed, four
!
they know nothing of tho world beyond severely wounded, and two captured. CRAIN.
Our ioss in killed, wounded, and missing
their own immediate .surroundings, and
was less than seven
that of the
! care still less. Most of them work on enemy between ninethousand;
aud ten thousand as
the
as
could
be
when
there
is
to
be
ascertained.
nearly
|
estancias,
anything
[“Camwith Grant,” by General Horace
!
done, walking live or six miles in tlie i paigning
SEEDS and
Bol ter, in the January Century.
twilight at either end of the day, going
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densely populated by
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Hood’s

said: * You never know you
have taken a pill till it is all
over.*’ 25c. C. I. Hood & Co.,

Proprietors. Lowell,
The only pills to take

ol

quality of

to Take

a more stylish conveyance. In these Cath- '
Are features peculiar to Hood’s l’ills. Small in
olic countries, you know’, it is the custom
size, tasteless, efficient, thorough. As one man
for everybody to fall upon their knees,
wherever they may be, when the Bishop’s

is

Importers

Blacksmith

and cumbersome

was

GROCERIES.

Mass.
with Hood’s

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.
TELEPHONE 4-2.
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House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
tine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under

! good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C.

Sarsaparilla.

Or C. B.-HALL

DILWORTH,

Main St. Belfast.
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For 1807, beginning with the January
issue, there will be added to the usual departments of Table Talk, in response to a

wide demand from its readers, an additional page of menus giving noon day
dinners. In this same issue appears an
article on “The Pleasures of Eating,” by
Elizabeth Grinned; an interesting artie le
on
“Oleykoecks and Momevlijes” by
Maltha Bockee Flint.
The history of
“Knives, Trenchers, Cupboards and
Hutches” is treated by Bose Crosby,
while the Housekeepers’ Inquiry Department contains a large number of most excellent recipes. “The New Bill of Fare”
is replete with women’s interests, and the
entertainments are well adapted to create
the pleasure they are hoped to promote.
There will also be, throughout the season, articles by a thoroughly practical
authority, containing well tested recipes
for the canning, preserving and pickling
of fruits and vegetables.
A variety of articles on domestic science topics will be
given by well-known writers, while no
pains will be spared to furnish the best
information to housekeepers on all points
of social and table etiquette. The marked individuality, freshness of thought and
thoroughness, indicative of Table Talk,
will continue to be noted features of the

magazine.
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Ivorine for washing, clothes.
•dishes, tinware, etc., and for
hundred household uses.
The Toilet

for the

Soap

the bath room, and the
The J. B. WILLIAMS
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nursery.

CO., GLASTONBURY, CONN.

Makers <>f Williams Famous Shaving Soaps.
Write for catalogue of choice premiums.
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HOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

Soapstone Foot-Warmers,
We have all sizes in stock.

Also

OIL STOVES of all kinds.

Glenwood Ranges and Heaters
we

sell them.

L Mitchell
ATAlll/UUU,

Fred Atwood,

115

Hi?h street’
Belfast, Maine.
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Dr. Xicoll, who came to this country
with Mr. Barrie, read the American newspapers while lie was here, and audaciously admits that he liked them. He has
confessed to the Westminster Budget that
in his opinion no American institution is
more
misunderstood abroad than the
press. He thinks our newspapers less
sensational than they seem to he, and
says, very truly, that you may look in
vain in them for such matter as the divorce reports which the most proper
English papers publish.
Undoubtedly we
Americans like the newspapers we have
better, on the whole, than any others in
the market; but we are so continually advised that our passion for them is guilty,
that while we satisfy it with prodigality,
we seldom attempt to justify or even to
excuse it, so that to hear our journals
praised by a visitor excites emotions of
considerable novelty.
After all, a liking
for newspapers is, like a liking for oue’s
fellow-creatures, apt to concentrate itself
on individuals.
If Dr. Xicoll had been
impolitic enough to say which Americau
he
his
comments would have
liked,
papers
gained in interest all that they lost in discretion.
[Harper's Weekly.

every

buys Ivorine Wash=

hem.

Burnham of

It relates the life and adventures of
Princess Feruitta, daughter of the King
and Queen of Fairyland, and of her lover,
Prince Puck.
At the christening of the
baby princess a wicked fairy named
Grumble-growl wishes that Feruitta, on
a certain one of her birthdays
may be
changed iuto a mortal. The wish “comes
true,” the dreaded change to mortality
takes place, and for a time Feruitta is lost
to fairyland.
Ultimately, however, she
returns and on being entrusted with the
of
her native realm, introgovernment
duces a number of reforms borrowed from
the world of miracles, and thereby creates
“Modern
Fairyland.” The story is
charmingly told, and is full of incident
aud humor. The book is beautifully gotten up, being printed on fine paper, and
illustrated with a line full-page frontispiece and more than eighty extremely
clever marginal cuts; and altogether
would make an ideal present for a young
girl or boy. Bound in handsome cloth,
$1.50.

who

cake

j

Elcy
Saco, just issued by the Arena Publishing |
Co., Boston, is a fairy story which will
delight boys and girls, especially the lat-

"HARNESSES

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS.

Fairyland, by

does

so

Ivorine is

mission from Queen Victoria, and Mr.
Davis as the representative of Harper’s
Magazine. Both are at their best in reproducing the gorgeous spectacle, and the
result will stand as the final account of
the most imposing state ceremony of
modern times.
To the same number
Charles F. Luminis will contribute the
first of a series of timely articles on Mexico, the spirit of which is characterized
in the title. “The Awakening of a Nation.”
These papers are the result of a
three months’ journey undertaken for
Harper’s Magazine by Mr. Lummis, the
best American authority on the subject.
They will be profusely illustrated from
photographs taken expressly for this
series by the author.

test our rep-

and

ing Powder.
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The February number of Harper’s
Magazine will open brilliantly with an
article on “The Coronation,” written by Are the best and
Richard Harding Davis, and illustrated
by R. Caton Woodville. Both writer and
artist witnessed the splendid ceremonies
at Moscow from the standpoint of official
ATA.
JJ.
visitors—Mr. Woodville with a royal com-

tastes—

If you smoke

A PRIZE

Harper’s Round Table is to publish
during the year 1897 at least fifty-two
short stories, one in each number of the
paper, by authors whose names are known
all over the world as being the best in the
field of fiction to day. A few of these are:
—In America, William Dean Howells,
Bret Harte, Margaret Deland, Kate Douglas Wiggin, Owen Wister, Joel Chandler
Han is, John Kendrick Bangs, Frank R.
Stockum, Octave Thanet, Charles Dudley
Warner, Molly Elliot Seawcll, Ruth McEnery Stuart, Howard Pyle and Charles
F. Lummis;in England, Laurence AlmaTadema, George Meredith, Thomas Hardy,
H. Rider Haggard, Jerome K. Jerome, S.
R. Crockett, Austin Dobson, Edmund
Gosse, William Black, Stanley J. Weyman, Marquis of Lome, Sir Walter Besant, W. Clark Russell, Ian Maclaren, and
Andrew Lang; in France, Francois CopCamille Flammarion,
and Jules
pee,
Verne.

aud he had to

himself in the end with

SHE DRAWS

The attractive cover of the New Year’s
number of The Youth’s Companion invites close inspection of the issue. Following the usual number of the very best
stories, illustrated by the most popular
artists of the day, we find an unusually
readable paper by Senator Lodge of
Massachusetts, entitled “The Life of a
Senator.”
In the next issue of The
Companion an instructive paper on “The
Life of a Congressman,” by lion. Thomas
B. Reed, was published. A group of
Clergymen’s Stories also begins in the
same issue.
The publishers offer to send
free a beautiful prospectus for this year’s
volume, printed in several colors. Address The Youth’s Companion, 209 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.
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cotton with to and returning from the scene of their
President Charles F. Thing of theWest! hey
ale
to labor before and after sunrise.
supposed
I ern Reserve University contributes to the
vnlist in this so-called ReVehicles of any kind are scarce in this December Forum a paper on “Drawbacks
of a College Education.”
He was born
the fact is that whenever I part of the world, most people making I
iu Maine in 1853, was graduated from
needed, they are secured by their infrequent excursions on horse or Harvard in 1876, and from Andover Theo*ds of “impressarios” into ! donkey-back. In houorof Las Americans, logical Seminary in 1870.

dirty

invented. Talcduring the expectant
nervous
system;
period, it tones up the
gives vigor to the general constitution and
imparts special power and endurance to the
delicate organs concerned in parturition. It
shortens confinement; makes delivery absolutely safe and comparatively easy; fortifies
the system against relapse and promotes a
supply of healthy nourishment for the child.
For all women who have any weakness or
disease of the organs distinctly feminine,
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is the
most perfect remedy ever devised. It is the
only medicine of its kind invented by a
was ever

to

mass of torn and mutilated
corpses; then
fresh troops rushed madly forward to replace the dead, aud so the murderous
work went on.
Guns were run up close

steam to

country about Managua

The

strengthener for prospective mothers that
est

movements

in

pOWDCJ? /

The current number of Gunton’s Magazine contains nine papers on economic
and political subjects, and the usual departments. The subjects discussed are
“Cleveland’s Last Message,” “The Election and Republican Institutions,” “SunLight on Southern Politics,” “Evolution
of English Trade-Unionism,”
“Spain’s
Extortions from Cuba,” “Failure of the
Nail Combine,” “A Zollverein,” “Influence of Issues on
Parties, and “Natural
Causes of Agricultural Depression.”

Angle.”

up a new line farther in his rear.
The battle near the “angle” was probably the most desperate engagement in

island-peaks,

or

day,

content

are

privates} |

young scions of Castilian

were

1(3 wide, surround-

it

means

Desperate Engagements In the

reckless attempts to retake his main line
of earthworks; but each time his men

town, the terminus of the railroad from
Coiinto on tlie Pacific coast, aud the

minister

11ill Amer-

i•

long by

8.

figure

a.-rdinary capital.

xt

1’nvny

b■ |

that

its waters t*> accommodate the constantly
increasing traffic between Momotombo

ial scssion will be held
and the first

telegraph

new

ordered.

A line of
gua, but not nearly so deep.
live small steamers is now employed on

constitution promission of all disputes
Venezuelan

some

mingle with the clouds. Lake Managua
is higher than the near-by Lake Nicara-

new

ii

got permission

office in the

mit taut volumes of smoke

office.

wants

man

miles

the

which nature and enlightened science provide to make baby’s advent free from danger
and anxiety and nearly
free from pain.
Thousands of mothers
have obtained the most
wonderful help and sustaining power through
their time of waiting and
of trial by using Doctor
Pierce's Favorite Pref scription. It is the grand-

1 had been anxious to participate in the
occurring at the “angle,” and now

Momotombe and Momotombita, rise from
the water's °dge to a height of six or
seven
thousand feet, sending up inter-

to

out

any

neglected

scenes

Pacific coast connection is

to

“Bloody

Notes.

The American Kitchen Magazine begins
the year with an unusually attractive and
interesting number. The number opens
with a vigorous article by Edward Atkinson, entitled “Home Life, Why Not?”
Elizabeth Orr Williams writes of “OldWorld Scotland.” Mrs. Sarah Sumner
Teall discusses the question, “Are Employers Entitled to a Fair Return for
Wages Paid?” Mrs. Lincoln’s department
is full of gastronomic good things.

War.

plantations yielding prodigious
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continue
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on

looks forward
with dread and forboding something is wrong;
her health is not what
it ought to be; she has

{ mother
*

Fannie Brigham Ward.

crops.
From opposite sides two points jut into
the l ike, giving it somewhat the shape of

repre-

the

Sur

this

coming into

ought to be aljoyful occasion.
ways
When the prospective
a

member of the

volcanic cones, and on the other
fertile slopes covered with coffee and

upon all questions
lations.
It will meet
of

telephone,

ed

:ict

upitals

miles of

lake,

power to enact the
the exercise of its

diplomatic
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1 he environs ol Managua are very picOn one side is tlie beautiful
turesque.
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nt
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towns of the Republic.
There
1,600 miles of telegraph and 100

guan port
world.

mber of substitute del-
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a

or

made with the submarine cable, by which
dispatches can be sent from any Nicara-

i.d

1

about

are
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,nnually by

Nicaragua is

office.

half.

a

suffrage

Universal Postal Union, and its postal
service is in excellent condition. A money
order system is in operation in all the

agreement, each of

<-t

i>

an area

of

right

nied the

only one\iearagua. but a larger
both her bigger sisters
he total
population of
••r

[

Then
onward and upward we
went, to the extinct crater of Santa Clara. This
mountain hollow, a circular basin 100
feet deep
and 000 yards in
diameter, is as perfect in
contour as if chiseled
by art. A lake called Tiscapa,
occupies the bottom of the
crater, and this is the public
of

Standing knee-deep or waistbers of both houses receive the same sal- deep in the water,
dressed, (or rather unary. $1.50 per diem, during sessions only; dressed) accordingly, the native women
none are eligible for two successive terms,
pound the cloths on flat stones. We are

hack to

|

gorgeous sunset.

by temporarily of four ministers of finance; of foreign
utal head-quarters midaffairs, agriculture and commerce; of
eon
and Granada, at
military affairs and public works; and
-mailer and poorer place of
and
justice,
public
instruction,
laundry
handsome public build- ecclesiastical affairs.
There are 14 sena- Nicaragua’s
capital, where the lavenderas
.,tin as they were at the
tors, two from each province, elected for (wash-women) clean their
dirty linen. A
iioval, and most of the four years; and twenty four “deputies” lugged
roadway leads down to the water,

Baby’s

//world

minerals, presenting

a

and

The New Year’s Sothoron’s appears in
of unique design and color. The
stories, articles and poems are of much
merit, and include “A Vision—to Eugene
Field,” “The Ancestral Ghost,” “John
Jacob Astor and Madam Bonaparte,” “The
Old Milk Pail Stub,” “The Ghost of the
Cat,” “The Statue of Pere Marquette,”
“A Story Told by Three,” “Out of His
Own Mouth,” “The Studio,” and “The
Maiden and the Maniac.”

elevation of

200

the effect of

the lower house, and either may
perform the duties of the executive in

News

a cover

crags shown like gold and silver in the
tropical sun, streaked with cinnabar and
other high-colored

of

er

iceroys; and after fightstion for several years, a

j'

vice-presidents, who
speaker of the senate

two

the ancient

return to

its

encumbent would in his turn be engrossed in the pursuit of wealth.
There are

“Liberals” came

long struggle,

he

(

up

perhaps

Literary

feet, where a halt was made
fortune. A common argument down here
that we might view the
magnificent prosin favor of re-electing presidents is that
pect. At our feet lay the Lago de Manathey are able to steal all they want during gua, looking
dark-green in contrast with
the first term, and afterwards may attend the
surpassing brightness of the ento the affairs of the nation; while a new
circling mountains, whose barren cliffs and

icaragua.

n

j

then

and

tunity

But this is not

borders.

hay” iu the sunshine of opporusually amasses an immense

“makes

toe racy

>

wayside, a la Mrs. Jerry Cruncher, and enjoyed the slow astonishment that stole
gradually over their faces in the midst of
an Ave as they beheld
bonnets and jackets instead of
priestly robes. We drove
some distance
along the edge of the lake,

! since

akagua, Dec. 7, 1890.
capitals of these Spanish
•n largest and handsomest

\u
■

should now,

perhaps, be called Governor,
is only a State in the new
Nicaragua
Journal.] i confederation—receives a
salary of $2,500
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BALM

on

ItuIf01 rirs

acre{>(at!<*.

solklffri.
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CATARRH

quickly

Is

absorbed.
Cleanses
the
Nasal
Passages,
Allays Pain
a n d
1 u (laminaHeals
the
tion,
sores.
Protects the
Membrane
from
additional fold.
Restores the Senses
o f
Tas t e
and
Smell.
Hives
Re“

Winder Rsduc ion in
to

Fares

Through

Hoshm.

COLD 'N HEAD

A particle is applied directly into tin* nostrils,
is agreeable. Price 50 cents at Druggists or by
mail; samples 10c. bv mail.
ELY BROTHERS,5(5 Warren Street, New York.

price of rooms accommodating two persons
each will be reduced from y> (in and $1.50 to
$1.50 and $1.00 each.
Steamer- will leave Leilas;
u< att.n
and
permitting, for < amden
M«>nda>- and Tit :i-dav- a; al.
l* ”i* e
For Rangor. ia v :;\ l;iimi
and
Saturday.- at about >.•••• \. :•?
steamer fr. >m Host- n
The

Maine Central R. R
TIME-TA ULi:.
On and after Oct. 4, 1890, trains connecting at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Bos
ton

will

run as

KK llrUMM.

follows:
FROM BELFAST.
AM

V M

Belfast, depart. 7 20
Citypoint. t7 25

1 25
tl 30

36
48
02
10
20
45
50

t7
7
8
8
Unity. 8
Burnham, arrive. 8
Bangor. 11

Waldo.
Brooks
Knox.
Thorndike.

+140

1 51
+2 03
2 12
2 22
2 42
4 35

I* M
3 40

t3 50

011

45
f5 lo
5 38
6 00
6 25
4

3 13

7 05

I* M

Portland.
E D.
Boston
Boston, I w D.
j

:
ir

-I.
at

t4lo;

A M

Waterville

j

From Hoston. Tuesdays .,ml Id n:.i
From Rockland. Wednesday- m
m.
(about) r».0(>
From Hueksporr. M u
11.00 a.m.

!

LOCAL WIXTLR Sb /

F 1(1,

w
Steamei Roeklaml. ('apt
I.
w
a.;;ileave Rueksport Tuesday-, I'!: ar-dn\ s atid>..*m
>»t all rivet
.n:
days at 8.00 a. m. lor Rocklan
ings. including Scarsport.
Returning from Roeklaml at 8 a. m. Mi.inlaw
Wednesdays and Fridays.

A M

F. W. FoTK. Agent.Re!fast
WILLIAM 11 HILL, (Jen-1 Manage!. R.-st.

1 40
5 35
12 25
416
5f>8
920
4 22--

TO BELFAST.
P M

E. D.
Boston, (j
p).

7 00

Portland..

11 00

v£.

A M
00

9

30
P M

Waterville.

A M

A M

00

7 00
7 15

M

A M
8 50
9 lo

6

Bangor
A

Burnham, depart.
Unity

7 10
7 5(»
Thorndike. 8 lo
Knox. 18 25
8 50
Brooks.
Waldo
to o2
1015
Citypoint.
Belfast, arrive. 9 25
..

9 20
27
42
10 53
tloo5
lo lo
10

9

1 20
4 30
1 40
P M

5 05
5 25
5 38
5 44

5 56
to 08
+(5 18
6 25

or

ml al $5.o<>
imited tickets for Boston are now
from Belfast and all station* on Brandi
Through tickets to all point* West ami Northwest via all routes, for sale bv F. L no'vi.rv.
CEOKCi: F. I VANS.
Agent, Belfast.
(.'eneial Manager.
F. E. Booth by, (JenM Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28, 189(5.
-•

Fishing

lStream is a weeklv jour,
.ly
often sny that it ought to he a
s
with sketches ..f shooting and tishing. -!'u
tlln
1
It !s n it. n;
Of wanils life, and camp experience.
in scope and interest- an American sportsman's
tor
<povts!i,.-e
journal, of spor tsmen, hy sportsmen,
Uet this week’s from vour dealer and look 't
through; or send us ten cents for a cot y, with .Mmtrated catalogue of Itooks on outdoor sports, o-d
t

tFlag station.

if you go

Put yourself in touch with the great fraternity of sportsmen by reatlii their pari v
ticular medium, Forest a ml St> cam
if you are not so in touch, you are missing
about the best thing this countiv has for
a sportsman.
The Forest and
hough its readers

circular describing our beautlfu! premium picture-,
hasfour of them, in colors: Jaeksnipe Coming In
Fishing at Block Island; Quail shooting and igt1
We send Fof^t and
laut and Valkyrie Yacht Race.
Stream one year (price 44) and the set of Fair pie
; tures a $U value) for $5. Or, Forest and St ream
6mos. and choice of two of the pictures for
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
P. 0. Box

2832, New York City.

A FULL LINE OF

Hot Water Bottles,
SYRINGES.

..

Etc.,

FOR SALE BY

A. A. HOWES & CO.
SUBSCRIBE

TWO TONS MORE

FOR,^^^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

.OF I II \T

30c,Tea 30c.
Just received, direct
Our

they

customers’say

it

from China.
is as

good

as

pay 50 cents tor elsewhere.

A. A. HOWES 6l CO.

Secret

Obituary.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Societies.

convocation of Corinthian
Royal Arch Chapter will be held next Mor

The many friends of Mr. Albert Boyd Otis
made very sad on Sunday morning by
the circulation of the report that in the early day evening.
morning a sudden attack of illness had terPhoenix Lodge, F. and A M., elected the
VI lil.lMlF.H EVERY nil'll'UAY MOKNlNCi HA THE
|
minated fatally. Those who saw Mr. Otis
following officers Monday evening: W. M.,
about town as usual Saturday morning found
W. C. Libby; S. W., U. A. Hoyt ; J. WM
*■
i it very hard to believe the
report. Though Wm. A. Wood ; Treas N. E. Keen; Sec’y
his friends had known for some time that he
James Pattee; S. D., W. G. Sawtelle; J. D.,
KmT.iRAJ.-n
1
..nan
uv
1 lLftlll K\
( ..AKl.fc.ft A
, m sinkss Manager
was far from vveli they were led by his uniC. J. Pattee; S. S., F. R. Wiggin; J. S.,
formly cheerful and genial spirit and con- E. F. Carrow; Tyler, H. W.Marriner.
As a lecturer l’rof. 1.. C'. Bateman will
versation to hope that his illness was not
Silver Cross Lodge, K. of P., installed offito
prove a greater success, we venture
immediately dangerous. Not even his most cers Wednesday evening, Jan. 13th. Francis
.1.
William
Bryan. intimate associates
say, than the lion.
moment
thought for a
H. Welch, District Deputy Grand Chancel[Portland Press.
that the end might come so soon and so sudThe
lor, served as installing officer, assisted by
this is a very safe prediction.
denly. Mr. Otis was born in this town, June J. E. Wilson as Grand Prelate and M. W.
Professor is not new to the lecture iield 24, 1830. His
parents were Samuel and Eliza Welch as Grand Master at Arms.
and 1ms acquired sheckels therein; while M. (Nickerson) Otis. He graduated from
The officers of Enterprise Lodge, No. 53,
Bryan's course of fifty lectures at j.1,000 Tufts College iu 1868 and returning to his A. O.
U. W., will be installed at Knights of
the
of
efnative
town
entered
law
with
his
and
ended
study
upon
per lecture began
Hall Thursday evening, Jan. 28th,
Pythias
late
from
with
the
Hou.
Nehemiah
Abbott,
fort at Atlanta. It was so dismal a failure
by O. O. Cross of Waterville, District Deputy
went to Harvard and grade
that both parties to the engagement were whose office he
All members of
ated from the Law school iu 1866, receiving Grand Master Workmau.
ready to quit then and there.
with ladies, are invited. Refreshthe degree of Bachelor of Law. He was ad- the Order,
ments will be served.
mitted to the Suffolk bar the uext year on
The farmers have their cellars full of
The officers of the Masonic Library Assomotion of Gov. Andrew and began the pracapples for which there is practically no tice of his profession iu Gov. Andrew’s ciation were re-elected Monday evening, as
sale. The fruit is of excellent quality office. For
follows: President, C. E. Tibbetts; Vice
many years he was associated in
but was so abundant in quantity as to business with John F. Andrew, son of Gov. Pres., Geo. W. Burgess; Treasurer, Geo. E.
overstock the market. Satisfactory sales Andrew. He was a member of the Phi Beta Johnson; Secretary and Librarian, A. V.
iu the English market have been reported, Kappa Society of Tufts, of the New England Sawtelle; Assistant Librarian, Geo. W.
and it is said that there will be a good Genealogical Society and a corresponding Chaples.
The officers of Belfast Lodge, N. E. O. P.,
demand for Maine russets during the next member of the Maine Historical Society.
Mr. Otis was an able and successful lawyer
will he installed at Odd Fellows’ Hall next
two or three months, but that there will
and a man of fine and cultured literary
Monday evening by Deputy Grand Warden
he more or less risk after this in sending
tastes.
He was connected with the First N. G. Pettingiii. The elective officers are as
No doubt there is a
Baldwins in barrels.
Parish of this city and as long as his health follows:
Warden, Matthew W. Welch;
market somewhere for rliis surplus Maine
permitted was a constant attendant upon its Vice Warden, Mrs. Addie S. Condon; Secreliuit, but tlie problem is where to tiud it servires. His death has occasioned a deep tary, John S. Davidson; Financial Secreand heartfelt sorrow among lus friends here tary, E M.
and how to reach it.
Sanborn; Treasurer, Mrs. Lizzie
and elsewhere, and tender sympathy for bis
F. Wilson.
The biiet and modest tribute to the bereaved family. The funeral will be at his
Aurora Rebekah Lodge held a special
late residence on North High street, this,
mm) of Albert Boyd Otis in another
meeting last Thursday evening for installaThursday, afternoon at 2 o’clock.
tion of officers.
Uiu.n hs iii accord with the wishes of the
Visiting delegations were
present from Searsport and Bucksport, and
family. '1 A >•- who knew the deceased
Mrs. Sarah S. Mahoney died at the home there were a few invited
guests outside the
mima’dv will easily supply the missing
of her daughter Sarah, in East Northport, Order. The installation was
performed by
honor to this
vm«iu> h qu; ed to do full
Jan. L4:h, on her eighty-eighth birthday. Past, Grand Gertrude W.
Sargent of Buckscultured
,"iiia
niteous,
gentleman. She was a daughter of the late Benjamin port. After the installation there was a
I ].e wilt,
els that some!long should be ; and Abhy Stevens of Northport and the
supper and dance.
ij of ;m- interest Mr. Olis ever mani- widow of Capt. Harrison Mahoney of BelThe officers of Palestine Commandery,
j.
tl oi 1:;> uaiive Mate—in her litera- fast. For several years she lived with her
Knights Templar, were installed .fan. 13th j
husband
on
the farm now occupied as the
in :!;>• achievements of her sons and
by Past Commander G. 1‘. Lombard, assistGirls’ Home and
later
in
the
house ed
.Hid in promoting summer
>.
by S. A. Parker, as Marshal. The list of |
on Northport avenue next to N, E. Keen’s.
elective officers was published in The Jour- ;
:: live :a tl::s direction.
The Journal has
She leaves two sons, George and Eunal a few weeks ago. The appointed officers
oi main helpful hints and suggestions
gene of Boston, and one daughter, Sarah,
are as follows: Standard Bearer, H. E. Mci
and many widow of Edward
*m l.im along these lines,
of
NorthMahoney
Donald; Sword Bearer, F. E. Cottrell;
v
A <0 enouiageimlit also:and his pres- |
port, also one child brought up iu her famiWarder, John W. Jones; Guard, Ansel
will he sadly missed 'at Isle an llaut,
ly, Miss Hattie lvueeland of Wat. rville.
Wadsworth, Oscar Hills, A. W. Keating;
il.«* icsidei.ts as well as by his summer Om- sister, Mrs. J. T. Gilman of Worcester,
Sentinel, Henry W. Marriner.
Mass survives her. The, funeral was held
iat*. s at the 1’oiut Lookout Club.
The officers of Waldo Lodge,I. O. O. IT.,were
Sunday ai East Northport, Bev. W. J. Wilthe 1 a remht : 1 rim Lev. William son officiating. The interuie* t will be in publicly installed at Odd Fellows’ Hall last
Friday evening. Invitations were sent out
Grove Cemetery, Belfast
I lhth- (iiseiif—s “Another Year of
to many friends of the Order, and at the
i n>ertainments' in 1 he same vein
time for opening the exercises the hall was |
Win. H. Connor, a wealthy and promiin
aniele in the January, 180b, numnent citizen of Orange,
Mass., died there completely filled. The exercises opened by
of
Church Jan. 12th. He was born in Bowdoin,
iii ■: i'iie Forum. “A Study
Me., tlie First Baptist Choral Association in
imits.
I)r. Hale's criticisms in 1842 and served in the war as a member
n.M tail
after which the impressive
of the 18th and later of the 30tli Maine In- “College Mosaic,"
a:
severe but not unmerited.
Happily fantry. He lived iu Fairfield after the war installation services of the Order were held. ;
where he married. He leaves one daughter. The Grand Lodge was represented as folut one chinch entertainment in Maine is
lows: District Deputy Grand Master, Frank
iii'.'l'uiol in his list; and that of course
John Flood, aged 70, a native of Clinton,
The object of this but a resident of Waterville for 21 years, S. Perkins ; Grand Marshal, Walter Bartram ;
was not in Belfast.
and the preceding articles is to demon- dropped dead Jan. 13th of heart disease. Grand Warden, N. G. Pettingill; Grand
He was a noted building mover throughout
Secretary, J. W. Knowlton; Grand
stiate that there are too many churches,
central Maine. He leaves a widow and son.
urer, B. B. Greenlaw. The officers installed
ei
rather too much sectarianism. Says
were as follows:
Noble Grand, Alton K.
Dr. Hale oi the money-getting schemes
Yachts and Boats.
Braley; Vice Graud, M. C. Hill; Secretary,
tV
of
these
dre
“The
raison
leferredto:
Jolm Hardy of Little Deer Isle is build- J. S. Davidson : Treasurer, Chas. R. Coombs ;
things is iu the fact that a hundred and ing a 40-foot steamer for Arthur R.
Permaneut Secretary, A. G. Spencer; Right
Campforty sects have fastened themselves upon bell.
Supporter Noble Grand, W. K. Keene; Left
Supporter Noble Grand, N. G. Pettingill;
people w ho cannot support them. The
William Viagueof Cape Iiozier hasjbought
Warden, W. L. Hanson; Conductor, J. G.
show is the only means by which thou- the
sloop yacht Ruth E. Cumnock of Capt.
Aborn; Right Supporter Vice Grand; M. A.
sands of oar innumerable and unnecessary John Blake of
Brooksville, her builder.
Stephenson; Left Supporter Vice Grand, E.
religious societies can pay their hills.” Capt. Blake is now building another which H.
Haney; Right Scene Supporter, I. T.
In he hopes to have
]>’. Hale practices what he-preaches.
for
the
completed
coming
Clough: Left Scene Supporter, W. F.
season.
; sir* lie lectured at Oxford University,
Thomas; Inside Guard, H. W. Staples; OutMid pic: died in leading English churches.
The citizens of China recently organized side
Guard, Samuel Adams; Chaplain,
Having repeatedly declined preferment, a club known as the China Lake Yachting Everett Nickerson. Following the installaAssociation.
iv
as a mission priest at Middieboro,
The following officers were tion the musical
program was continued,
Niass., v here lie founded, and has for elected: G. J. Kelson, M. 1)., commodore; as follows: “The Lost Chord" (by
request)
Fred S. Wallace, vice-commodore; James
\c wms
with great success conducted,
Baptist chorus ; Cornet Solo,“Culver Polka,"
O. Fish, fleet captain; Everett <J. FarnsB.
A.
'he ( :uioh of Our Saviour, on the lines
Rouudy, who responded to an enworth, measurer; Heman B. Wallace, fleet core, closing with “Lullaby," by the chorus.
it
wlieh lie argues.
J.
Foster
A.
B
surgeon;
Philbrook,
secreRemarks were made by
the
District
tary' Willis W. Washburn, treasurer; (J. ,J. Deputy, who said it gave him
great pleasTo Revive the Waldo County Fair.
Kelson, M. 1)., Theron E. Doe, Albert R. ure to be
present. He reported that he had
Ward, Willis W. Washburn, trustees. Last found the,
;'i.r Ht.*4 k 1.• I<i«*i.- of the Waldo County
lodges throughout the district in
August China lake made her debut in yacht good condition and all had
i, It
rai S' •ciety met last Saturday iftergood homes. He
racing, the citizens offering as a prize ;t sil- was followed hv Rev. G. G. Winslow of the
n ;. r
tin- annual (action of officers and
ver
which
was
won
R.
M.
Jones
of
mi-h
other
business
as
cup
t,
r::111.i
by
night
Methodist church who said he was greatly
Philadelphia with his sloop yacht Swallow, interested in Odd Fellowship. He
im- before tT:* meeting.
There was
joined
and
so
much
interest in yachting was shown
the order 20 years ago and thought it was enhtrg' att.-inl Hu e, am! all were, enthusiasthat it was deemed best to form a permaof holding a fair the coming fall,
ts ;u ia\
in
a
and
gaged
grand
glorious work, the
nent organization.
It is proposed now to education and
:i; d (!f
m iking it not only a good show, but
elevation of man.
Rev. J. M.
raise
entertainheld
last
money
was
by
subscriptions,
No
fair
in-.
a
year,
ii.g
Leighton of the Unitarian church was then
|
ments, etc., to build a wharf.
i ;t m the previous years there lias always
called upon and spoke briefly. This closed
1*-n g» < d show.ngs of livestock, agricuiturDorchester yachtsmen will be specially in- the exercises and the members and guests
then repaired to the banquet room where rej i"o -is and fancy articles, and as good terested m the cruising yawl which is now
s
are held at any of the country fairs.
being built for W. Ross Guilford from freshments were served.
The attendance, however, has been small, designs by John F. Small by H. D. PendleThe Social Season.
and tla receipts have barely paid the exton at Damariseotta, Me. The yawl will be
It is the sentiment of the members
35 feet, 0 inches over all, 25 feet waterline,
penses.
The third of the Sons of Veterans’ dances
w to make some changes in the methods
12 feet 2 inches beam, and 3 feet (> inches
will be given in Odd Fellows’ Hall Jan. 28th.
of operating, to give as good a fair as ever,
draft, with an iron shoe of about 3,800
There will be a Unitarian Parish party at
to :ndimc the best horses to enter the races,
on
the
keel
and
200
with about
pounds
Memorial Hall to-morrow, Friday evening.
and to try and give a drawing show.
pounds on the hoard. She will he solidly
will be served at t> o’clock, to which
The cilicers for the ensuing year were
built, with oak keel and frames, and will Supper
all members of the parish are invited. AdH.
R.
Coombs
follows
:
as
;
fleeted
President,
have excellent cabin accommodations. The
cabin will be 12 feet long, with two berths I mission 25 cents. Dancing will begin at 8,
Vice Presidents, Joseph Ellis and Alvah S.
on each side, ami will have 5 feet 10 inches
j with music by Sanborn’s Orchestra.
Redman Secretary, Loretto Hay ford ; Treashead room under the carlins of the cabin
A. J. Cilley has re-opened his hall in Lininer, (ides (J. Abbott; Trustees, Frank A.
house. There will be a toilet room forward
Ciay, James \\ Knight, Geo. O. Holmes, on the starboard side, and a galley opposite colnville. In former years Cilley's Hall was
on the port side.
There will he room in the
W. H. Beckwith, Joseph C. Townsend,
a favorite resort of dancers for miles around,
forcastle for a berth for one man. The yacht
lb ward Murphy, E. M. Cunningham, J. H.
will have two water tanks, one forward and but of late it has been used but little. The
one aft, and a sink in the galley.
The cabin opening dance was Wednesday evening,
Ciark. M I. Stevens, A. L. Mudgett, J. P.
finish will he plain and ser\iceable. The
Jan. 13tli, with music ty J. C. Whitten of
Wight, Israel Woodbury.
mainmast will beset pretty well foryawl’s
Ad j-•urned to meet m-xt Saturday at 2
ward, so as to give a clear cabin, and she Belfast. The second dauce of a series will
will have a single head rig over a short bow- be held next Saturday
-luck p. m.
o
evening.
sprit. She will, however, carry a gaff topMr. and Mrs. David L. Cook observed the
sail and jib topsail, so as to give plenty of
The Belfast Schools.
canvas in light airs.
Including the mizzen twenty-fifth anniversary of their marriage
and the lijilit sails just mentioned, her sail
Monday evening, by a party at their home
The regular meeting <>f the School Comarea
will he about 1,100 square feet. She
on River Avenue. About sixty relatives and
will
balance
well
under
mainsail
next
or
held
he
will
evening.
Monday
alone,
n.it-tec
friends were present.
under jib ami mizzen, and should prove a
Supper was served at
feline White entered the North
comfortable and easily handled craft. Mr. the home of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel McMahan,
Guilford will probably call her the Oauieo, who live
l’i.i,■ •.r\ school Monday us assistant to Miss
opposite. Mr. and Mrs. Cook were
since in* already considers her a “little gem.”
R I ierts.
the recipients of a number of useful and
[Boston Herald.
valuable presents. A pleasant evening was
The stormy-weather signal of the schools
HKLFAST, THURSDAY, JANTA.RY

The
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Wedding Bells.

■

Treas-j

Nervous

Meeting

off Waldo

County Grange.

I

Nortox-Bennett. A very quiet wedding !
Waldo County Grauge met Jan. 12tli with
1
took place Jan. 3, 1897, at the home of the
Granite Grange, North Searsport. Worthy
bride’s father, 1). W. Bennett, Esq when his ; Master
Harding presided, and the vacant
youngest daughter, Miss Lucy H. Bennett of offices were tilled as follows:
Chaplain, S.
Montville, was united in marriage to Mr. C. Thompson; assistant stewards, Bro. and
William H. Norton of Alhion. Only the near Sister-of
Montville; gatekeeper,
relatives and a very few intimate friends Horace Lane. The address of
welcome was
were present.
Rev. T. It. Penticost officiatgiven by A. Stinson; response by W. H
ed. Mr. Geo. Stevens acted as best man and Ginn. Twelve
Granges responded to the
Mrs. Geo. Stevens, a sister of the groom, as roll call as follows: Northern
Light, Winterbridesmaid. The bride was very becomingport, by S. C. Thompson; Morning Light,
attired
in
ly
light blue, trimmed with white Monroe, by T. Durham; Rising Sun, Knox,
satin ribbon and passementerie. She carried
by W. D. Elliott; Harvest Moon, Thorna
lovely bouquet of ferns and pinks. The i

People

often wonder why their nerved are
weak; why they get tired so easily;
why they start at every slight but
sudden sound; why they do not sleep
naturally; why they have frequent
headaches, indigestion and
ho

Palpitation of the Heart.
The explanation is simple. It is found in
that impure blood which is continually feeding the nerves upon refuse
instead of the elements of strength and
vigor. In such condition opiale and

dike, by deputy Harding; Comet, Swanville,
by A. S. Nickerson; Dirigo, Freedom, by B.
after
the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
!
diately
ceremony
F. Foster; South Branch, Prospect, by W.
Norton led the company to a well laden H. Ginn;
Granite, North Searsport, by J. C
digestion2
^
table, with Miss Florence H. Bennett, a sis- Thayer; Sunrise,
Winterport, by Bro. Philtrue remedy for all nervous troubles.
ter of the bride and Mrs. Geo. Gove as tablelips; Seaside, Belfast, by Win. Nickerson;
maids, ami at 2 p. m. they started amid Frederic Ritchie, Waldo, by J. G. Harding;
hearty cheers and a shower of old boots on Hillside, Thorndike, by N. A. Littlefield.
their wedding tour.
The State of Kansas was represented by
Bro. Ellingwood. A class of 30 was instructKilgore-Patterson.
A home wedding
ed in the 5th degree. Remarks for the
good
took place at the house of Mr. Frank A. Pat- of the order
were made
by the Worthy
terson, Green street, Wednesday, Jan. 13th, Master, Bros. W. D.
Elliott, S. C. ThompIs the One True Blood Purifier. Si; six for $5.
when his sister, Miss Ellen Patterson, was
son, A. Boyd, and Sisters Clement and Ginn.
Prepared only by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
united in marriage to Dr. A. E. Kilgore of A
committee on* time and place of next
The ceremony was percure Liver Ills ; easy to
Brooks, Maine.
I ,
meeting was appointed and a recess was
flood S PillS take, easy to operate. 25c. formed by Rev. Dr. Blanchard of Congress then
taken.
Square Church, ouly relatives of the couple
After the recess the choir gave some music.
Local
Industries.
Concerning
being in attendance. Many unusually pret- The question, Resolved, That the
present
ty and appropriate gifts testified to the high
system of building roads is inadequate to
Mathews Bros, lately received an order esteem in which both bride and
groom are the wants of the
people, was discussed h\
for inside work for the Pulitzer cottage at held
by their friends. Dr. and Mrs. Kilgore E. Thayer, J. 1,. Chase, T. Durham, R. F.
Bar Harbor.
took the Pullman for Boston en route for
Foster, D. Dyer, Fernald, J. Ellis, A. I).
Mathews Bros, have put a new Dean
At home after FebruWashington, 1).
Nickerson and Phillips.
Tin*
majority
double plunger steam pump No. 3 into their
ary 1st, Brooks, Me.
| Portland Press.
thought the farmers were taxed all they
mill in place of a smaller one which has
could stand, and that they could work nit,
been in service 23 years.
their tax better than they could pay the
The Belfast. Machine <.'c Foundry Co. is
money. Granite Grange furnished the bilmill
a
saw
for
Bar
Harbor
making
large
lowing program: Music by the choir; due t
parties, and has a quantity of job work for
by Hattie Nickerson and Florence C elt
steamers Castine and Silver Star, the two
recitation by Jennie Whitten; lecture h\
An Old Reliable Boston Resident Says
shoe factories, and other customers.
Chester Trundy; solo by .Jennie Whitten.
So, and Fells Why lie
The next meeting will he with Silver
Maine State Homological Society.
Knows 11.
Harvest Grange, Waldo, lVb. Kwith
The annual winter meeting of the State
following program; 1st. opening inform m
the fifth degree; ■_!, reading the record of last
From tftf Poston Post.
Pomological Society will he held in Town
Hall, Winthrop, Tnursuay and Friday, Feb.
When one hits the word of a reliable man and meeting ; :i, conferring fifth degree ; 1, address
of welcome by Edith Gurney o,
13 ami ID The programme uow being arrangresponse t.v
of long residence in the cummunity, confidence is
D. O. Bowen: il, report of
ed will he announced later. It will consist of
Granges; 7. reestablished and that once determined settles
marks for good of the order: s, recess;
papers, addresses and discussions by prominerve compounds simply deaden and
do not cure. Hood’s Sarsaparilla feeds
the nerves pure, rich, red blood; gives
natural sleep, perfect
sellcontrol, vigorous health, and is tin

Hood

groom

wore

Imme-

dress suit of black.

a

,.s

given,

its first

trial

Monday forenoon,

Primary and Intermediate schools

Transfers in Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of
There will be a meeting of the School
Deeds for the week ending Jan. 20, 1897:
Superintendents of Waldo county, in this Geo. B.
Roberts, Brooks, to R. G. Edwards,
date to be fixed later.
the
in
February,
ty
do.; land in Brooks. Thomas Storer, MorSuperintendent Stetson will be, present
rill, to A. C. Morse, Knox; land in MontMonday was observed as Hag-day in the
ville. W. G. Perry et als., Burnham, to O.
Belfast schools, that being the nearest date
E. Perry, do.; land and buildings in Burnhisto Franklin’s birthday, Jan. 17th. The
related to the life of ham. O. E. Perry to Melvina S. Crawford,
tory less* us for the day
Burnham; land in Burnham, (2 deeds.) E.
Franklin.
W. Crawford, Burnham, to O. E. Perry;
land and buildings in Burnham. Martilla
Card of Thanks.
Ward.Winterport.to Geo. H. Campbell, do
land and buildings in Winterport. Charles
The members of the Belfast Hose Comto extend to the
wish
2
and
1
Nos.
panies
W. Lord, Brooks, to ArvillaG. Pingree, do.;
for
citizens of Belfast their heartfelt thanks
land and buildings in Brooks. A. E. Nicktheir late
the kindness shown them during
hall and for the contributions so generously erson, Swanville, to W. H. Small, Monroe;
contributed. To ali parties whose dishes land and buildings in Monroe. Michael
have not been returned they wish to say
or
Chase, Brooks, to A. E. Ch ase, do., land in
that the same will he replaced if broken
a number
Brooks. Sarah T. Sullivan, Searsport, to
lent and if they can be identified
were- lost
marks
the
which
from
of dishes
John H. Sullivan, do.; land in Searsport.
at the- lunch car.
are awaiting identification
James A. Knight, Lincolnville, to Melzer
The great help given by the Belfast people
and our en- Higgins, Jr., do., laud in Lincolnville. Mary
w ill ever be remembered by us,
thafiks. We A.
tire companies express their
Peabody, Lincoln, R. I., to W. A. Mason,
wish the citizens to understand that the rearound the Belfast, land and buildings in Stockton
circulated
been
lias
which
port.
in the amount of
Springs.
city in regard to a deficit
foundation and
money taken was without
on the part of all concerned was
The body Nellie M. Sylvester of Lincolneverything
most squarely and honorably done,
ville, who died * recently in Somerville,
Bel1
and
Nos.
2,
iugton Hose Companies
Mass., arrived by train yesterday,
fast Jan. 10,18117.
i

were

suspended.

passed by

all.

Fikkmen’k Ball.

The annual levee and

Washington Hose Company was held
at Belfast Opera House last Thursday evening, Jan. 14th. At 0 o’clock the tables were
spread ami every seat was filled twice before
ball of

The food
abundant and of excellent quality. Two

the firemen and waiters sat down.
was

large

bams and

One

ham

a

guess cake

were

disposed

was

President William DeWitt Hyde has announced the gift to Bowdoiu college of
$5,000 from the Hon. C. S. Noyes, A. M., of
Washington, I). C. The gift was really two
gift**, that of $4,000 and that of $1,000. The
$4,000 is to establish a fund, the interest of
which is to be given to assist needy and deserving students at Bowdoin, preference
given to students from Minot. Me. The
same to be
known as the Crosby Staurt
Noyes scholarship. The income from the
fund of $1,000 to be given as a prize each
year to the students securing the highest
rank in political economy.

SKIN SCALP

,

NOW IS THE TIM I

SILVERWARE

about all

nent fruit, growers and others.
Tickets will
he sold at all stations of M. O. It. It. for one
fare the round trip. There will he a fruit
exhibition during the meeting for which a
A.l fruit
premium list lias been issued.

public

wur

means

We know
it

growers in Maine are invited to contribute
fruit for the exhibition. The society will
pay express charges on fruit sent for exhibition. Jellies ami evaporated apples will he
returned when requested.

our

implies.
the

as

perplexities. Standing before tlic
making one's self a willing target.

music; 10, topic, What method shall we
take to improve tiie dairy products o! W.-ndo

standing before the public ami all

county? To be opened by Nathaniel Littletiehl t»f Prospect.
Remainder of program b\
Silver Harvest Grange.

We

heading

know that
to

only just such

this article

can

hit

us,

arrows

and

we

get them every

day, and they score high. Such
eulogy varies in \alue ami potency according to
the source, i.

If asked the question
Have you got. a
stomach?” it would he safe on general principles, to answer “Yes.” Blit, if you are
sure of it, that is, if you ever feel any distress after eating or any pains of whatever
description in the region of the stomach, you

e.,

You

Mu,

Boston, residing at .‘VJ73 Washingington street, Jamaica Plain. He is a pleasant,
large, heavy man. We will let him speak for himable citizen of

self.

11**

“l

tive Cordial, for this product not only contains digested food, which will nourish the
the system without any work on the part of
the diseased organs, but it aids the digestion
of other foods as well. You can test its
value in your case for the trilling sum of 10
cents. Sample bottles at this price are car-

|

Our old
in his old

keen

ington,
This

I was impressed by an advertisement of
Kidney Pills, and deciding to try them, I
got a box at Knight’s pharmacy, Court and Hanover Sts., ami took them as directed.”
He says:
“They took hold right from the first. My backache is gone, the pain in the kidneys is gone, and
they now act in accordance with the laws of
health, and to sum it all up, is it any wonder I
have so much confidence m Doan’s Kidney Pills?
1 think not.” We certainly can stand before the
public, when such testimony of cures comes to us
from every direction every day.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for sale l>y all dealers—
price50 cents—or sent by mail by Foster-Milburn
Co., Buffalo, N. V., sole agents for the IT. S.

Will Waterville secure the encampment
of the Maine Sous of Veterans is the question that is the all-absorbing one just now
in Garfield Camp. The encampment was
billed for Norway, but the camp there has
goue out of existence and so Waterville
makes the bid. We can take care of ’em and
use ’em well so let ’em come by all means.
[Waterville Cor. Kennebec Journal.

of dryness
and heat
in the
fib
throat.
N eglect
is dangerous.

[Boston Evening Record
good Times in Washington.
be moved to

Augusta and published as a
daily evening and weekly Democratic sheet
under the supervision of William A. Roberts
of Biddeford and Fred Emery
Beane >f

Doan’s

ried by all druggists.
Laxol is the best medicine for children.
Doctors recommend it in place of Castor Oil.

breath—a
sensation

ensures

to

Hallowell.

Hale’s Honey of Horehouru
like a charm on the throat and b
Use it before it's too late. So.

New Ideas, Philadelphia, gives in its Jannary number au account of a remarkable invention.
It is a new type of engine. The

largest yet built,

250

Pike’s Toothache

the door, stands

and weighs :’»00
pounds. It has been running ten months j
with perfect satisfaction. The inventor is I
Mr. Grant Brambel, a telegraph operator at i
Sleepy Eye, Minn.

■

Drops

c:

horse-power, occupies

space of 0x18 inches on
less than two feet high,

a

Building

shortness of

friend, Marshal! Gushing, is b t- k
j'iace of tliree years ago at Washeditorof Stilson Hutchins’ Times,

The Maine Democrat is

\\

H J. LOCK!

Portland from

misery.

j

as

I hear.

bearable. Exertion increased my backache. The
kidneys acted improperly, and that added to the

|

National Bank
5’. O. Square.

tics, trade and soeb-ty,published at Lewiston

have been
sufferer from
says:
have got something more than an ordinary
stomach; in other words, you have got a kidney complaint for the past fifteen years. As
diseased stomach. The stomach is a power- you see, I am a heavy man, and when compelled
ful muscle, and the proper remedy for a ; to stand for any length of time the pain and heavy
tired muscle is rest.. Try the Shaker Diges- i feeling over my kidneys would become almost tin
a

le

in

SATURDAY

have received No. 8. Vol. 1 ..( The
Statesman, a weekly record of poe-

%Vr
old resident and reli-

an

;

can see w

want

Papers and Periodicals.

reliability.

Mr. Asa F. Crocker is

|

We Can Fit Yot

ill If IN fill

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

For Sale
A
in

to F nt

or

tave, squ.
good condition.

seven-o*

C. O.

*

^

i’OOli

v)/

AND
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

On

A CARD.

Our store caught lire and
and water.

Not Our Fault.
We wanted to open Saturday, but
the insurance companies delayed,
and we were obliged to disappoint
We are open now, and will
you.
j | sell this stock to the last dollar, at
less than cost to manufacturers.

November 20th
There

was a

use, but the

j

new.

we were

part

ot the

majority
which when dry (as they

ot

badly iamaged by
the stock burned

goods

smoke

be;.ond

only slightly wet,
just as good as

were

are now) are

|

A CAR

I Not Our t
W
wanted t > .pen s
c mi,
the insnran
and wo u. iv obliged
Wo no opm
you.
soli this stork to tile i
less than cost to mam.
■

We have settled with the insurance

companies

at

LESS THAN 50 GENTS ON THE DOLLAR.

CM \!<l,l

CHARLES O’CONNELL.

Li_=_-

-+*
*

i

And

to

dispose

of this stock AT ONCE, will sell you

>

OX'ON

an

OVERCOAT, ULSTER, SUIT, HAT

or

CAP

>

For Yourself and Children at Less than ONE-HALF Former Prices.

Ml’s Fniliig Elis, Umr, Ollsiis Stills, Wife S
Gloves, Neckwear, Cardigan Jackets, Sweaters.
^Only slightly damaged by smoke,

To Illustrate What this Means:
Men’s

former

price $6.00

to

8.00,

Suits,
drawn by a ticket held by
“
“
“
t«
Thomas Haugh, and the other by a number
8.00 to tO.OO, now
whose owner could not be found.
It was
*‘
“
to 15.00, now
10.00
Dress
Suits,
consequently sold at auction, and was bid off
by Francis H. Welch. The guess cake was Mens and Children’s Pants at HALF PRICE.
taken by Mrs. Mary Clark, who guessed 7
25 1:ents buys a 50 cent Pant.
pounds and 4 ounces, the exact weight.
There w* re 97 couples on the floor in the
$2.00 buys a $4.00 Pant.
grand march, and every dance of.the 18
numbers was well filled.
The music, by
Sanborn’s Full Orchestra, was fine.

of.

■

Sarsaparilla

••

v

1

1

Sold throuehoulthe world
Potte,
Curc., Sole Props., Boetor.
How to Cure Skin-Tortured

s

>

wimn the

With Cl Tin UA So.1!',;i:i
of Ci Tintia (.ointment •!
Cuticitra Remeiuks
and point to a speedy cun
figuring, humiliating, itch:
ing, crusted, scaly skin .1
with loss of hair, when all

:

now

at about

^

one-quarter

A Lot of

the

Ifama^il Mwear
COST

$3.00 to 4.00

original

pi
or.

300.

4 00 to 5.00

7.00 to 8.00

or

Come at once, as the best always goes first. It will pay you to buy ail the
will want for a year to come.
^REMEMBER THE PLACE,

THE WHITE STORE,

$

81 Main

1-21’rin'.

Clothing you

St., Belfast

CHARLES O’COMJVELLi.

•

NEWS OF BELFAST.

|
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ie, King’s Daughters, will

Knight, Bay

A. A.

View

Cash and Prizes given each month

Monday evening.
liis interest in

sold

is
iee

The firm

.ipson.

HOW TO OBTAIN THEM.
Competitors to save as many SUNLIGHT
Cut

in

were

-s.,

as they can collect.
rnn
nnrlinn
of each iwrapper* flint portion contain- ]

and L. A. Smith of

Wilbur

SOAP Wrappers

Monday,

town

ing the heading “SUNLIGHT
SOAP.” These (called “Coupons”) are to be sent, postage
a
fully paid, enclosed with
sheet of paper statin* Compet-

the officers of the Board of
l to moving another shoe fae-,.-t

itor’s full name ana address
and the number of Coupons
sent In, to Lever .Bros., Ltd.,

freight train met with a
Monday, which disabled one
■.lie came in from City point by
filer. A new engine was sent
f the

No. of
District

NAME

——■—

The Relief Corps will not meet this week
on account of the hall being engaged Friday

■

branch for

Bangor. Why

evening.
A

“There

says:

is

that the Northport cotnake known their desire to be
rest of the town."
>d

■

Jackson, Messrs. Nickerson & Bailey.

Municipal officers will

The

Mrs.

John M. S.

the editor of the

Farmington

King’s Daughters
Helping Hand
met Monday evening with Mrs. Sumner
Next Monday they will meet
Bridges.

daughter,

with Mrs. L. F. Howard. The Circle will
its iirst anniversary April 9tli, with

who are interestFestival that will he held
October are desirous of

.1

\t

ii

observe

supper,

‘clock, when the matter will
lined.

!n

asking

rs.

tlie

circulated

sudden change in the temperEhriy in the day the
weather was warm and
heavy rain fell,
hut during the afternoon the weather clear-

large nil uiLegislature

There

ppr-uu-ia.tiou of Si,•loo for fish
Waldo county.

Georges

The
and the mercury began fulling.
records of Mr. L. II. Murchshow as follows:

Pond

ed

Rung stocked with trout and
salmon, and a warden is needed
waters at

ose

Monday

Relief Corps will have
sociable at Sister Chapstreet, Friday evening,
The members with their huaWill every
rdially invited.
.case contribute something for the
Supper at 0 o'clock. The regular
will Lie postponed
until further
Marshall

1 p.

in.,

4"-

|
j

and east

Items. Sch. H. S. Boynton arPortland Monday, with corn for
V Sibley Co-Sch. Volant is loading
Lane’s wharf for Rockland-Sch.
'Webster has loaded hay at F. G.
r Mt. Desert.... A San Francisco
rts that Capt. C. G. Grant, late of
■

is

il

in

marshal
the

es

at the

2hth.
ook

tilled
i
■•n

more

solid

in

the

Scallops

season

Kentucky

when

of

beginning
of

than half

the

Of the

next

to

lectures

cate

lecture Co,. Bain de-

Tuesday

the

Claremont,

Tuesday,

are

of our fresh water
found a.i along the
abundant as far north
one

are

the St. Croix river. The scallop
best. Although seasonable

at its

September

March,

to

it

is

pre-

Exchanges,

as

well

as

other

postage.... Hon. Fred Atwood, inagent, Winterport, lias sent us a
neat calendar tor 1897... .The Dexter Folder
Co., 97 Keade street, New York, has sent us
a calendar for 1897, which has a cut of their
new quadruple folder.

to

where he had le -tilled from two

<cs

;

cover

surance

the

its worst Col. Bain's
from

as

now

York Stock

W.

series

m., 2-1

stocks, arranged in alphabetical and calendar form, with an index in the back for
reference. These books will be mailed free
to applicants who enclose a two cent stamp

Opera House Tues-

Last

was at

the

us

fourth

the

of lieat-

Geo.

Colonel

known

t.uros

charge

seas.

Lecture.

e-rally

■

on a

high

p.

We have received
Acknowledgments.
from Leland,Towle & Co..bankers and brokers, Boston, a copy of their Pocket Manual,
showing the dividends paid for the year 189(3
on stocks listed on the Boston and New

eom-

ship St. Nicholas.George
second mate of the ship May Flint,
it San Francisco Dec. 24th
c.i
v
\\>rk, has been arrested l»y the
r <»n

Steamer Notes.

N

The P>. & B. S.

S

Tin

L<‘ici.stu/i

Co.'s steamer

dlmbleil..
Lewiston,

says;

Capt. Otis Ingraham, left Boston at 4 p. m.
last Saturday
for Winterport- and intermediate
landings.
Shortly after 5, off
P» i.n of Kentucky, who spoke
;hj«ct, “Among the Masses, or Egg Bock, Nahant, the starboard shaft broke
Human Character.''
It is not too
in the inner journal, making a half inch
iv th;it
the lecture, the eighth of
to
he
a
proved
literary gem in a crack. The crew after some difficulty lashed
h ghly popular lectures, for which
the shaft- to the upper bulkhead of the paddle
our how to the lecture committee
box to lessen the danger of losing it. The
Jt was moral tonic from end to
ed with humor, anecdote and pict- steamer was anchored and began firing
evening
highly gratified Clareeu -e listened to the distinguished
a

:eritais of

rockets

grand human traits.

'ins,

the

Ellis

sisters'

sive

over-hauling

will

go

was no

alarm

of machinery etc., and
the route early in March, and
meanwhile the Boston service will be susmis... V. B. Paul of Morrill lost one
The Rockland will continue her
■cst cows last week.
She was a full- pended.
Rockland.
1 Jersey, and one of the best milch trips between Bucksport. and
.The new steamship, John Euglis of the
n
this section... .The number of
Maine steamship Co. reached Portland at
•ken out of the Belfast free library
1 40 a. m. Monday after a run of 20 1 2 hours
the past; year was 2i>,2t)t>; number of ;
from New York. This reduces the steam■•>ks added, 522; and 1S4 new cards
boat time between New York and Portland
vi-n out t-i people who had never apj
four hours, the best previous record
•••tore..
Alvah S. Redman is build- by fully
|
of this line being a little over 24
•w
iiouse on his lot on Miller street. \ by boats
s
Kimball has r< opened the D. R. i hours. The Euglis’ officers say she can beat
this record by fully four hours more in sums
shoe-making shop at the Head of
mer time under favorable conditions... .The
i<-.Aim s Clement has received
is
friend E L Rind of Boston a steamer Wm G. Butman has taken the
place of the Silver Star on the Rockland and
ml and path map of Mt. Desert, and
Boothbay route. Capt. Archibald meanwhile
and cottage map of Bar Harbor.
is looking for a
*r more Belfast- people are talking
larger boat, with a view
ung some of the excursions to Wasli- to extending his route to Bar Harbor. He
within the next- six weeks....J. H.
the Merryeoneag of the Portland
is the possessor of a seel range may buy
and Harps well line-Capt. Smallidge has
cost him only one cent.
bought of Capt. 1. E. Archibald of Rockland
the steamer Silver Star, to take the place of
the Florence on the Belfast, Cas iue and
Islesboro route. It is understood that Capt.
S. is backed by a company of Islesboro and
...

■

1

■

There

board.
passengers on
saw the signals and went
to the assistance of the Lewiston. A hawser
was passed on board the Portland and she
towed the disabled steamer to quarantine,
where she lay at safe anchorage until 8 a. m.
Sunday when the tug Henry Roussel towed
her back to her wharf in Boston.
The
Penobscot is now undergoing an exten-

Stevens have painted
recently for W. L. Hall’s photo-

millinery
•ml Mayo & White’s confectionery
(’has. B. Stover has painted new
t N. S. Lord's
sail loft and ship
H I). Crie has been appointed
cry
ister at
Criebaven-Last spring
Phillips of Belfast sold to John S.
•f Cape Rozier a young pig.
The anis killed a few days ago and dressed
1

for assistance.

the few
among
Steamer Portland

Welch &
ins

makes mince

pies, fruit cake

pudding possible all the
year ’round. Always fresh, al- f
ways in season. Always good, \
| that’s the reason. Accept no *1
substitute. Sold everywhere.

(and

Send name and address for booklet, ''Mrs. Pop
kins' Thanksgiving,” by a noted humorous writer. )

MEURELL-BOULE CO.,
Syrmcuae, N. ¥.

5V

f?|

^2

•?

The genuine “BELFAST” 5c.
cigar
already found its way into nine different States in the L’nion, also the Doiiinn of

Canada, and strange to say, it
less than two years ago this brand was
iced

on

the market.

llf*de in Belfast that is

FAST.”

The

only cigar
stamped “BEL-

have been granted as follows:
Original, widows, etc., Eunice M. Stevens,
Searsport; Elizabeth Brown, South Montville.
The

ings Bank Block, has been recently refiuished, including new plate glass windows, reand hot-water

See annual statement of the -Etna Insurance Co., of Hartford, Ct., and the Insurance Company of North America of Phildel-

The

strong companies
West.
Belfast by Field

These
in

Belfast

Band will have

entertainment at B«dfast

advertised,

Opera

are

supper and
House oil the

Davis, who has been doing blacksmithing in the .Tones S. Davis shop oil
Washington street, lias moved to Searsport
and Zclma S. Richards has moved from the
Gannon shop on the same street to the
Davis shop.
Thomas Gannon & Soil will
II. W.

£150,(MX) to £134,000.

surprise you, and shall,

dry goods

on

yard wide, from

1

store

in

“

2,000

1

Percales,

s

list....Miss Flora Sherman has been
to leave her school on account of her
health-Theodore Coombs of Boston is
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Coombs... .Walter Clark of Winterport visited his uncle, Isaac H. Sherman,
Sunday.
-Mrs. E. Levenseller has gone to Massachusetts to spend the winter with her daughter-Mr. and Mrs. N. S. Piper went to
Islesboro on a visit last Saturday.
Union Veterans’ Union.
Department
Commander M. A. Murphy of Lewiston, assisted by Col. M. C. Lovering of
Waterville,
mustered Sheridan F. Miller Command, No.
21, Union Veterans’ Union, at Grand Army
Hall, Monday evening. There are 17 mem.
hers of the Command. The officers are as
follows: Colonel, Wm. H. Sanborn; Lieut.
Col., James F. McKeen; Major,-Wm. H.

Clifford; Chaplain, James Pat-tee; Surgeon,
Samuel Morse; Adjutant, M. C. Dilworth;
Quartermaster, Geo. W. Burgess; Officer of
the Day, A. D.
Smalley ; Officer of the Guard,
Otis Whitmore; Sergeant
Major, Robert
Whitehead: Quartermaster Sergeant, Robert

Waterman; Sentinel, John S. Gilmore;
Pieket, Otis Ryder. After the mustering
dams, pickles, coffee, etc., were served and
“smoke-talk” held. M. C. Dilworth was
appointed Aid de Camp and Mustering Offia

cer.

People’s Mission. The People’s Mission
have outgrown their present quarters, the
room having been
crowded every night,
ami have had the room on High street uext
to the American Express office, up stairs,
fitted up in a very attractive manner and
will occupy it, beginning with next
Sunday,
Jan. 24th.
Meetings will be held in the uew

1

1 Case Fine

just

1 Case

I2ic.j
15c.

Lovely

New Summer

Our stock is

entirely

All Wool

Do not fail to bu.

If |fl

I

auac

^COATS
Only

on, you wil

now

left at GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

Will be offered at BARGAIN PRICES to close the lot.

62c.

Brocades,
now

custom-

SHAWLS and BL AN KETS,

TABLINGS and NAPKINS

I

25c.

present the trade

cent

MlUYCSi

more

62^

fabric, worth M l-2c.,

Dress Pattern while this sale is

a

LADIES’ JACKETS.

sold e very where at 17c.
shall sell them at

we

Superfine,

SILKS!

money. A beautiful picture given to every
who buys $3.00 worth of Dress Goods.

er

A few

Carpetings,
for this

Extra

want to

DRESS GOODS.

We offer the trade the most magnifi- We
bargains in this line of goods.
new, elegant patterns, from 5c, to 20c. yd.

o
jhI1C*'11117W1
j j **o*C

1

we

save

Dimities, Beautiful Goods,
Le Plesse

agents,

yard.

now

Worth 12 1-2c.,

1 Case

hurricane had

pieces Brocade Satin, only
69c., same patterns sold in Boston at $1.2').
50 Patterns of Silks for Waists
just received, ranging in
pi ice from 39c. to SI.25 per

yard wide,

for fun

from mill

a

^_

DRESS

Rug lengths, only 25c.

yard wide,

purchasing

though

as

20 Pcs. BERGE VEILINGS only 15 Cts.

Ponges Dress Goods,
!

counters

astonished ourselves

Worth 12 l-2c., for this sale, 62C.

and

an

entirely NEW STOCK of these goods
January shall sell them at 25

the month of

Pur
r^np
I UI

1I

month,

during

per cent, reduction.

20 doz. Foster s 7 Hook Suede Kid Gloves, former
10 doz. Fosters Mousquetaire Glove sells for

?0 in- lonS> Coney, worth sff2.>o,
shall sell for $6.00. Who wants it?

price $1.!>0 (every pair warranted) onlv SI.OO
now SI.25.

^1.7?,

AND
3c. per

WILLIMATIC

spool during

this great sale.

Not

MACHINE
than 12

more

$300 WORTH OF ELEGANT DAMASK TOWELS

ust

spools

W1*)

THREAD. ¥

to each customer.

worth roc

hai dose at

25c. EACH.

travelling, it will pay the country customers, to encounter storms, and get a good shaking up on these
rough roads, to procure some of these stupendous bargains we are offering for January. We have procured ex ra help
and hope to be able to give our trade prompt attention.

No matter how bad the

GEO. W. BURKETT,

held

obliged

prices

only 42C.

Turkey Red Tabling, Fast Colors,
Ba'e All Wool Remnant Carpets,

1 Case Dre

with Belfast Lodge, Feb. 20th.

sick

just

succeeded in

Outings,

Good

ing the corning months and a State organizer
will be sent to assist them_The next ses-

Winterport last Wednesday to attend the
funeral of Edith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Clark.... Michael Leary is on the

have

we

our

>

10 Pcs.

sou

East Belfast. George Clark, who has
been visiting his parents in Winterport for
the past, two weeks, returned home Saturday-Mr. and Mrs. Fred Saverv drove to

on

swept from

yards lengths, 5c.

Sold at 17c.,

The order is receiving
new impetus
in Waldo county. A new
lodge was organized Jan. 9th at Freedom,
No. 285, by State Deputy Geo. E. Files. Jud-

be

? to 20

worth 10c.,

Good Templars.

will

the wreck

were

Fruit of the Loom Cottons, 61c

10 Pcs. Blanket

to country customers which is well
worth their attention.

Lodge

that

goods

2.000 yards Standard Gringhams,

gestion

sion of Waldo District

place goods
at

the

3 Cases Standard Prints only 4 l-2c.

Odd

B. Wiggiu is deputy-Sebasticook,
Lodge, No. 101, of Burnham, which lias been
three years dormant, was revived last week,
and starts with a good interest and large
membership. Geo. F. Sherman has been
commissioned deputy. ...The- District officers are planning for aggressive work dur-

as

20.000 yards 40 in. Lockwood, 5 l-2c.

Bargains.

at the mammoth

look

we even

Store for the Past Two Weeks

20,000 yards Lockwood Cottons.

This alliterative
and truthful caption is sure to arrest the attention of buyers; aud when they turn to
the advertisement and read what is offered
Bfrkett's

We substitute in their

struck them.

a

evening ol Fel). 5th. The comedy “Chums”
will be preseiiled’by our best local talent,
there will he a band concert and a few
dances. Further particulars next week.

from

us

heating.

The National House has passed a hill giving a pension of £50 ;i month to Elizabeth
A Martlion, widow of Lieut. Commander
Martlion, U. S. N. Mrs. Martlion is a native
of this city.

pliia, Penn.
represented

to withdraw several items

compels

coupons troin the dis-

Pensions

painting, papering

our

ferred by epicures during January and Feb- j Fellows’ block the result is sure to be a
brisk sale. This week Mr. Burkett is offerruary, as at this time the portion commonly
called “tongue” is full and of a bright orange ing new bargains, having sold out the lines
color.
previously advertised, and he makes a sug-

tlie

ites

just

from

■

placed

d

find this item in

We

exchanges.

Maine coast and

has been

ot

The Great Rush at

7. in., 11

■

orypliene,

^largest mini berg

next;

trict in which they reside will Each receiveat winner’s
option & lady’s or gentleman’s Gold Watch, price $26.
The Competitions will Close the East Day of
Each Month during 1897, Coupons received too late
for one month’s competition will he put into the next.
3. Competitors who obtain wrappers from unsold
soap in dealer’s stock will be disqualified.
Employees
of Lever Brothers, Ltd., and their families, are debarred from competing.
4. A printed list of Winners in Competitor’s district
will be forwarded to Competitors in about 21 days after
each competition closes.
5. Lever Brothers, Ltd., will endeavor to award the
prizes fairly to the best of their ability and judgment,
but it is understood that all who compete agree to ac.
cept the award of Lever Brothers. Ltd., as final.
EEVER BROS., Eld., New York.

as a storehouse.
below zero; Ip. in., 7° below ; 0 p. occupy their shop
The trustees of the mortgage bonds of the
p. m., s below : Wednesday, 7 a. m., 7 he- i
Belfast & Moosehead LakeR. R. Co., Messrs.
low.
W. P». Swan, Calvin Hervey and A
C.
A Portland fisherman took about 50 fine
scallops from Casco hay, the other day. it Burgess, met Tuesday and drew £3,SCO of
is said these shell fish were never known to the bonds, which will he payable May 15,
come so far north before.
Perhaps the Leg- 1807. This ina es £10,000of the bonds which
islature might vote them flannels for prohave been drawn, reducing the mortgage
tection.

certain seasons

per and
Miller

was a

Monday night.

ature

rden service for

Swanvilie and

11

o in.

■

u-ge \V. Frishee
1
i. he secured a

ete.

Moody brought home from
Mendi ni* county, Calif., recently a “medicine man's nertar’’ of stone, which he dug
in that county.
It is
up in a mining gulch
in perfect condition, and is in the, possession
of Walter Hall at Moody's drug store.

represented by a chorus it
-mgers are requested to meet
-I
vestry to-morrow. Friday,

(■c

at 2

Circle >>f

.utr;-people

_•

after-

o'clock to act on a petition to provide for the care of a little girl, (» years of
age, named Flossie Davis, who, the petitionnot being properly cared for
ers claim, i
noou

a

s

-nxi

meet this

telegram yesterday andeat.L at Farmington, Me.,
W liter Niebols, formerly d
rt. aged 84 years,
lie died at

veil

RULES.

Every month during 189i in each of the 4 districts
prizes will be awurded as follows:
The 1 (JomDetitor who sends in the
nin lM‘r ot coupons from
ijargest
the district in which he or she resides
will receive SlOO Cash.
The 5 Competitors who send in the
Next Largest Numbers of coupons from the district in which they
reside will Each receive at winner’s
option a lady’s or gentleman’s I'ierce
Special bicycle, priceffiluo,00.
The IO Comnetitors who send in the

members of the Alliance are requested
to meet with Mrs. E. A. D. Burrington toerans’ Aid Society.
A full atat 2.30 p. in.
List of unclaimed letters remaining in the morrow, Friday,
tendance is desired.
post office for the. week ending January 1<>,
The office of R. F. Dunton, Esq., in SavGentlemen—R. If. Dwight, A. J.
1897:

division fights before the
Augusta correspondent of

Advertiser

committee of the Sons of Veterans is
names for organizing a Sons of Vet-

WRAPPERS

1.

getting

not?

town

f:e

'•

DISTRICT-

OF

p-ew York City, Brooklyn, Long
_a »d Staten Isl ands, New Jersey.
NewYork State (outside of N. Y. City,
Q
Brooklyn, Lojiff and Staten Inlands).
-Penney I v ania, Delaware, Mary.
land, West Virginia and D»»3
trict of Colombia._
_i
The New Fnirlaml States._
4
•The Bicycles are the celebrated Pierce Special,
18H7 Pattern. mTd by Geo. N. Pierce A Co of Buffalo. Boston and New York. Fitted with Hartford
Tires, First Class Nickle Lamu, New Departure
Bell, Standard Cyclometer, and Hunt Lace Saddle.

sport Eagle advocates the exKnox and Lincoln branch of
ntral railroad from its present
u Rockland up the Penobscot,
Bucksport and connect with

il

niltwilu1

1

ual meeting of the Waldo &
vgrieultural Society it was voted
r next annual fair September
: Kith ou their grounds in Monave a horse trot the 3d day of

U

nn

~

OUt.

;i

..

Vnrk. innrlipil

Wow

Wrapper (top left hand comerjwith U lUnr.li
of the DISTRICT Competitor lives in.

ilie in time to take the after-

v

12

Total given during 12 mos. 1897, $40,800.00

will

name

1'.- re.

•••

$3,400.00

the

Co., confectioners, to

&

-GEO. W. BURKETTS*

4 First Prizes, each of $100 Cash •
$ 400.00
20 Second
$100sPpicpAEuBicyoles*2,000.00
40 Third
$ 25 Gold Watches
1,000.00

-lie Petit

y

EACH MONTH

As

Jos. Williamson, Jr., Master
Manan matter.

:

given free

Ann nn c»w
PRIZES
«J>Jj<tUUiUU
follows!

\V. C. T. IT. will meet with
i
c.dierts January 2(ith.

v

Deafness

Cannot

be

Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast.

The Rockland District Ministerial Asso-

Cured

ciation

and

Epworth League Convention
Thoniaston February 8th, Dth
and 10th. Among the assignments we notice
the following: To lead the devotional meeting Tuesday, Rev. \Y. J. Wilson; Essays
Eustachian Tube. When this tube gets inflamed
“The Use and Abuse of Helps,” Rev. O. H.
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, Feruaid; “Superficial Religion,” Rev. G. G.
and when it is entirely closed Deafness is the reWinslow; “Why so small a proportion of
sult, and unless the inflammation can be taken men in the churches and
congregations of
out anti this tube restored to its normal condito-day,” Rev. H. I. Holt and Rev. S. L.
tion, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine cases
Hauscom. The League convention will open
out of ten are caused by catarrh, which is nothing
Wednesday morning.
but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
applications, as they cannot reach the
portion of the ear. There is only one
way to cure Deafness, ami that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an inllamed condition of the mucous lining of the
y local
diseased
1

give One Hundred Dollars for any case
(caused by catarrh) that cannot be
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars,
free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
4w2
JKtSr-Sold bj Druggists, 75c.

will be held in

We will

The

of Deafness

meeting
reported

The Churches.

>*orth

Church

held

its

the

be 144, of whom 114 are females and 30 males.
There have been 5 additions to the church
during the past year, 3 on profession of faith

by letter. At the beginning of the
1890, the “Harris Method” of pledged
weekly offerings for benevolence was adopted, and it has caused an increase of about.
$200 over former years.
Including the
amounts given by the Woman’s Auxiliary
and the Y. P. S. C. E.,the church has raised
and given to the several Congregational
missionary societies the sum of $700 for the
The Sunday school and V. 1*. S.
year 1890.
C. E. were reported as in good condition
and doing good work. Dr. A. O. Stoddard
and

2

year

Forty new volumes are to be added to the
Methodist Sunday school library at once.
Services at

the Unitarian church next
include sermon by the pastor,
Rev. ,T. M. Leighton, at 10.4,5 a. m., followed
by Sunday school

Sunday

will

The services at the North church next
will be preaching, Sunday school,
Junior and Senior V. P. S. C. E. and evening service, all at the usual hours.

Sunday

The services at the Methodist Church for
for the week will he as follows:
Sunday at
10 45, sermon by the pastor; at 12 Sunday
school; at J.JO, meeting of Junior Epworth
League; at (J, meeting of Epworth League,

leader,

Fannie Dickey; at. 7, song sershort discourse by Pastor. Tuesday evening at 7, prayer meeting ; Thursday
evening at 7 15, class meetings.
vice

Miss

and

lie

services

at the

Baptist church next

Sunday will include preaching by the pastor morning and evening. The
subject of
the morning sermon will be “Christ’s Joy
Castine men, as well as by the sympathies room
regularly every Sunday at 2 30 and 7 Imparted to His Disciples,” Juo. 15:11. The
of a large majority of the patrons of the
p. m., and every evening during the week evening subject wiil be “Hindrances 10 Beroute. Capt. Smallidge took the master’s
except Monday and Friday, beginning at 7 lief,” Jno. 5:44. The music will consist of
oath at the customhouse in Rockland last o’clock. These
meetings are doing a good the following selections: Morning—anthem,
Friday and took command. The Silver work and there have been a number of con- “Glorious Things of Thee are Spoken,” TanStar was built at Brewer in 18HG, is 75.50 versions since this mission was
opened last ner; duett, “Just as I am Without One
gross and 42.95 net tonnage, and is a fast November. The work is to be permanent Plea,” arr. from Tucker. Evening—selecand able boat of her size. Capt. S. H. Bar- and all are welcome to the
meetings. A Suu- tions by the chorus, “O, Be Joyful in Lord,”
bour, her builder, went out to Florida in day school will be opened in connection Danks; and “Vesper Hymn,” Stephenson.
her one winter, returning in the spring, and with these
meetings, beginning next Sunday
The Maine Ministers’ Association, which
she was for a short time on the route beat 10 o’clock. All children that do not atheld its last meeting in Auburn, last Septween Rockland and Bangor.
The Silver tend Siffcgay school are cordially invited.
tember, will hold its next meeting at the
Star went on the Castine route Monday. A There will be a Bible class for older
people same place, the High Street Congregational
stock company is being organized to own who desire to attend.
Mrs, M. C. Clapp of
Church, Auburn, Wednesday afternoon and
and manage the steamer. .The Rockland Star
Boston has charge of this work.
evening, Feb. 17th. The general subject of
of Friday says: “A. H. Hanscome, who has
the meeting will be “The Gist of the New
There has probably been more infringebeen off duty for the first time in 25 years,
Theology.” In the evening an address will
ments on the genuine “BELFAST” 5c.
and who has been taking a rest at bis home
be given by Rev. Geo. W. Field, D. D., of
in Winterport, came to this
than
other
brand
made in New
any
city yesterday cigar
Bangor, upon the methods of teaching the
take
to
the place of Frank Pierce, purser on England.
Did you ever notice how peo- Old Testament.
The exact title of Dr.
the steamer Rockland for a few days.”
ple try to imitate a good thing 2
Field’s lecture will be announced later.

L

A

KNOWLFON,

President.

re-elected clerk and treasurer, and comwere chosen as .follows: Standing
committee, Rev George S. Mills, Deacon A.
O. Stoddard, Deacon James Puttee, Mrs.
Ellen M. Starrett, Mr. Augustus Perry.
Sunday school committee, Charles M. Craig,
Miss Maud K. Russell, H. M.
Prentiss.
Welcoming committee, H. M. Prentiss,
James W. Jones, W. R. Howard, W. W.
Knowltou, Ralph Stickney, Osborn Lord,
Harold T. Sibley, Bert Davis. Committee
on Junior work, Rev. GeorgeS. Mills, Miss
Nellie Hopkins, W. R. Howard.

...

FRANK R.

WIGGIN,

Cashier.

Deposits Solicited

IXDIVIUU.U
DEPOSITS:

Keb.

ism.

J.ily 21. 18,11.
$59,180.29
Dec ,3, 1895.
$160,838.17.

8311,353.09
July 1 1, 1895.
$123,085.58

Her.

1894.

Marrli

879,480.59
July 14, ism.
8172,093.10

annual

Thursday evening. The clerk
membership of the church to

last

PEOPLES NATIONAL
5, I 895,
883,978,53

av

L»cC>l /

,

Ck CZ
*7 0

5183,869.99
These figures arfi taken from our sworn statements to the Com
j>t roller
of the Currency, Washington, on the above flutes,
DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEP.ARTVIENT payable on deni m 1, draw tut-rest pu.iil
.January 1st and •) uly 1st. Deposits ‘luriiie: the first three day* of ■•<•»■/•'/ uionth draw n r«‘
iron the first
of that month. This department offers oiurh <iri<iti>r se.'-o rU;/ to depositors than Saving- Batik'
inasmuch as every deposit is a fn-tn to the tnt.ak, an l all deposits m o ir Bank are wo /<-••
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank bein*; the latest established Bank in Waldo Countv. our vault has all the :r< <\ improvements in Fire and Burglar-Proof work, thereby offerim?'//•< ifsn-nritt/ to deposi
rs t
any other
bank in this county.
Westili have a few $5.0I> HKK HKPJSIf IdYKV
-s are ore
VH our b
,-tra
v*/,
forks, so they may be taken to an 1 from the Bank if desired.
1 vd

SAMSeT ADAMS,

was

mittees

Centre

Lincolnville.

Mr.

“Jeweler
75

to the

Main

Street, Belfast, Me.

Belfast,

Open

his home in Waldo... .Mrs. Abbie True has
returned home from Massachusetts, where
she has been spending a few weeks_Miss
visiting her
brother. Mr. Frank Gray_Mrs. Charles
Merriam, who has been sick for the past few
weeks, is now convalescent.
of

Frankfort is

A LUCKY PENNEY.
The will of the late
Anna Crockett Penney, wife of “Doctor” H.
C. Penney of Lewiston, was filed Jan. 12th

in the

probate

court.

Practically

all the

ly.

from 9 to 12 A, M.

From

1 to 4 P. M.
DEPOSITS SOLICITED.
L__________
My Mamma gives ms

RELIEF.
Coughs, Colds, Cello, Cholera
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
Threat, Diphtheria, eto.
» THINK IT IS REAL NICE TO TAKE.
Prepared by

NOB’.VAY MEDICINE

Co.,

Fitting

of Glasses and Diseases of
ihe Eye a^d Ear a Specialty.

Norway, Me.

Office hours until II a. m.
From 12.30 to 3 and 7 to 8 p.

SUBSCRIBE FOR

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL,

14tf

IThTdoroin, m.1)7

BROWN’S INSTANT

For

es-

left to the doctor, whom she makes
executor without bonds. The w'ill may be
contested, but not, it is thought, successfultate is

Maine.

Albert

Knight of Boston, Mass., is spending a few
days at Mr. Dana Spaulding’s-Mr. Sewall
Knight of Dakota is visiting Mrs. Elmira
Stetson-Nearly all of the schools in town
closed Jan. 8th.... Mr. Jas. H. Cilley, who
has been teaching in town, has returned to

Evelyn Gray

People,"

j

SEARSPORT,
Telpshoxe

Connection.

m.

MAINE.
I3tf

ThE WORLD OF STYLE.

What rtaine Editors

Drossy Women.

A Mirror ot Fashion for

[Our Xew York Litter.]
reign of Madam La Mode is at the
height of its glory now that the season of
balls and parties has fairly started and

f^EfyVBOfty)
W^ArS \
jglVDEES.

The

visits to country clubs
the
for

in dress
motive in

life.

Tuxedo,

the

Country Club of Westchester, the Rockaway Hunt and the
Richmond County Hunt all had their holiday festivities in which the smartest of
Xew York society always participate. The
women, of course, donned their “purple
and fine linen," for undoubtedly the most
attractive feature about a week's holiday
spent at a suburban club or in its neighborhood is the fact that there are always
plenty of men around to dress and angle
For what is

if

man

GOOD HEALTH NEVER
GOES ON WET FEET

ook her prettiest, just for the fun of havother women look envious, but she

to

longs

for

men

conquer.

A

Wet feet are

always running for the
Colds, pneumonia,consumption-they’re the children of wet feet.
The best life insurance is

are

in

“CAIMDEE”
RUBBERS
Cloth Gown Trimmed with Velvet

Blue Cloth Gown Trimmed with Blue
and Gold Braid.

Designed
of

her

and

In* The National Cloak

and

very pretty
gowns, she was quite a handsome woman,
and the men appreciated her soft and arone

numerous

The

Block Satin.

lace and

with

finished

was

count, was a world of fun to all beholders.
In contrast to this guileful creature was
another society

girl

of

with

twenty,

a

sweet, natural, wholesome nature, thoroughly generous and unspoiled, and as
full of pure fun as
of dew and sparkle.

a

summer

She

morning is
the hand of

saw

the older woman, and she did everything
she could, in an innocent, funny way to
“go'5 her one better. “1 wonder if she
thinks I

am

just going

sit still and let

to

her lasso that charming old bachelor under
my very nose? Never! I'm going to stir
Brown Kerse\ with Sable Tails.
i'

•1

AL

L'MK

l".,

H eSl

^)U

St.. New York.

that is why a holiday visit to a winis such an interesting event and

ter resort

why

I

going

am

to

tell

you about the

him up my own self, if it is the last thing
I do! It isn't mean, is it?" she asked,

eacli side

on

society girl
interesting sight,
enjoyed watching the process exceeding1 recall a bud, now, who is
y.
hardly
is

and

sixteen,

and I

an

who has

of the most
sensible of mothers to guide her
eager
young t'ert in the way they long to go.
is a thop uglily sensible gill
herself,
and. u in uning ‘lie boys and what wellba.
ei

■

does not.'--.-die does not
them a hit, but leaves that

woman

after"

"tun

T-

d

u.i

>me

gati

vutiieiy

vt.*

them.

to

tell you that this little maiden
unusually aandsome, with a slender,
I

;>

graeelul figure, suit, bright, brown eyes,
line features, a clear rosy
complexion, a
tea

1 i"sehud of

a

mouth and

dai

lovely long,

hair, you do not need to be assured
that the boys are only too
willing to do
tin*

and Miss lilossom and her
younger sister enjoyed the triumph of
being the prettiest and most popular girls
mining,

of the week.
no

lor

opening buds. Now
society blossom, with her dan-

gerous little innocent airs and graces and
her infectious frolicsomeness arid fun.

Nobody

ran

when it

teach her

anything

on

earth,

to flirtation tactics and
matrimonial manoeuvres.
She was born
knowing the whole business, and she is
on her native heath when she has a
halfcomes

dozen strings to
leal, live scalps.

her bow and

I know the most demure

a

belt full of

looking,

ex-

quisitely beautiful gray-eyed scamp who

“Not the least bit in the world! Tell

them, every one, and maybe, if 1 get into
scrape, some of them will
I'll begin in the morning."

a

help

out.

me

And she did, and everybody in the hotel
“eauglit on" and enjoyed it immensely.
She

was

and

sweet

having no

malicious
she

giacelul about it, and
designs in her happy
prospered finely and

young heart,
grew rosy and saucy
gressed. But 1 shall

the campaign pronever forget her conas

sternation,
night before the week was
up, when she came flying in my room
w ith big tears in her clear blue
eyes, and
a genuine quiver in her voice.
T never
a

meant to

do it! And I don't know what in

the world to do! That old

tadpole

has

ac-

taken all my nonsense in dead earnand has asked me to many him. What
do you think of that? He vows he never

tually
est

loved

a

woman

before,

and

never

asked

marry him even in fun. What am J
to do? What would Will sa\ ? Why, I've
one

to

been

engaged

to

Will for

be married in

year and

we

April! Oh, dear,

I'll

a

be naughty any more! What do you
suppose Yellowtop would say?" And the
little mischief-maker threw herself on the
never

bed and

alternately wept and laughed
until I, too, was convulsed over the situa-

tion.
it ended in

her

Well,
packing up her
traps and going back home to Will the
next morning, while the dear old bachelor
that all women w7ere deceivers and
retired into melancholy seclusion for the
remainder of his stay, leaving “Y^ellow-

swore

top" furious and desperate oyer the persimply mows down her adorers by regiversity of things.
ments.
She is round and dimpled and
Howrever, how I have strayed from my

soft-voiced, with roseleaf cheeks and a
subject, for I started to tell you that the
perfect blossom of a face, and an infantile
society
girl is a very sweet and lovely
innocence and unsophistication that are
as she poses in her numberless
picture
the most awfully destructive
weapons I neat tailor-made gowns or airy, dainty
have

ever

seen!

She is

only eighteen,

but

she has

accomplished wonders in her brief
but eventful society career of one
year.
She is a thorough woman with all her
baby ways and playfulness, and in her
“set’- she is lovingly and
adoringly
called the “little Queen.” And her small
majesty enjoys her title and rules her little court as royally as if the blood of the
own

Guelphs or

the Tudors

her veins.

Withal, she

tle, and
women as

is

but 1 also met

a typical flirtatious
who was every day of thirty
She was
years old, if she was a minute.
tall, rather slender, well proportioned,
men.

evening frocks. The winsome creature
spoken of above never looked more fetching than in a deep blue broadcloth gown
made exquisitely plain to show to advantage her slender, girlish waist and finished

society girl

gold extending

across

was

less

not

with

bewitching

in

suit boasted

a

soft, dainty fr

mt

Cheeks and lips
most

Miss

were

blooming style, and, really, wlnn
Blonde fluttered in, arrayed in any

a

bright-

head of the sable adorned each side'
of the loose, double-breasted front.

One of the daintiest capes seen during
the holidays was made of rich emerald
green silk velvet, lined with delicate embossed pink satin that seemed to have imprisoned tints from the heart of our American Beauty rose.

Under tiie

edge

of the

cape was arranged a flounce of plaited
white mousseline de soie, which gave a
charming effect of fullness to the bottom
of the cape.
The high collar of velvet
was

edged

with sable and

the front with
an

given

a

on

was

clasped

in

quaint brooch fashioned

immense emerald

encircled

with

An illustration of this cape is
this page in company with those

of the jacket aud gowns described.

Shipbuilding

Wonders.

The people were long ago iufomud that
the limit in shipbuilding had been reached.
When the Great Eastern was built to
carry 20,000 tons and 1,000 passengers, or
5.000 passengers and no cargo, the world
stood amazed.
Now the new leviathans
not only take over 20.000 tons of
cargo but
from 1500 to 2500 passengers besides, and
carry them over at astonishing speed.
When the Etruria appeared her captain
declared that the limit had surely been
reached. But soon the New York and Paris
materialized, lollowed by the swift Eueania and Compania. and then it was declared that nothing more perfect was possible.
But the Germans are now engaged in
making all these achievements look tame.
They have eight gigantic ships on the
stocks for service between New York and
Europe. The biggest could almost take
the Great Eastern's 20,000 tons of cargo
in ballast, and w ere she to carry troops
only
she could take 10,000 comfortably.
Such a giantess would strip a field of
40.000 acres of wheat for one load. She
is capable of carrying enough food to
give
a pound
package to every other person in
the United States, and driven
by 28,000
horse power, sue is expected to eclipse all
records for speed.
When the Wilhelm der Grosse is launched they will again say that the limit is
reached; but soon again she in her turn
will be found in the shade.
it looks as if we should ere long have a
ship that would take 50,000 troops, with
supplies, to a desired point on the other
side of the Globe, and that coming sea
battles would reduce themselves to vast
drowning matches.

imagine a stray torpedo sending a ship
carrying 50,000 sailors and soldiers to the
bottom. [Boston Globe.

Cape

Breton

Coal

Shipments.

The shipments of coal from the Cape
Breton collieries for 1896 have been the largest in the Cape Breton coal trade. The total
shipments of the Dominion Coal Co. for the
year are 1,052,000 tone, an increase of
Pjcsent over
1805. The largest output from
177,570
one
of the Cape Breton collieries, howany
ever, was by the general mining association,
the total for Sydney mines having reached
278.000 tons. This beats all previous records
for the years that Cape Breton collieries
have been in operation. The reserve mine
comes next to Old Sydney in the
quantity of
of coal raised.

Used

specialist

Cape of Emerald Velvet.
Designed by The National Cloak Co., West 23d
St., New York.
satin appliqued with medallions of Rus-

P.

O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAIHE-

At

oror

Remedy,

S.vS.S. (guaranteed purely vegetable)
a real blood
reined}’, and never fails
to cure Cancer, Eczema, Rheumatism
Scrofula, or any other blood disease.
Our hooks
will be mailed
free to any address. Swift
is

Specific

Co.,

Atlanta Ga.

Is

Advertising

Like Driving Nails.
The first blow starts
a

nail

but

squarely

must

be

by others

followed

the

on

head

to

An

advertisement

must

be followed by
are

the

c

lear

point to

desired

the

re-

BY

8. J. Sherman’s Method. Send 15 cents for his
book of full information, etc. Address

S. J. SHERMAN, Hernia

arrived at
Montevideo Dee 7 from Rio Janeiro.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at New
York Dec 20 trom Savannah.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from New
York Di e 10 for Port Natal.
Edward May, arrived at Hong Kong Dec
15 from Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, at Montevideo
Nov 5 for New York.
Harvard, Colcord, arrived at Port Townsend Dec. 30 from Santa Rosilia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived at
Acajutla Sept 8 from New York.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from
New York June 20 for Brunswick, Ga.
lolani, McClure, arrived at New York Jan
5 rom Honolulu.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
New Y'ork Dee 31 for Hong Kong.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Win Meyers, arrived at
Montevideo Nov (> from Boston.
Matanzas, sailed from Havana Jan 7 for
New York
Penobscot, E G Parker, at Hong Kong
Dec 4 for New York.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Rotterdam Jan 1 for Cardiff.
Rose Tunis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Santos Dec 12 from New York.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at Gar-

ontolo-from Sourabaya.
St Lucie, Smeed, sailed from I’ort Natal
Jan 8 for Barbadoes.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, sailed
from Rosario Dec 2 for Boston.
Willard Mudgett, AC Colcord, arrived at
New York Dec 2‘J from Barbadoes.

V

Specialist,
3m

timore Dec ”‘2 for Curacoa.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from Boston Dec 10 for coal port.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at WilmingDec
from Ponce, I’. It.
ton, N
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from Darien
for Wilmington, N C.
Jan
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Boston
Jan :*» from Bio Grande, Nic.
B W Hopkins, Hiebborn, cleared from
Baltimore Jan 0 for Cienfuegos.
Sal lie rOn, W 11 West, arrived at New
York Nov 11 from Buenos Ayres.
Tofa, A S Wilson, cleared from New York
Jan 7 for Mobile.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
New York Dec B! from Brunswick, Ga.
The

44

Discovery Saved Ills Life.
Druggist, Beaversville, 111., says :“To Dr. King’s New DisMr.

G.

ok

StreeJ,

Fairfield

St.)
MASS.

NOTICE.
THE FINANCE COMMITTEE of the City
Council desire that all holders of City of Belfast,
4 per cent, bonds of the issue of 1882, present
the same for payment at once.
F. H WELCH, Chairman.
Belfast, Jan. 13,1897—3w2.

Caillouette,

Was taken with La
my life.
all the physicians for miles
of
no
avail and was given up and
about, but
told I could not live. Having Dr. King’s
New Discovery in my store I sent for a bottle and began its use and from the first dose
begau to get better, and after using three
bottles was up slid about again. It. is worth
its weight in gold.
We won’t keep store or
house without it.” G»*t. a free trial at Kilgore & Wilson's City Drug Store.
1

owe

Grippe and tried

Thousands of the victims of consumption
their death to the simple neglect of a
cold. Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup cures
coughs and colds, bronchitis and all throat
and lung troubles.
owe

CASTO±lIA.
The facsimile

signature

will and

testament ot

Is oa
every

wrapper.

A

having been presented tor pc !*.,
Ordered, That notie- he -ix.ui
terested by causing a copy ot tinlished three weeks succe-si\.
Journal, print, d at Belfast. 1• 1
at a Probate Court, to be he.u
and for said County, on tin*
February next, at ten ot th
and show cause, if any tlu>
should not be proved, apj r,.\,
A<< Ft».
K. .lulls-..
A true copy.
Attest
Cn \s. p H.\
1

.,

-<

SS.
\\’ Al-l’O
fast, on

for

and

AP.BY MATH KM S.

In

c

copy.

(1 K(
Attest.

Probate

Court

n

K

JOHNSON

held

at
t

on

I

Ola*
A t rue

|>|

udge.

for
d

<

A true copy.

--

CKO. K. JOHNSON. Judge.
Attest:
( has. P. Haz.ki.um-, Register.

Probate Court held

the (’minty of Waldo,
January, A. I). 181(7.

\\

ii.it ;,v ill1 •>'',
M
.1 M n-.
1

nr
*

by

i,e.

V,

< oi;i

■

s^.

M(‘ssciim(*r*s
Ol FK K <>K mi
Sl'AI’l-. >•!'

Hh.i

at
on

copy.

CKO.
test
Chas

K.

ink. I:,

under

I

hand

the dale In
\. M
SA Ml FI. C
•

I,

: \\ a 1
Pclfast. m the < omity
Maine, the. thirteenth day of danu.it;
TIIF undersigned hereby fives in
1 pointnieiit as Assignee of the eA Cl K T1S ol Pel Iasi .in sani <
m v
e
Insolvent Debtor, win has been ■!■
vent Upon his own petition, by the <
v cue v I or sani ( mini v td
\\ a id
L’vvii
MUIM \ N \\ VPDW I I 1
At

Motive of Assignee of his
went.
Pel fast.
Maine, t In

A t

1/

in I lie ('oiinty
u W a
t hii’leeiil || -lay d d.I

rIM I F undersif ned herein
I
poini iim in ,i- \ -si ii.-f
S. IIAUDINC"! I'. 111 n 11. n i. o
i;
do. I 11 sol e lit I lehtol .v ho ha itet
in-..’ vent ii poll
is own pel ii.

i-i.

I listii

Probate Court held at licit.i -•. wit nin and tor
the County ol W aldo, on ! l.e siruin! Tnr'da ol
January, A I >. 1x*.*7.
A certain inst rument, purp-•: t mg l>> 1»«• the last
A will and testament id J A M Ks W Will'll,
late ot
ell'ast, in said County ol W aldo, deceased, having been presented lor probate.
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons interested by causing a copy ol this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Relfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be lit Id at Pel fast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved ami allowed.
CFO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A t rue copy.
Attest:
Ciias. 1*. Hazkitink. Register.

v I'lirv

loi -aid

Oiml
II

Ci.oid.l.

,d

M

:•

M«U4>K

2wb

Pin

Notice of f-oreclosoi
IIKKKAS.

I.I.W IS \
I'l KM i,
■■Mill
III.'
.>1 W .1 j. •. |.\ 111."
I
i... .i .tc.i
inln
,'i
I"1'
'I. I' I:',
isll-y ill' heeds. \ .In
me, t he undersigned, a .eriain |>,ue.
ale in saiil Kelt' i-t, .>n the « u"i• l\
\ lew "I reel .in "anl K. I.."i I -ei n: I!
!. i. Ii.
veyetl I.. >aid I nrnei h\ S. K

\\'
M

(lal.-il

dated June f>, ls'.i.'t, and rernrded in
<d heeds. \ idimie .:ts, l'a; e l. a
an
eoinlitinn <d Haiti inert cape has Keen
there!ore, 1 »\ reason of he hrrarh
t.ion thei'eot, 1 elaim a fn ret-1 ns lire
MA KTII A
He I fast, Jan.
1887.- dWJ

>

<

In Court of

Probate, held at Pel
second Tuesday of January,
lilhKKV, Administrator on the
estate of LINCOLN OILKLY, late of Searsport.
in said County, deceased, having presented his
second and final account of administration of .said
estate for allow mice.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Pel fast., in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate ( oiirt, to be
held at Pelfast on the second Tuesday of February next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
(JKO. L. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ciias. P. Hazeltink, Register,

mv

Motive of A si y nee of /us
m ent.

At a

SS.

\N.\I :>•- (
Id A

.January

Sheritf, as Messence! ol the
for said County ot \\ aid**.

JOHNSON. Judge
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>■

oon.
(liven
ten.

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday of

At

o

...

T Y 1)1 A M. STA 1’I.KS, widow of LL\ I STAPI.I.S.
late of Stockton Springs, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petit ion that
administration ol the estate ot said deceased may
be granted to her.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interes ed by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks si:cc«-.-si\ely in
the Republican Jorfrnal. printed at Belfast, that
they may appear it a Probate Court, to be held
at
Belfast, within and for said County, mi the
second 'Tuesday ol 1-elu i.iry next, at leu .■!
he
clock Indore noon, ami show cau-c. n .my they
have, why the prayer ot said petitioner should

granted.

Maink.

am

IN
\N

SlIMKII

1
Tlii is to mv .• not me that
1-1 S'.'T
a
da u nary .A
Man...!
I- I.
a-,
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M
ot Insolveney b>r -aid
’.inly
the estate ot HAUTSON
Al.K
be a
insaid County, adjudged
oi on pet it ii>n ot said 1>« nt or n li
tiled mi the ldtb day ol dam a y. A
whieb date interest on claim- i- t. I
that the pay nienl ot any debt t oi b\
and the t ransler ami delivery •: any
him are forbidden by law ihai a um
creditors of -aid Debtor to provt the;
choose one or more assignees >1 his
held at a Court of Insolvency to be i.
Probate (Mliee in said Pclfast. mi
February. A D. ltt'dT.at two.. clock

Ju

A true

<
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a

not he

K "1
rill Sum:
H
M.virni Main
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to \\hieli date interest oi,
n
a
puled that the paynit ,11
said Debtor, ami the ti.m-l.
o
property by him are |.-i biddm
meeting oMlie reilitois
then ilebl s'" a n-l !io,„,
his estate will be liel.l at a
on11
be llohieii al
he Probate Mlmt
>
1 lie
DMil day id February
\
o'clock in tlie ahernooii.
(liven under m\ hand tin- date hr-,
ten.
FK I I» \
a
u.;t'
Deputy SherilV. as M.
sid\ eney for sa ni ('oni.i y H \\ ii.i..
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«'t I lisolveuev bn said
c-tale ol \ Id s..\

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
January A. I > 1 81(7.
4 NN1K (i- TA1NTOR. widow of Wll.I.\Rl> O
A TAINTOR.late of \\ interport, hi said Coan
ty of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for an allowance out ot the personal estate
of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give not ice to
all persons interested by causing a ropy of this order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of February next, at teii of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not be

At

op)

i«

u .i s

11.1.1 A M 1 > S.M A R'T, A Mini nisi ra t >r of t hr
f WILLIAM 1* SMART late .d s.-arstate
port, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
presented a petition praying lor an order of »!itribution, according to law. m the estate of -aid
deceased.
Ordered, That the said pet it inner give m-t me t n
all persons interested by eausing a ropy of ibis
order to be published three weeks surrr.-sively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Bellast.tTi.it
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held
>u
at Belfast within and for said County.
the
second Tuesday of February next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show can-c. if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner slum Ml
not he granted.
CKO. K. JOHNSON, -fudge.
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. H a/.i tim-. Register.
At

<

This is t,,
.lamiaiv. A !

Register.
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P. Ha/.ki.iim

the County ot \\ nldo
January, A. I». 181*7.
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Ordered. That notice be given to all persons
interested hv causing a ropy ,.f this ordet to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed it Belfast*, that tlu v mas
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bcllasf,
within and tor said County, on the second luesday of February next. at ten ol the clock betnie
noon, and show cause it any they .have, uby the
same should not be proved, appi ved and a I !i*we<!.
OKO. K. JOHNS! IN. •' u d g
A true eopv.
Attest:
II AS. P 11 A/FI. 1 IN K, Register.

granted.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
Barbadoes Jan 1 for Demerara.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
at Portsmouth, N H, Dec i) from New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby cleared from
Philadelphia Dec IS for Christianstadt.
Horace G Morse, Harriman, arrived at
New York Jan IS from Savanuuli.
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from Bal-

Belfast. within

at

the

,,n

certain instrument,
purpor; .i
"ill and testament >t" mac
late of Belfast, in said Count
v.

Northport in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.

sailed from

SCHOONERS.

Drive It Home.
to

Adam NY Spies, C N Meyers,
Singapore Dec 11 for New York.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford,

Probate Court held

a

of

barks.

A Real Blood

At a i'r >bateCourt 1
the Count) of Waldo.
January A. I>. 1807

the County of \\ aldo, on the second Tuesdav of
.January, A. I>. 1897.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last

!

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment
only.
October, 1895.—Iy45*

t(7

PROBATE NOTICES.

disappeared entirely,
although
elapsed,
sign

(Near Corner

Licensed Auctioneer.

WRAPPER,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County <>i Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of
January. A. 1). 1897.
T I/./.IK B. CKANULKMIKK of Belfast, in said
( ounty, having presented a
petition representing that she and others therein named are iteirs.
living in different States, of WILLIAM 1>. I>i>K,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased. and as such are owners of certain real estate
described in said petition, praying that some suit
able person may be authoiized’to sell said teal estate at public sail*.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Bcllast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on tbe second
Tuesday «d .March next, at ten of the dock before noon, and show cause, it any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
OKO. K. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest
t has. P. H vzi i.tim
Register.
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LAMSON,

EXACT COPY OF

Vessels.

hopeless.

BOSTON.
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The Nose and Throat.

25c. and 50c. bottles.

Casteria is pur n i
not soli* in bn'h.
>,
]
on •.
you anyth.ng e'
;’.a cr pis "just as pvi’. and
w... ar.s*
pose." $«r Sio that you get C-A-o

is

|

GEOI GAMES, Ml,DM,

Internally or externally.

iZ.-AdFddiT.
NEW YORK.

|

covery

Beware of imitations. Tate
none but the genuine
Perry
Davis.” Sold everywhere.

f

perfect Remedy forConslipa

Pac Simile Signature of

!

175 Treinont St., Boston.

Mechanic, Farmer, Planter,

A

or

tion. Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea.
Worms .Convulsions feverishness and Loss or Sirrr

pronounced |

WITHOUT OPERATION

Sailor, and in fact all classes.

BOTTL3E

Clarified Signr
lientr/ynm Fiavvr.

Memphis,
paid
lump
appeared
veloped
notwithstanding
physicians,
spread
rapidly, eating

Rupture Cured

It is the trusted friend of the

ih Carl matt Soda.
ffarm Seed

Of the Breast.

Diarrhoea,
Dysentery,

lainlul/et

OF EVEEY

Pppermint

Cancer

sults.

A Sure, Safe, Quick Cure for
these troubles is

i>

•*

Any

get

Complaints.

Water

WRAPPI

*41x. Senna
fiocfitlli .Salts
Anise Scut

8HIPS.

and

Bowel

ON THE

IS

Rcryx a/ Old ftSAKl EL PITCHER
Pumpkin Seed

Record.

Deep

Mineral.

these institu-

Abner Coburn, J P Butuam, sailed from
Hiogo Oct. 14 for New York; passed St
Helena Dec 31.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at Sau
Francisco Oct. 13 from New York
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from
“Candee”on a rubber means
Delaware Breakwater Oct 30, from Philadelthe best that ran be made.
ph a for Nagasaki.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from Hong
shoe store.
Kong Jan 1 for New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Zanzibar Dec 4 for Singapore to load for New
York or Boston.
El Capitan, A L Carver, sailed from
Hong Ivoug Nov 21 for Baltimore.
Emily F Wliitney, A S Pendleton, arrived at Shaugliae Jan 3 from New York.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, sailed from
New York Nov 13 for Japan.
Gov Rome, Nichols, sailed from New York
Dec 5 for Melbourne.
Great Admiral. Rowell, arrived at Marseilles Jan 1 from Hobart Town.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, cleared from
Mr. A. H. Crausbv, of 15S Kerr St., Sail Francisco Dec 31 for Honolulu.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from Hong
Tenn., says that his wife
Kong Oct 1 for New York ; passed St Helena
no attention to a small
which Dec
18.
in her breast, but it soon deL Cushing. J N Pendleton, arrivinto a cancer of the worst type, ed Mary
at Sydney, N S W Jan 5 from New York.
and
the treatment of
May Flint, EDI’ Nichols, arrived at Sau
the best
it continued to Fraucisc » Dec 24 from New York,
and grow
Puritan, A N Blanchard, arrived at San
two
holes in
her breast.
The doctors Francisco Nov 2 from Hiogo.
O C Young, sailed from Batavia
Reaper,
soon
Nov 21 for Tagal.
her
incurable.
A i
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, arrived at llong
celebrated New York
Kong Nov 25 from New York.
then treatSaehem, H T Lancaster, at Hong Kong
ed her, but she con- Dec 4 for New York.
S 1> Carletoii, Amsbury, at Hong Kong
tinued to grow worse
and when informed i Dec 4 for New York.
Si
Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from San
that both her aunt
Francisco Jan 7 for Seattle.
and grandmother had
State of Maine, H G i. urtis, sailed from
died from cancer he New York
Sept 4 for Shanghai*; spoken Get
gave the case up as 5, lal 8, Ion 28 NY.
Til In- E
Starbuck, Ebon Curt is, sailed
from New York Jail t* for Sydney, NSW.
v'M'im.'niie men re1 lil-rf
***
\\ m 11 Macy, Amsbury, sailed from New
commended
S.S.S.
and though little
remained, she : York Get ."-1 for San Francisco; spoken Nov
tat 7 50 N, Ion 52 10 W.
2»>,
was
it, and an
noNS in ii Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, sailed
tired. The cancer commenced to heal and
Iron
Hong Kong Get 17 for New York;
when she had taken several bottles it
passed Anjer Nov 0.
and
sev- I
NY .1 Rotcli, Sewali C Lancaster, at Hong
eral years have
not a
of ! Hong Dec 4 for New York.
flip 11 lcpaco Inc
rofnrTinl

others that

*nd ■“

made her eyebrows and did the work very
skillfully, too, penciling the arch delicately. Then she colored her lashes and addunder her eyes.
touched up in the

and

seams

tail and

eyed

of black

the young lady looked very
well, for her hair was long and had a fluff
to it that made it easy to curl around her
temples and ears and neck. Then she

shadow

the stitched

of

nor

Not Narcotic.

____I

a

night,

of

in

large, bushy

gown of royal purple cloth, also on the
The bodice of this
tailor-made order.

glory.

line

storms.

Register

the

nature’s deficiencies and her hair therefore was of a beautiful golden texture.

a

driving

One of her chums and her constant com-

The way that girl “made
up” was a caution. She is a colorless
blond but art had in her case supplied

ed

front rubber for

jacket bodice.

gracious! she ought to have looked that
way when she did nothing else on earth
but get herself up like unto Solomon in

At

the first to make the h igh

the front of the

and might have been good looking if she
bad uot been so conceited about it. She
always looked neat and well “groomed"
in her tailor-made gowns, but goodness

all his

They were

with tasteful braid ornaments of blue and

sparkled through
panion—when she
is loving and gen“bachelor"—was no

and popular with
utterly irresistible with

sweet

as

she is

A

of

it!" I said, eager
for the fray, and anxious to see how Miss
Blonde was going to stand the racket.

are to

much for the

the full

evident

was

edges.

diamonds.

bit of

pretty gowns, the foibles ami the whims
and whiles of the jolly society girls who
“But do let me tell the others! They will
were the life and soul of the
particular all enjoy it so—do you mind?"
“suburb" at which I was visiting.
'ili.- school miss, home for the holidays,
w as in her
glory. The first budding of a

an

arrival.

a

They

darker shade of

a

anxiously, after she had confided her plan
to me, about the second night after my
“Not

oldest

the world.

rubber makers in

artistically shaped rever of velvet
royal purple.
Another popular girl was chic and
tistic coloring by carrying it off on their
lapels as a delicate though perishable charming in, oh! such a smart coat of
But the way she chased a dig- brown kersey lined with silk in rich Homan
souvenir.
The lines were simple, yet gracenified and handsome old bachelor of fifty, stripes.
with lustrous eyes and a golden bank ac- ful and the unmistakable art of the tailor
in

the

are

I ! make every kind of rubber footwear.

Co., West 23<i St.. New Y>rk.

sian

Co.

Candee

Proud

Opiutri.Morphine

“Who was that Squire Iluxatable that
died last week," asked the caller at the
newspaper office.
“He was a man,responded the editor of
the Perkins Junction Palladium, “who
had taken this paper nineteen years, always paid for it in advance, never expected me to make a local item about it when
he put a new roof on his barn or sold bis
pork; when he came in to ask me a question never began by saying ‘an editor is
supposed to know everything,' always sent
a s2 bill with the
wedding notice whenever any of his
family got married, and
never had an idea he could run
my paper
better that 1 could."
And the editor of the Palladium furtively tried to wipe away a tear with the
office towel.
[Chicago Tribune.

pair of

a

dry feet,—and the dryest feet

Promotes Digestion.Checrfuland Rest.Contains neither

bad

regulating the investments <»f
tions.
[Portland Advertiser.

doctor.

so,

of

SIGNATURE
-OF-

ness

Western investments. The
sound condition of the Maine banks is in
striking contrast, and it is due without
doubt to prudent management and wise laws

is not mind-

She is bound to dress and

grows sick of that and

AVegc table Preparation for As
simitating the food and Regulating the Stomachs and Dowels of

Not long ago a list was published of
twenty-two savings banks that had gone to
the wall in New Hampshire, maiuly on ac-

ing

soon

FAC-S1MILE

Rockland didn't say much when the oil
nearly doubled the price of kerosene,
but does kick vigorously at the miserable
stuff sold them at that
In such helpprice.
less exasperation it may be soothing to
know that scientists declare that tiretiies are
to be the illuminant of the future.
But by
the time they get into general use some one
will have cornered sunshine; so what’s the
odds? [Kennebec Journal.

count-

woman

THAT THE

trust

for.
ful of her?

Saying.

A subscriber in
renewing his subscri ption
remarked that i! was rather hard to get
money but the county paper was the last
thing he should economize on, for sometimes
he saved the cost of the paper in bargains
advertised. This is one benefit of a local
paper that is generally overlooked, but it exists, nevertheless. [Piscataquis Observer.

the order of

are

day. Consequently variety
every occasion is the leading

arc

Seven counties in -Kansas cast au aggregate of less than a thousand votes, and will
be consolidated into three counties to save
expenses. If Kansas sticks to Populism a
few years it will present great attractions as
a buffalo
range.
[Machias Union.
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The Cultivation of Fish.

Sights.

tn-hison, Kansas, Globe.]
:!'ing not to live to be too

!

is, the less hair she

v,.man
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fool than

a

everybody knows !

hat

t

anything

that he cannot get

who
debts.
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is

not

smart

she doesn’t

money,
,et-book.

is

>

a

Ids best, seldom fails
Hui.
in hot water, he
his head.

gets
it

wives agree
,t y matters.

oftener

you nothing
existence.

>

•t

to

mean

but

on

a

until

a man

her.
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girls

to

pointing

hands.

until

mother-in laws are
stories.

at
a
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a
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a

with

woman
men.

Annual

ALMOST A COMPLETE WRECK.

Report or United States Commissioner

of

lienee

goods

-at

Brice.

But the Wonderful Dr. Greene’s
Nervura Made Him Well.

The annual report of John J. Brice, U.S.
commissioner of fish and fisheries, states
that forty-eight million shad eggs were
collected,and from these ninety-three million fry were planted in streams emptying
into the Atlantic ocean and Gulf of MexThe increase in shad eggs collected
ico.
was 30 millions over the previous
year, aud
if a bill now before Congress is enacted
into law auxiliary stations will be established on most of the important rivers of
the Atlantic coast and result in an immense increase in the output of this
species.
The output of lobster fry was 07 millions against 72 millions the previous year,
and Commissioner Brice says there is
little doubt the output in another year
will be increased more than one hundred
per cent.
While the attempt to keep up the constantly decreasing supply of mackerel
along the New England coast was more
or less experimental, twenty-four million
eggs were collected.
Thirty-one million tautog clams eggs
were collected in Buzzard’s Bay aDd seventeen million fry liberated from them.
According to the report great increases
in results at a large saving of expense were
accomplished with reference to salmon
hatching on the Pacific coast. The total
take of 37 million salmon eggs amounted
to three times as many as ever collected
before in the United States in any one

Charles II. Stevens, South Effingham, N. H.,
:
111 was about prostrated in
health,
nervous, limbs stiff in the joints,
niv bowels were bloated badly, and
my breathing was terrible. I could not stoop without
losing my breath. In fact I was almost a
complete wreck, and could do but little work
of any kind.
says

]■ 1 a\

whist

at

g.

smart

a

so

much

least;the game.

about a grievance,
hat he has oue.
Id person ran do is
age. and not act

ss
iii

with their pocketwith their hearts.

—

extremely

nothiuk—
Worth more than anythiuk except the sole
I

.•

»nsider a man a
s>
lie apologizes

‘-Sister*’ at a
get twice as much on
a nan

as

Scarce

Wot

in favor
■ig after society, and

heartily

'•n are

•:noon.

akes a meal in a res'ks the amount of the
goes to pay for it.

from
prominent business man
Boston who tried to insure his life, but was
absolutely refused by several companies because he had serious Kidney trouble, may be
just like yours. When feeling in a hopeless
condition lie heard of Buker’s Kidney Pills,
tried them, and was permanently cured and
after a vigorous examination the Company
passed him and gave him his policy. That
doesn’t mean that he thought he was cured,
but that he was cured, or the Insurance
Company would never have insured his life.
It

thirty,

women

to

hate anyone, hate

you will never menbis way you will never

it

Shipmates.
IVrkinsof California
other

died
'Opened
"'■'■i

)

i,

m

....

he

■

1

u,

any

day,

was

Collector John

Senator
upon him.
to
remark: “The

sailed

the

ship
Kennebunkport, in
on

was

ments the Kidneys are continually overtaxed. They can stand it for a time but not alYou are risking a terrible disease
ways.
ami an early death if you neglect the least

CHARLES H. STEVENS, ESQ.
commenced to take Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve
remedy, and at the end
of one week I had lessened in girth about
my
bowels two inches and now my
girth is five
bu-hes less, and I am able to do a full
day’s
feuor. I tell yon, if it had not been for Dr.
Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedv I
should have l>een dead before tin's time, and I
can therefore give this wonderful remedv the

$2

a

Year lor The Journal and Tribune.

ajunts beg for

say is purty often (’tain’t nothin’
;
give aint nothin’ to nobody;) but O,

sum

I

mee

breths

use Dr. Greene’s Cathartic
Pills with the Nervura. Dr. Greene. 34 Teni-

*ple Place, Boston. Mass., the most successful
physician in curing nervous and chronic diseases, can be consulted free, personally or by

a

man

considers himscl!'

as

“one in

thousand,” ho naturally regards others

•i.

as

ciphers.

j

It’s a good thing to keep in the house,
that Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam.
It
stops that dry tickling feeling often exm
the
and
perienced
night
always cures the
cough or ,-old. 10c. nid 35c. per bottle.

Husband

“How do you like the view ?"
(with ecstasy : “O I am speechless !"
Husband : “Well, if that be so, 1 think we
would better stay here for a while.” [Judge.
:

Wife

For Over Fifty tears.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for

their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-live cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

Bridget:

comiu’

“Wuz yell sick whin
the Oirisli Sea?”

sez

worr

over

Moike (newly arrived): Wosn’t I,though !
If I hadn't put on a loife-preserver, I believe
Oi’d a’ doid.” [Illustrated Bits.
Relief

In

Six

an

our,
Now liow long will a cherch ful of are last
at that rate ?
I ask you.
Say 15 minits, aud then wots to
be did?
Why then they mils bretlie it all over agin,
And then they must bretlie it all over agin,
And then agin, & so ou till each has took it
down
At least 10 times, & let it up agin.
Aud
wots more,
The same individdible doan’t have the

highest praise.”
If constipated,

are

privilege

breathin’ bis own are and no one’s else;
Eaclifone must take whatever comes to him.
O, Sextant, doan’t you know our lunks is
Of

beliusses,

Throbbing

the dance of mirth,
And banish the moan and the

It’s

bretii ?

only

co/. we can’t
that’s all.
And now, O Sextant, let
let, a little are inter our

breethe

fMargaret

script.

You make no mistake when you buy dai.ton's SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC aild
DALTON S FAMILY i. ills.
E verybody says
so, and "what everybody says must he true.”
“The president, must feel very much like a
debutante,’' said Chollie to Miss Budd.
“Indeed! Why?”
“Oli—because—he’s—coining out this winter, don’t you know,” said Chollie. [Harper’s Bazar.

English Spavin Liniment removes all
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blemishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
Splints, Sweeney, Ring-Bone, Stifles,
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
Save $50 by use of one bottle. Warranted

the most wonderful Blemish Cure ever
known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast. Me.
Iy27

Editor’s Advertisement. “The gentleman who inadvertently took our new
beaver, and left an inferior article iu its
stead, will do us infinite kindness by returning ours, ami he shall receive our warmAn

est thanks and two apologies; an apology
for the trouble we have given him and the
‘apology for a hat’ he has left us.”

CASTOR IA

me beg of you
cherch,
setting propper for the pews,)
And do it. week days, and on Sundays too.
It aint much trouble—only make a iioal,

(Pewer

[Exchange.
A Concert on

the

Grand

Banks.

With his eyes fixed on the beams above,
Disko began this ancient ditty, Tom Platt
flourished all round him to make the
tune and words lit a little:
“There is a crack packet—crack packet o’

fame,

hails from Noo York, an’ the ‘Dreadnought’s’ her name,
You may talk o’ your fliers—‘Swallow-tail’

She

But

and “Biack Ball’—
the ‘Dreadnought’s’
beat them all.

“Now

every

the
River

the packet that

‘Dreadnought’ she

while.” “Whut is is, Hiram?” “This
here administration ain’t afraid o’ Spain.”
“Well, mebbe ’taint, but-“They ain’t no
‘hut’ about it.
This administration ain’t
afraid o’ Spain. An’ whut’s more, it ain’t
goin’ ter take no chances on gittin’ afraid of
her.” [ Washington Star.
in

a

To all

i

cure

lies

(Chorus.)
packet—O Lord, let

.There

of verses, for he
worked the “Dreadnought” every mile of
the way between Liverpool and New
York as conscientiously as though be
were on her
deck, and the accordion
pumped and the fiddle squeaked beside
him.
Tom Platt followed with something about ‘‘the rough and tough McGinn, who would pilot the vessel in.”
Then Disko obliged with his second
song, to an old-fashioned creaky tune,
and all joined in the
chorus.
This
is one stanza:
were

scores

“Now Aprile is over ami
And outer Noo Bedford

tow;
Yes, out of Noo Bedford

melted the snow,
we
we

clear,

shortly

must

shortly

must

We’re the whalers that never "pp wheat
in the ear.”
Here the Addle went very softly for a
while by itself, and then:

“Wheat-in-the-ear, my true-love’s posy
blowin’;
Wheat-in-the-ear, we’re going off to sea;
Wlieat-in-the-ear, 1 left you tit for sowin’;
When I come back a loaf o’ bread you’ll
be!”

That made Harvey almost weep, though
he could not tell why.
“Don’t let’s hev another ’thout somein’ between,” said Dan; and the accordion struck up a rattling, catchy tune
that ended:
“It’s six an’ twenty Sundays senee las’ we
saw the land.
With fifteen bunder quintal,
An’ fifteen bunder quintal,
[Yen bunder topnin' quintal,
’Twix’ old ’Queereau an’ Grand!”
[From Rudyard Kipling’s “Captains Coura
in

McClure’s

Magazine

for

NO-TO-BAC“‘S‘“

Over 1,000.000boxes sold. 300.000 cures prox e Its power to destroy thedesire for tobacco in
any
torm
No-to-bac is the greatest nerve-food in the world. Many gain 10
pounds in 10 days and t n-ver
tails to make the weak impotent man strong, vigorous and magnetic. Just
try a box. You will be delighted. Wo expect you to believe what we say, for a cure is absolutely guaranteed by
druggists everywhere. bend for our booklet "Don t Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your Life
written guarantee and
Away
free sample. Address
urk.
CO., t'hicagu ur ,\'cw

lUJbiillkl&LlNGREM£DY

Sold and Guaranteed by RICHARD H. MOODY,
Belfast, Me.

Bazar.

Tire NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE
FOR

FARMERS AND VILLAGERS.
FUR

FATHERS AND

CARTERS
■

pills

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Kausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

Hemorrhage
OF THE LUNGS

>

The breaking down of lung
tissues by reason of weakness
or disease can
only be checked
by a reconstructive remedy.

With the close of the Presidential
campaign THE TRIBUNE
recognizes the lact that the American people are now anxious to
give their attention to home and business interests. To meet
this condition, politics will have far less
space and prominence,
until another State or National occasion demands a renewal of
the fight for the principles for which THE TRIBUNE has labored
from its inception to the present
day, and won its greatest victories.

Every possible

EMULSION
is such a remedy. 11 acts directly upon
the lung surfaces, revitalizing, healing
and strengthening. Its wonderful results in Lung Hemorrhage,('onsumption, Bronchitis and kindred diseases
are unparalleled.
Unlike Uod-Liver
Oil it disturbs no function and is perfectly agreeable to take. A rapid flesh
builder.
Druggists 50c. and $1.00. Pamphlet mailed
AHGIER CHEMICAL CO., BOSTON.

tive, entertaining and i.dispensable

We Furnish The

to the weal;.
Witness
^

I

;

each member of the

family.

Republican Journal and N. Y. Weekly Tribune
ONE YEAR FOR ONLY $2.00,
CASH IN ADVANCE.

Write

your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best,
Tribune Office, New York City, and la sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY
TRIBUNE will be mailed to you.

Closing Out Sale-Furniture,
STORE

LET.

TO

J. C. THOnPSON

& SON

Oak&Ash Chamber Sets, Extension Tables,
FOLDING BEDS very low. also MATTRESSES and CHAIRS.
CALL EARLY WHILE THERE IS A LINE ASSORTMENT.

J. G.

v.entity

(Sign, .1)
JOHN P.

to

Have special cuts in price's to dose out their stock.
Hare still It ft a fine eissor*ment*of

East Seh ago, Me.,
Gentlemen:
Eb. 28. \js.
1 consider the “L.
eAtwood's Bitters a blessing to the
overworked, both i:i mind and
body, restoring the .nervous functions, building r1) the system,
vj life and

forth, and money freely

spent,
WEEKLY TRIBUNE pre-eminently a
NATIONAL FAHILY NEWSPAPER, interesting, instruc-

experience of Others.

v.

be put

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO., BELFAST, MAINE,

ETROLEUM

and giving

effort will

to make the THE

Address all orders to

ANCIER’S

free.

DAUGHTERS,

ALL THE FAMILY.

Tiver

&

Thompson

Son,

39 Main St.
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Tandema,
150.00
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NERVE-LIFE

1 have

1

es

to

marriage,

Restores the
entire
nervous
system and stops all
/
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
of
sins
youth and excesses of later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.
Cures Insomnia and

yflr
/r^

who is well known in Maine:

day when 1 encountered
Whitman, of Columbian University, in the depot 1 was impressed
with his bigness.
lie seemed to occupy
other

President

restores

refreshing

Cures Impotence and restores
full vital power.
Cures all wasting
diseases and restores

sleep.

uctnu^wcub

lA/ rui

paioo

i/i

rue

Atomizers

Meiidii

Repaired

•
and

Nickeling,

^uuiiiy: and

a

iv<‘>

E. W.

44 Main Street, Belfast.

Newton S. Lord I Co.,

WILLIS,

Xo, 3!) Main St., Belfast.

SAIL

UPHOLSTERING and
FURNITURE REPAIRING.

ANTIQUE

FURNITURE

DEALERS IN

AND
a

as

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

specialty.

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,
Duck, Cordage, Paints, Ac.

JAMES PATTEE,

No. 31 Front St., Belfast, Me.

Fire, Life«»»Accident Insurance.

TRY OUR

OFFICE : flASONIC TEMPLE,
MAIN STREET ENTRANCE,

tf53

MAKERS,

And Successors to J. W. Frederick & Co.,

REFINISHED
HAIR MATTRESSES

\\ ork

I hecK

GEO. T. READ,

uuuj.

NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day’s use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
stamps. Mention this paper.
iSend 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.

*

full set of apparatus for EX I 11 El. 1 XU
U,• 1 iuat >11
Bieycles, have made arrauoernents £
rusty or worn parts, and ant fully prep.to,I to make
any and all repairs in the Bicycle line.

Restores perfect
7 ^ health, vigor and
manhood and reTTX'3 moves
all obstac

•

Bicycle Repairing, Enameling

THE

7 Great RESTORER

Whitman.

•

125 oo
75.00
00.00
50 00

iS inch,
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?'»’
W
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January

very much space, and to tower above all
those about him. I verily believe he is the
biggest man in town. And he is big in
every way.
Big in body, big in heart,
soul and brain, a refreshing person to
know, and just the man to be at the head
of a university where personality means
much.
In the short year since he has
been at the Columbian University it has
made steady progress, and is still growing
under his control and the stimulation of
his presence; growing in the best way,
with higher ideals and a broader scope.
But the most satisfactory evidence that
he is the right man in the right place is
his popularity with the students. There
is nothing of the old-fashioned pedagogue
about him, and he is not tlie typical college President of former years, but. a
young, enthusiastic educator, in sympathy with modern thought and ideas, and
so approachable that his patience is liable
to be taxed by adoring undergraduates.’’

MOTHERS,

jFOH

BBittle

A recent issue of the Washington Post
contained the following reference to a
“The

or

ScEtlECmukh-ru

SONS AND

in the

‘She’s the Liverpool
he go!’

cough

POE

can

sand,

your

(

is

Have you earache, to >th *,ehe, sore throat,
pains or swellings of any sort? A few applications of Dr. Thomas’ Krlertra- Oil will
bring relief aim st instantly.

Mersey,

tom's all

gentleman
Standing up for his country: 1'hey’s one
thing sure,” said Farmer Corntossell, whose
wife had ventured to express an opinion on
national topics, “an’ ye kin note it down in
j er diary an’ write it in the hack of yer
cook hook so’s ter remind yerself o it once

Harper’s

Mary E. Wilkins is engaged in writing
series of striking sketches of New England neighborhood life for The Ladies’
Home Journal. They will portray a small
community’s social indulgences, sketching the old fashioned quilting-party, the
time-worn singing-school and an appleparing bee.

OB

wrapper.

in

a

Because of the tug-boat to take her to sea;
But when she’s off soundings you shortly

President
is

Sangster,

are is

And all the are will cum of itself.
It lines to cum in were it can get warm.
Aud O bow it will rouse the peple up,
Ami spirit up the preecher, and stop
gaps
And yauns & fijjitts, as effectual
As wind on the dry Boans the Profit talks
Of.

geous”

For Infants and Children.

E.

no more—

Sez all tiie little flshes that swim to and fro:

Hieks: “I am glad to hear that. Where
there’s a sense of shame there’s always
some hope for reformation.”
| Boston Trail-

from

Go forth in thy turn, O blithe New Year,’’
said the Lord of the passing days;
And the angels in heaven heard Him, and
lifted a piean of praise.

Why, Sextant,

relieves retention of water and

writings.

crying

the struggling, orphaned earth.

dei l,

for want of
when we dye,

Ded

“Now the ‘Dreadnought’ she’s howlin’ ’crost
the Banks o’ Newfoundland,
Where the water’s all shallow and the bot-

Wicks: “There is one tiling that 1 will say
for Blaxter; lie never talks about his own

may be enough to
your baby.

help

eonsbens.

ing it almost immediately.

j

!

triumphant, waving

Highest, to vanquish human despair.
For sorrow ami sighing send them, O Year,

Are is same to us as milk to babies,
Or water is to fish, or pendulum to clox,
Or roots & uirbs unto an injuu Doctor,
Or little pills unto an omepath,
Or boys t,o girls.
Are is for us to breethe;
Wot signifies who preeches if I can’t breeth?
Wots Pol, wots Joins to sinners who are

Hours.

pain in passIf you want
quick relief and cure this is your remedy.
Sold by A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
ly 27

sist on Scott’s Emulsion, with trade
mark of man and fish. Put up in 5ocent and $1.00 sizes.
The small size

jubilee,

with notes

:

with banners fair,
A year of the grace of the

will know

a

years.

To bio’ the tier of life ami keep it from
Going out; & bow can bellussess bio without wind
And ain’t wind ARE?
1 put it to your

This new
great surprise on account of its
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
the bladder, kidneys, back and every part of
the urinary passages in male or female. It
remedy is

God-forgiven.

time of

(Chorus )
Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases She’s the Liverpool packet—O Lord, let
relieved in six hours by the “New Great
her go!
South American Kidney Cure.”

Buker’s Kidney Pills have made wonder"
ful cures. Ask your own doctor about their
value, but don’t wait until it is too late.
Here is a case that may interest you:—“Dr.
E. C. Buker, Sir:—1 have been troubled with

my Kidneys for a number of years, pains in
About
my back being the most trouble.
P months ago Mr. T. It. Parker of Eureka
Headache Cure Co., of Concord, X. II, advised me to try Dr. Buker’s Kidney Pills.
I
did so, and felt a great deal better.
I took
in all three boxes, and I think 1 am permanently cured. I feel like a different man.
It is the only medicine I could get to afford
permanent relief. You can use these few
lines or refer to me in any way you see fit.
Yours very truly, Austin F. Coombs, No. hO
Book
Ciiapel St., East Gloucester, Mass
about Kidney Troubles free of Buker Pill
Co., Bangor, Me. Pills 50c; at all druggists
or sent by mail on receipt of price.

baukbills when

swerve.

subscribers, new or old, who pay
hi of
their subscription to The Journal one year
That Catarrh Is a Local Affection
i
iicd by Nat. Thompson.” in
ad"rahce the New York Weekly Tribune
of the nasal passages, is a fact established by
said Collector Deering,
a
will be sent one year free.
M
physicians, and this authority should carry
liavo been sailor boys to- (price $1 year)
In remitting, if the Tribune is wanted the | more weight than assertions of incompetent
1
oped before the mast on
parties, that catarrh is a blood affection.
ve8se'-” Then there came subscriber should so state, as it is not sent I
Ely’s Cream Balm is a local remedy, comand a general raking up unless requested. With The Journal furNERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,
posed of harmless medicants and free of
KALAMAZOO. MICH?
reminiscences that would nis ing all the local news, and much other mercury or any injurious drug. It will cure
'oe most obdurate old tar.
Applied directly to the inflamed
matter of local interest, and the Tribune to catarrh.
it
restores
it
to
its
con'dins and
membrane,
healthy
Deering, at that
the news of the world, political and dition.
d'dh drawing the same stu- supply
" ii v of
general, with fashions, household science
.■ill) a month.
and mechanics, literary and other departAnyone who suffers from that terrible
ments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages in plague Itching Piles, will appreciate the
tnrklrn’s Arnica Salve.
immediate relief and permanent cure that
AT SLIGHT COST.
all, it is a very taking combination at $2 a
ti.vk in the world for
comes through the use of Doan’s Ointment.
Cuts,
'.•••■ ■■’leers. Salt Rheum, Fever year. Subscriptions may begin at any time, It never fails.
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, and if desired the two papers will be sent to
“Whenever you see a picture and are un- We have just received a lot of Covered and
skin Eruptions, and positivedifferent addresses.
able to tell whether it is a cloud, a butter- Plain Bulbs, Valves, Tubes and F ittings.
CASTOH.IA.
V1* no pay required. It is
fly, a river, a map of South America, or a Can make your old atomizer as good as new.
give perfect satisfaction or
HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ills,
ii O-'l.
1* oa
woman, you should go into esthetic raptures
Price 25 cents per box
'Sails"
,/
Headache.
at once; for the picture is a modern poster
'■ 'gitv &
Biliousness,
Indigestion,
Wilson.
Wrapper.
and high art.” [New York Tribune.
POOR
SORT.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.
1
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neglect

warning.

to

in general, a
u
his imagination and
his wife and daughash.

■

to

lie doesn't
5o a
party or not. A
-ang about invitations

g

1

always dangerous

trouble with your Kidneys. Iu these days
of adulterated foods, worries end excite-

s

’■'Id

is

have in your
g
at night, that you
without asking favors

aght

men's

U sliet 500 men, wimin & children,'
Speshaly the latter, up in a tite place.
But 1 of em breathes in aud out, and out and
in.
Say 50 times a miuit, or 1 million & a half

“i

be considered the motive

uot far

off

by the medical profession for
This is because it is always
palatable—-always uniform—always contains
the purest Norwegian Cod-liver Oil [Q
and Hypophosphites, You should in-

Shrive them of sin and of blunders; Omake
my people free!
Let this year among years be thought of as a

Sextant,

of Guinea to ( ape St. Roque moves a great
body of water—the Main Equatorial Cur-

A

piety,

as

to

■

making his
nposed upon when he
f believe it.

blowin’

and

niisliins,

Wich

■

reeds in

itself, but Hies

been endorsed

twenty

Send them the lilt of the singer, the sword
that is swift to smite
the headlong rush of the onset, when the
the wrong resists the right.
Pour on them peace that crowneth hosts
which have bravely striven.
Over them throw the mantle they wear who

hatts;

Across the Atlantic Ocean from the Gulf

1

pewer

never

He will tell you that Scott’s Emulsion has

Iu

plenty it

In short, it’s jest “as free as are” out-dores.
But O,.Sextant, in our cherch it’s as scarce

letter
rivers.
Attention has beeu paid to the. increasing output of Atlantic and landlocked
Others
have found health, vigor and
salmon at the Maine station and indications point to a large iucrease over pre- vrality m Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and it surely
has power to help you also. Why not
vious years.
try itV
Lake trout eggs collected will aggregate
‘‘Now, sir,’ said the ;eofessor of medicine,
is or 20 million.
“you may tell me to what- class of maladies
The cod work will surpass all previous insomnia belongs.”
A hy-er,” replied the indolent
seasons:
2.'> million eggs are expected.
youth,
“it's a contagions disease.”
Kastern oysters and lobsters were plant“1 never heard it s< described.
Where
ed in California and Oregon waters in did
you learn ol 1 his
October, diamond hack terrapin in^San I
“From experience.
Whenever my neighFrancisco hay, and eggs of steel head trout j bor's dog can't sleep, I'm just as wakeful as
and < aliform.i game fish were planted in j he is."
streams tributary to Likes Superior and !
Word comes from all fpi irt.-rs that the
Huron and the Penobscot, river.
neatest and most sate.; ..-i >ry dye for coloring the heard .. brow n
black is Buckingham's Dye for the Wmskers.
The Rivers in the Atlantic.

power, or mainspring, of the whole Atlantic current system, as it obtains its motion directly from the ever exacting push
eat a rabbit as a
of the tradewinds.
At Cape St. Roque
is about as good to
this broad current splits into two parts,
one turning north, the other South.
The
northern part contracts, increases its
’hat a bride will do speed, and, passing up the northern coast
rases out of ten.
she of South America as the Guinea current,
enters through the Caribbean Sea into the
Gulf of Mexico, where it circles around
who continued to to the northward; then, colored a deep
id /sold him concert blue from the tine river silt of the Mississippi, and heated from its long surface exposure under a tropical sun to an average
i.g wrong with a man
temperature of eighty degrees it emerges
•*
work live years, and into the Florida Channel as the Gulf
Stream.
From here it travels northeast, following
finished paying for his the trend of the coast line, until, oft Cape
for
his
begins paying
Hatteras, it splits into three divisions, one
of which, the westernmost, keeps on to lose
its warmth and life in Baffin’s Bay.
Aneg what a ease ran be made
other impinges «>n tlie Hebrides, and is no
-ips against a man who is more recognizable as a current; and the
eastern and largest part of the divided
stream, makes a wide sweep to the east
buzz saw is safe sport ! aud
south, enclosing the Azores and the
kuig' a young man [ dead-water called the Sargasso Sea, then,
as the African Current,
runs down the
coast until below the Canary Isles
it
io have
imitators; merges into the lesser Equatorial Current,
eau start the
cough- which, parallel to the parent stream, and
separated from it. by a narrow band of
back-water, travels west and filters
•«i i«.»ke is to have his
through the Florida Channel.
her and catch her
In tin* South Atlantic, the portion of
the Main Equatorial Current split oft' by
Cape St. Roque and directed south leaves
;d when we can say the coast at
Cape Frio, and at the lati; irre of gossip, that tude of the River Platte assumes a due
easterly direction, and crosses the ocean
At
as the Southern Connecting Current.
nu n in circulation
the Cape of Good Hope it meets the cold
s
time of the year
northeasterly Cape Horn Current, and
with it passes up the coast of Africa to
join the Equatorial Current, at the
n- to make afternoon
starting point in the Gulf of Guinea, the
; not
expect a job. whole constituting a circulatory system of
ocean rivers, of speed value varying from
eighteen to ninty miles a day. [Morgan
•Id man has to a Robertson in McClure’s for January.
that lie has to stand
ng the heat.
Buker Kidney Pills and Lite Insurance.

airth to do with

on

meen
so

no

about
Scatterin’ leaves

son.

can

doau’t

Whot

It is proposed to extend over the entire country a permanent and economical
system of maintaining commercial fisheries by grouping about the central hatcheries auxiliary egg collecting stations to he
operated only during the spawning sea-

rent—which

of Mann ;—
pewer are, Sextant; I
are!
it is plenty out o’ doors,

meen

O,

When
■

hut. will

kindlins:

season.

§R 1JGTO dodcyu

pile :
restful night.
Aud wrings the bel, and toles it wen men
Take them the Hying snowflake, and the
dyes,
To the grief of surviven pardners; & sweeps
hope of hastening spring,
The green of the leaf unrolling, the
paths;
gleam
of the blue-bird’s wing.
And for these services gits 8100 per annum,
Wich them that thinks deer, let them tri it;
Getiu np before star-lite in all wethers, and Give them the gladness of children, the
strength of sinew and nerve,
Kindlin’ tires when the wether is as cold
The pluck of the man in battle,who may fall,
As Nero, and like as not green wood for
1 wouldn’t be hired to do it for no some.
I tut O, Sextant! there are 1 kermoddity
Worth more than gold, which doan’t cost

Another effort will be made to introduce Pacific salmon in eastern waters.

that will

The Parting of The Ways.

At

“Go forth in thy turn,” said the Lord of the
(By gasper.)
years, to the year we greet to-day—
O, Sextant of the meetin’ouse, which sweeps “Go forth
to succor my
And dusts, or is supposed to! and makes I
eople, wlio are
the world’s highway.
thronging
H res
And lites the gass, and sometimes leaves a Carry them health and
comfort, carry them
I
seru loose,
joy and light,
|
In which case it sniels orfui—wus nor lam- The
grace of the eager dawning, the ease of
a

-nally know anyone Five million
eggs will be transferred from
luaintanee?
the California station to stations in New
York.
Vermont
and Maine, and fry libergli to raise whiskers
ated in the Penobscot, Kennebec, Merri•i! on a bicycle.
mac, Hudson. Delaware and Susquehanna
make some nn n
theii competitors.
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BELFAST, MAINE.

FOR

Small Farm for Sale.

RELIEF

s

HEADACHE.

taking the place of all other headache
pills and powders used heretofore, because

It is

SPICER PLACE on the Belmont, corner
one
Belfast post office, is of
It contains 14 acres of land. 10 or
which are cleared; a good orchard of apples and j
fpears, with blackberries and oilier small fruits
Good two-story house; buildings new.
Apply to
LOUISA CUNNINGHAM,
49tf
Swanville, Maine,

THE
mile from
load,
ered for sale.

j

it is SAKE

as

well

as

EFFECTIVE.

PRICE

ir»c.

POOR & SON.

SEARSPORT
Charles

“Follow me and you will make port.” The
Ross-shire was asking her two companions
with her flags if they wanted a tow, while

LOCALS.

Hur.tly returned from Bangor

the

Saturday.
Missionary contribution at the
Church next Sunday morning.

Congl.

E. L).

time.

lolani, Capt. C. C. McClure, is chartered to load general cargo at New York for
Bark

Webber of Beverly, Mass., is
the guest of Mrs. N. F. Gilkey and Miss Angie Carver.
A.

COUNTY

Sunday evening.
Frank 1. Gross left by steamer Lew iston
Thursday for Boston, where he will

of

employment.

Exeter, N. H., lias been visiting
his cousin, II. P. White-Mrs. II. P. Marr,
who has been visiting her son in Woburn,
Mass., returned Saturday.

tricity

Mrs. Joseph E. Nichols has received news
of the death of her sister, Mrs. Elizabeth

Philadelphia.

S. Hausou, who has been making a
short visit to his aunt, Mrs. Runnel Is, returned to Camden Tuesday.
Louis

Grinnell
week.

hundred
D.

tons

of

a

met the
tion

to

shoe

a

Brockton, Mass.,

was

Searsport

in

Board

manufacturer

Friday

town

of

itations

cold weather

children,

the

and

Heagan

will

conducted by

Miss Blanche

Moody.

Miss Lura B. Bennett of Centre
Montville is visiting at Mrs. Helen A. Jordan's-Miss Jessie Morse is attending the
Upper Grammar school in Belfast. She is
one of the smart young Misses of this town.
....Mrs. Sadie Knight of Lincolnville was
in town Saturday visiting her mother, Mrs.
Helen A. Jordan-Remember the masked
ball this, Thursday,
evening, Jan. 21st.
Every yoiiug man wants to come and bring
his best girl. .School in district No 2 closed
Friday, after a very successful term taught
by Miss Grace Pendleton of Belfast. We all
hope Miss P will teach here again next
year.... Most all the farmers'have a year’s
firewood cut and are now waiting for snow.
Belmont.

many

breaks.
J. H. Sullivan, Foreman of Phineas Pendleton Engine Co. No. 2, went to Portland
Wednesday to attend the Congress of Firemen which meets to form a State association
of active firemen.
On account of the accident to steamer
Lewiston Saturday there will be no boat
from Boston until the repairs have been
completed on steamer Penobscot. Steamer
Rock laud will run as usual.

of

Winterport

is

visiting

at

Capt.

Marden’s-Mr. Albert Treat of
Searsport called on friends in this vicinity,
last week....Miss Alice Young went to
Swanville
on
business recently.... Miss
Inez Staples has recovered from her recent
illness-Miss Jessie Maiden is spending a
few' weeks with friends in Stockton village.
....Mrs. Alice Hatch visited South Branch
Grange, Prospect, last Saturday evening
and

reported

a

very

pleasant

time.

The joint installation of
Goldenrod Rebekah Lodge and Appleton I.
O. O. F. was held Wednesday evening, Jan.
loth. The following officers of Goldenrod
Rebekah Lodge were installed by 1). D.
Clara Mansfield: N. G., Julia M. Page; V.
G., Louise R. Keene; Sec., Lizzie Newbert;
Treas., L. C. Hall; Warden, Gertrude P.
Atpleton.

:

Cough society

will

hold their annual

Centre Montville.

Mrs. Sarah Morrow,
widow of the late Thomas Morrow of Searsmont, died suddenly of heart failure, Tuesday evening, Jan. 12. The funeral, attended
by Rev. T. A. Peutacost, took place the following Thursday at the residence of her
niece, Mrs. E. A. Sprowl, with whom she
has been living for the past few months....
Miss Fannie Carter went to Freedom last
week to visit her mother and sisters.... Mr.
Fred Waterhouse, who has been working at

ot:

Sears

across

Island.

She

half

way

Journal’s’ brief descrip-

tion i»l members of the

f<>;aving

in

Legislature we find
our Representa-

and
|1 present,
with music

as

relation to

I

Km iund, Jano-s IP, .Searsport'.
Republii. hgioiis
iio !■
preferences, farmer and
J
married
Born in Sears tort,
g''<
age .V;
anc educated
111
the common and high
s<
Has taught twenty-five terms of
Member of S. S committee from
ix<;> i.. 1x71, and from ism to the
present
Thue. * uilector of Searsport, seventeen conseci.tive years and still holds the position.
Member of 2Gih Regiment Maine Yols.
Alw ays a Republican.

|

usual

games

hour

participants and guests repaired to the
banquet, room where tables loaded with appetizing foods were prepared for all.

indulged
Every thing

were

the members.

by
the members’ comfort and a
very pleasant afternoon and evening were
spent. Our schools are all in session, taught
by the following teachers: District No. 2, by

Troy
Wanted. Snow, by the foot, in
return for which deep gratitude will be extended and much hustling in business_A

Miss Oriauna

tremendous rain storm visited

m,

tive

Vocal and instrumental music was furnished by members of the order, speeches made
by Odd Fellows and Rebekahs, and at a late

Prospect Ytllaok. The S. B. I. S. met
with Miss Emma Maiden last Thursday
afternoon and evening.
Forty-five were

the hay before the anchor held.

In the Kennebectla-

drifted

was

done for

Troy Sunday
night and Monday, followed by a cold wave
Monday night. It, was extremely cold Tuesday morning, being l<s beiow zero and growing colder. The roads now are in a very
rough condition and everybody is wishing

Harding of Prospect; district
3, Mrs. Lizzie E. Earnes of Prospect;
district No. 4, Mr. Horace L. Gould of Prospect; district No. »5, Mr Percie Nickerson of
Swanville; district No. 7, Mr. Sanford J.
Lane of Prospect; district No. 8, Miss Etta
M.Tay.. Mr. and Mrs. Ira Ward will entertain the S. B. I. S. at the (irange Hall
January 28th. ...Mr. Sanford J. Lam-arrived
No.

Freeman MoGilvery Relief Corps, No. 8,
adopted the following resolutions at their
last meeting:
W hereas, an steemed member, Mrs. Eliza
A. Cub ord having finished her work of love
ami duty on earth and entered the imar un-

home Jan. Kith from North
he

snow....The schools closed last week,
exceptions. There are 45 scholars
who have not been absent a day and Miss
Rosa Lamb has not been absent for a year.
The schools at East Troy and Ward Hill
will close next week... .There is much sickness in town, the result of colds and their
accompanying evils-Mrs. Elias Seavey is
failing. She has been an invalid a long
time-Three young ladies have arrived in
town quite recently—one at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Danville Mitchell, one at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Will Hillman, and one with
Mr. and Mrs. George Bagley.
It looks as
though Troy would be obliged to endorse
woman suffrage in the near future, as the
incoming inhabitants are mostly females.

for

with two

Hancock, where

has been teaching school.

known, therefore be it
1* iteedom.
The Ladies’ Relief Corps will
Resolved, That while we bow inrexereucc
to our Creator, we sincerely feel the loss of give an entertainment and social the evenone whose exemplary life has
spoken vol- ing of Fel). 12th. Admission ten cents_
umes to those with whom she lias been as! George E Files of Unity organized a Good
sociated.
Resolved, '1 hat we extend to her husband, Templar’s lodge here last week. ..TheLadies’
children and other friends dear to her
by the Circle met with Miss Frances Williams
t:es of kindred and affection our
heartfelt
Jan. 14th, afternoon and evening.
sympathy m this time of sorrow. May they Thursday,
fee this change is not death, hut life in a
Seventy persons were present. This was the
grand future, where they will meet in an annual meeting and officers were elected for
ex.stem e of light and advancement.
the year as follows: Mrs. E. A.
Boulter,
Resolved, That in memory of our loved
sisTer, the charter be draped in mourning, a president; Miss Frances Williams, vice presof
these resolutions sent to her hus- ident: Mrs. Addie Fuller, secretary and
"I'.v
band and family, and to the
Republican treasurer. .Miss Effie Flye has returned from
Journal
for

publication.

Signed

Mr.

on
Whittum, [
Black,
) Res.

1-rank A

Colcord and family wish to
extend thanks to Belfast friends of the
North Church choir, Mrs. H. P.
Thompson
ami Sunday school class, and A. E. Clark
Camp, Sons of Veterans, for their beautiful
dural tributes. Also to the Ladies’ Relief

Corps of Searsport, and other friends who
kimilv remembered and assisted in their sad
bereavement.
'1 lie crew of the British
that came into port last
nessing

an

exciting

ship Inveramsay,
night, reported witbetween three big

race

slops m mid-ocean. It was Dec. 1, while
the Inveramsay was
beating against a head
wind on her wav from Swansea to this
port
m lat. 1U.:<0 north and
long. 118 west, when
the lookout warned the watch of three vessels on the weather beam. Just the
top spars
of three square-rigged vessels could be seen
above the horizon, bearing down almost
upon the Inveramsay, with a stiff breeze almost dead astern.
As soon as they came
within speaking distance, they hoisted their
signal numbeis. They were the American
ship Buritan, the British ship Boss-shire
and the British ship Cromartyshire, for
(Queenstown. They vn ere hound out to sea
within an hour of each other and a race to
the British coast commenced. The three
ships have records as fast sailers, and some
idea of how evenly matched they are can be
obtained from tlie fact that, after racing for
"Vi r -000 miics,
they were, abreast of each
other ami all of them carrying all the canvas
t hey could crowd on. The American
ship was
dying her colors from the mizzen peak,
while at her mast head were the signal flags

a

—

or

and how

has been quite sick with it., but
is out again-Mrs. Cushman
Thompson is
with rheumatism around her
very sick
I heart....Mr. Webb of Unity was in this vi| ciuity last week buying sheep. M. C. Gordon of Montville also bought a few here....
j
Miss Leona Choate is at work for C. A. Hall.

[

few dollars spent for comfort
a little more hoarded for that

surprise you to know how little it costs

comfortably

your house can be heated with the

Glenwi tod
FURNACE.

For sale in all prominent cities and
towns in New England.

|

|

severed

an

art-

and Mrs. Newell

W. M. Vose

“Rainy Day.”
It would

who

Bagley’s last Friday eventon
Monday evening, Jan. 18th_Mrs. ing-The
Troy Corner Reading Club met
Martha Penney is on the sick list, and has
with Mr. and Mrs. Walter Knight last Satbeen for some time.
urday evening-The Burnham Praying
Halldalk. Rev. J. Washburn of Park- Band will hold meetings at the schoolhouse
man arrived in towm
last week. He will on Bagley Hill next Suuday.
hold meetings at W’hite’s Corner evenings
VVinterport. The funeral services of
this week, and will preach there next Sun- Miss Edith
Clark, whose death was anday morning-Rev. J. F. Hazel preached nounced last week, took place at her home
at the church last Sunday morning. The
Wednesday afternoon, Rev. J. P. Simouton
church has engaged his services for three officiating. A large number of
sympathizmonths-Rev. T. R. Pentecost will preach ing relatives and friends were present, and
at the Vose schoofhouse next
Sunday after- the floral offerings were numerous and very
noon....Mrs. Cora Vose of Knox, but forbeautiful. Miss Edith was the only daughmerly of this place, is very sick. There is ter of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Clark and her
some hope of her
death is a sad bereavement.
She was a
lecovery at present_
People are waiting for snow that they may most estimable young lady talented, arniahaul their wood and do other
teaming.... able and agreeable, and was greatly beloved
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clement attended the by a large circle of friends. She was sick
County Grange at North Searsport last with consumption two years, during which
week-Mrs. Gluts. McCorrison is with her tune she be re her sufferings with Christian
daughter, Mrs. Cora Vose, during her sick- fortitude, and though she had much to live
!
ness-Mauy in this community are afflicted for, and like other young people naturally
with an epidemic much like the
“Grippe.” clung to life, she was at the last perfectly

Think of it!
DOES IT
at home— PAY?

Nancy Carter,

ery in her wrist while cutting lard, is recovering. Dr. Brown of Dixmont. was called and took several stitches in the wound.
-There was a iive-cent sociable at Mr.

Leering-The Kennebec and W’aldo musical Association met at the Dirigo Grange
Hall Tuesday, Jan. 19th....The young girls
Working Band met with Miss Pearl Knowl-

Mrs. A. F. Sawyer,
) Com.

Mrs. R. S.
Mrs. L. E.

-Mrs.

Made by THE WEIR STOVE COMPANY,
TAUNTON, MASS.

resigned to the will of her Maker.

j

Great

sympathy is expressed for the mourning
family.... Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Carleton of
Woburn, Mass., are visiting relatives in
town-M.
his

brother,

J.

Gerritv of Lewiston visited

Rev. Fr.

Gerrity,

last week...

The Band boys are about to move to rooms
in the Snow & Atwood block, recently

bought by Capt. Eldredge-The

infant

of

died

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Albert

Cole

son

last

badly injured yesterday
this morning.

so

that it

was

killed

Deputy Sheriff Frank Lunt and had a hearing before lawyer French. He was held in
u?o()0 bonds for the April term of court at
Ellsworth and was committed to jail fur
lack of bail.
A series of revival meetings are
being
held every afternoon and evening at this

the

new

Sheriff,

Mr.

Hooper,

j

PORT OF
Sell. H.S.

C. T. U. are so
gratified with the success of their entertainment given last week that they have decided to give another about the 28th of this
month.

and realistic.
It was performed in
pantomime and every motion and movement
was rendered silently, swiftly and gracefully. The recitation by Master Johnnie
Pendleton of Rieuzi’s farewell address to
the Romans was excellent, like all his ef-

forts, and in response to an encore he gave
Paul Revere’s Midnight Ride in the effective manner which characterizes ail his efforts in this direction. On the whole it was
the best, entertainment of the season. No
doubt the members of the \V C. T. U. feel
greatly elated over the success f the affair,
and they should, for they labored hard and
their efforts were deserving of reward. It
to know that the exsociety has received a substantial benefit financially, and let us hope
is

very

chequer

gratifying

of the

the society will live and prosper in our
midst, and become a mighty power iu relieving the distressed, the needy and the
destitute, and all should do everything in

their power to make the W. C. T. U. of this

00; new, good,
Hay—New, fancy, §10
$14 50 a 16 50; new, lower grades, $12 a 14.
Rye straw, 18$a$li>; oat straw, $0.ou.
Potatoes—Aroostook county Hebrons, choice, p
bush, 40;a 43c; choice rose, 40«45c.
Apples—Baldwins, fc> bbl, 76c,o$l 00; Tolman
sweets, $1 25 a 50; Kings, $ Pal 50.
John H. Burleigh of South Berwick
is about to start for Palestine, where she
will visit her brother, Timothy B. Bussey,
who is in charge of the mission there.
Mrs.

[Portland

Press.

I

hadly

was as

ii

now

from pure grains it is a t rue food and body-builder
well as a delightful and healthful beverage.

JOHN M. smovs

as

Make this change and you will soon cease to realize that you have a nerve in your system. The
coming table drink is Grain-O. Consult your
Packages 15c. or 25c. each one-fourth
grocer.
the cost of coffee.
Ini2

BOKfli.
Carter. In Brooklin, Jan. 8, to Mr.
Edward M. Carter, a son.
Carver. In Seai Cove, Dec. 28, to Mr.
Albert J. Carver, a daughter.
Mali
In Rockland, Jan 4. to ('apt.
John Hall, a son.
Hut« hings. In Orland, Jan.8, to Mr

BELFAST.

Boynton, Cooper, Portland.

Ivyl

i

j|
j
I
I

S.

Hutchings, a

and Mr.-.

and Mrs.

MARRIED

Ahhott-S e\kn>. In Libei ty, Jan. 7, Charles
Abbott and Mi— Minnie Ste \«-n-. b..th of Libert\.
A LEX \M>KR-PENI*l.HI«>N. L, a lgusta, Der 25,
Frank Alexander and Sadie Pendleton. b..;ii ,i
Camden.
oes-e ( kie.
In Chicago. 111., Jan. 9. Elbert E.
Besse d Chicago and Annie L Crie ol Roeklaml.
Fit/a.kkal!*-Wki iierei.e. In Somerville. Dei
24. Robert \ Fitzgerald ol North Whit.'held ami
Sadie ft. Wetlieiell < f Soine’-vi,le.
Einn-Si k eforth. In Washington, Jan. 9, ('has.
L. Finn and Lillie K. Sukelorth, bo; a of Wash-

Brothers. Snow, Boston.
Baltimore. J im. 12. Ar, seh. Daylight, Boston ;
c 1 d,
sch. Isaiah ilart, Tampico’; is, ar, hark
Frances, Rio Junerio.
B rmuda Hundred, Yu., Jan. 13.
Sld, sch. Hattie 11. Barbour, Erskine, Philadelphia.
New Bedford, Jan. 13. Ar, sch. 1>. 1). Haskell, :
ington.
Haskell, Norloik.
(iK icE-Ni rr.
In Koekport, Jan. 7.(leorge W.
Darien, (la., Jan. 13. Chi, sch. Mary A. Hall,
Grace of Ki;rer\ and Mrs. I,..\ina 1
vu
of
New Yolk
Roeklaml.
Jacksonville, Jan. 14. Sld, sch. Maud Briggs,
Hawes Perkins
In Br.»..ks\ille. Jan
Fred
St. I humus.
Hawes and Miss Vesta Perkin.-, hot li <>i BrooksSa\anuah. Jan. 17. Sld, sell. Joel F. Sheppard,
vilie
Carter, New V oik.
1I
H erriuk-Bakeman. In Pen >hsrn, Jan '.•..MerPerth Amboy, Jan. IB. Chl.sch. Mary L. Crosrill C. Herriek of Penoh.-rot and Mi-- Marv L
by. Tiim, san 1 )oiuingo.
Bakeinan of Brook.-v ill*
Mobile, Jan. IB. Ar, Sch. Methebesee, Snow, I
Li .\en- ;rav. In lVmd.S'-ot Jan. 1. Albert P.
Tampico.
Leach ol Pen* b-cot and .Mi-.- George- Gra\ ol
Pimv idenee, Jan. !7. Ar,sch. Gov. Ames, Davis,
Bluehill.
Norfolk.
M r e v Sti.n.-o.n. Ill J *eer Isle, Jan m, Chari, s
uuta Gorda,
Jan. IS. Ar., sch. Estelle, tlutE. Molev aim Mi.-s Addin s. St iuson, in; n
Deer
hins.jn, 1 rom Cniacoa, to load for Wilmington, Isle.
N. C.
Muroh \ni n... In Laim.iiin, Jan
1 rank A
Wilmington N. c., Jan. IS. Sld. sch. Lucia March of Ellsworth and
Miss Jennie L
t
Porter, Poi t 8pu in, Trinidad.
Brunswick, Ga. Jan. 17. Ar. sch. Almeda Wil- ;1 Lamoine.
Wersier H l' I*
n so n
in Rock la
1. Jan. IN.
ley, Dodge, Havana.
Maynard F. Webster -d Roeklaml ami Mary I
i Jal\ eston, Jail. 18. Sld, sell. Senator,
Crockett, Hutchinson of Deer Isle.
Norfolk.

I

j

hope of iretr
been of so lone stand h _•
On the 30th day of
taking DALTON’S SARSAL*

j

\

TONIC, and I liave taken
time. 1 cannot rml u

\

out

|

and Mrs.

son.

!

no

has done for

Jones. In I nion. Jan. 9, to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew L. Jones, a daughter. Esther Ann.
Kane In bluehill, Jan. 9, to Mr. and Mrs.John
W. Kane, a daughter.
Keller. In Valley ( enter. Cal., Dec. 25, to Mr.
and Mr?. Charles 1. Keller, formerly of Camden.
Me., twin son and daughter.
Starrett. In Pleasant Point. Cushing. Jan.
t<> Mr. and Mrs. Lester Starrett, a son

_

I had

and Mrs.

It is

me.

-mi

IT IS A MIH

At this date

I

t

:*in

muscles are supple !
I can walk any di-mi,
happy and a verx urat-

/'

1

•

••

..

11

verify these star.me
fast, Me.
Belfast, Dec. h !«*.

to

Mr. Simmons
cured.

cured

was

Ask him about

*1.

DaDon’s and°iils

al
tion,
Liver Trouble*.

y‘|

Id

DALTON’S RLMLDILS

They

cure.

Abstract

ot

the Annual

/Etna Insurant,.
HARTFORD,
On the

I»
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write.

rheumatism.

reputed
are

tertainment, and many different shades of
FORK KIN PORTS.
merriment and surprise were visible on the
DIED.
St. Michaels, Dec. 28. Sld, brig Harry Smith,
countenances of the company as they looked
Tereeira.
Costa,
j Buenos
for the blue songster, and found him not,
Ayres, Dec. 21. Ar, hark Mabel 1 MevAmks
In Rockland, .Fan. Id. Sumner 1' A c-,
Montevideo.
a native of Eddington, aged 52 years, 7 m"i:ths
but instead, a piece of pasteboard represent- ers,
Bermuda, Jan. 13.
Ship Tillie E. Starbuek, and 11 days.
ing the letter J covered with blue paper. Curtis, from New York Jan. B, loi Sydney, N. S.
Bartlki i. In .Manset, Tremont. Jai
i. .Mrs.
W., has put in here with loss of bulwarks.'
Mary A. Bartlett, aged sT vears and in da
All was silence for a moment, but only a
Havana, Jan. 7.
Cld, sch. Almeda Willey,
I>vi:u. In Rockland, dan s. \le!/er P Over, a
Brunswick.
all
for
Dodge,
moment,
native of Yinalhaven. aged 52 year-, a months and
smilingly acknowledged the
Tampico, Jan. 7 In port, sell. Talofa, Fletcher, 17 days.
corn and pinned a blue J on their breasts as
to sail about 12th for Apalachicola.
0<u li>.
In Philadelphia, Jan. 12. Mr-. Eliza21.
a simple reminder that there was more than
Barbadoes, Dec.
Ar, seh. Georgia Gilkey, beth Gould,
aged 81 years.
New York (,and sailed about Jan. 1st for
Gilkey,
Grimm, k. In Brooks vide, Jan. <'. Kdwarc. s.» n
one kind of a bluejay in the world.
The Demerara anu New York)
of Harry and liianey Grimlle, aged 7 month.-.
hall was profusely decorated with these blue
Amsterdam, Jan. 3. Ar, bark Rebecca Crowell, I
Haskell. In Surry. Fan. 7. Mrs Judimo HasRotterdam for Caro ill.
kell, aged 7n years.
Js and presented rather a pleasing effect.
Anjer, Dec. 13 Passed ships S. 1>. Carleton,
Hill. In Bueksport, Jan. 7, Mrs. Maria <
Hili,
Nearly every gentlem in had one suspended Hong Kong for New York; 15, El Capitan, Nagas- aged 57 years ami day
aki and Hong Kong for Baltimore.
H' kins. In Bangor, Jan. 17. Nathan Hopkins,
from the lapel of his coat, and the ladies,
Honolulu, Jan. 8. Ar. Ship S. P. Hitchcock, aged 84 years, 4 months and 2.5
days
too, had them conspicuously displayed. San Francisco.
Hi mes. In Washington. Dec. 2n, Wm Humes,
M A R IN E MI SC E 1.1, A N V.
been
aged 84 years, in mouths and 4 days
Supper having
disposed of, the musical
Kane. In Bluehill, Jan. y, infant daughter of
Lanesville, Jan. 11. Sch. Elizabeth Foster, from
and
literary part of the programme Boston
M
and Mi s. J W Kane.
lor Belfast, which was picked up disabled
Km»\vlt< n. In Hampden. Jan. 1
Mrs, Ann
was well
rendered, consisting of music, and towed in here by sch. Masconoma, has been Know
lion, aged 74 years and 4 month.-.
and
settled.
She
will
sail
for
salvage
I.owkll. In Bueksport. Jan. 3, Mrs. Mary o.
siuging, readings, recitations and tableaux. repaired
Belfast lirst fair wind.
New York, Jan 17. The four-masted schooner Lowell, aged 53 years, 5 months and 28 days.
Mrs. Sadie Orcutt, Mrs. Chas. Brier and Mrs.
Lt KiN. In i)eer Isle, Ian. 9. Mi-s Jennie LutStar of the Sea arrived to-day from Port-ol-Spain,
Mae Herrick gave readings that were very Trinidad, after a
38 years and 10 months.
passage of 24 days. The last ten kin, aged
Mason.
In Bluehill, Jan. 8, Mrs. Robert l’ Maol
her
she
encountered
northvoy age
creditable to them ; Mrs. Goldie Curtis sang days
strong
son, aged 81 years.
east and northwest gales, with heavy seas,
during
Mahoney. In Northport, Jan. 14. Sarah S Masplendidly, and iu fact all performed their which she lost and split sails.
1
13. While getting underway from honey, aged 88 years
parts well. The tableaux were very fine anBoston, Jan. below
McDonald. In Bath, Jan. y. John McDonald,
the Castle this forenoon the
anchorage
and well executed, especially the one rep- three-masted schooner Yale, Capt.
of Thoii aston. a native of Slmbenaeatia,
Etheridge, for formerly
Baltimore, and the George Gurney, Capt. Carr, N. S., aged 74 years The remains were taken to
the
of the

charge
resenting
Light Brigade,
composed of six ladies dressed in white
dominos. The advance, the charge, the retreat and fall were admirably performed,
showing that considerable care and pains
had been taken by them to make it so effec-

>

a slow poison. The more coffee you drink
the more your nerves are disordered and upset
and your digestion injured.
Coffee makes you
fidgety and wakeful, then you take sedatives to
quiet you. A bad business all around. Break it
i up by using Grain-O instead of coffee. Made

KWh.

York, Jan. 12. Ar, sells. Win. H. Sumner,
Pendleton, Brunswick, Ga.; Anna Pendleton,
Thomas, d<>.; Alma E. A. Holmes, Baltimore;
eld, hrig Telos, Veazie, Pernambuco: 14, eld, bark
Doris, Thompson, Port Natal; 15, eld, sch Willie
L. Newton, Havana; ar, sells. Celia F., West,
Jacksonville; Izetta, Bangor, via Fali River; 17,
ar, sch. Star of the Sea, Hopkins, Port Spain,
Trinidad; lS, ar. bark A. <
Smith, Hopkins,
Pernambuco; sld, sell. Willie L.Newton, Havana ;
brig Telos, Pernambuco.
Boston, .Ian. 13. Ar, sch. Odell, McDonough,
Wiscasset; 14, chi, sch. Viola Reppard, Norfolk
and Galveston ; 15, chi, sch. Vale, Baltimore; 18,
ar. brig H. B. Hussey, Charleston, S. C. at Weymouth;; sell. Joauthan Cone, Rolerson, Hunting
ton. L. 1.; seh. George Gurney, Carr, New York.
Philadelphia, Jan. 12. Ar, sch. Wm. K. Downes,
Marshall, BiunswicU, Ga.; Id, ar, sch. Young

sleej>. My muscles ami
only walk with the gi
and fingers were so -nn

which is

!

AMERICAN PORTS.

New

rheumatism in my l ;,< (...
have suffered
terribly. I
and was running r, v,,

obtain, d from Ceylon. Java, the West Indies
Brazil and Central America. No matter where it
comes from, every berry of it contains caffeine

ARRIVED.

Jan. 18.

j

■};(•.

nr

BETTER THAN ALL OF THEM.
Mocha coffee from Yemen in Arabia, is
to he the best: but the principal supplies

up for the winter.

N

1

oojsweet

Lunt of West Tremont securing the

SHIP

<}ENTI.K.MEN

{
j

in the
woods received a bad cut ou the foot and is
now confined to the hous *.
Steamer Tremont made a special trip from
Rockland here with freight Jan. 13th, chartered by John Bird & Co. of Rockland.
She
went from here to Bar Harbor where she

lay

!

Belfast’s >|«.
Reliable ( iii *.

1

appointment.
Benjamin Moore while chopping

will

1

lidol no
Beef, corned, p lt>, 7aLime. p bhl.
Butter, salt, 14 lb hag. is oat Meal, p lb, 3u3 1-2
Corn, p bu,
37'onions, p lb, 2 2 a 3
Cracked Corn, p bu, 57Uul,kerosene, gab 12a 13
Corn Meal, p bu.
37-Pollock, p lb,' 3 1-2«4
13n 1 5;Pork, p lb.
(Pi7 I
Cheese, P lb.
1.12
Cottonseed, p cwt, 1 25illater. p bid.
3
Meal,
It.
Codfish, dry, p lb
p
5a;0|Kye
5 a ‘J,Short s, p cwt-,
7'*./ 75 |
Cranberries, p qt,
5 a 5 1-2
Clover Seed, p if., 1 1 c Igjsmgar, p It.,
4«*
Fh.ur, p bid, 4 5o«5 75 Salt, T. I.. p
H (..Seed, bu. I yo«.2
2 a 3
Potatos,
8«djl Wheat Meal. 3 a 3 1-2
Lard, p It.

houses and much interest is shown.
Mr. Wm. Moon, who has been
Deputy
Sheriff for a number of years under Sheriff
Wm. Feunelly of Bar Harbor, was not reapFrank

of

a

<>|

place by the evangelist Rev. Mr. Mc Arthur i
of Sullivan, Me., assisted by Revs. Powles|
land and Yiual. They are calling out
large

pointed by

One

20r/30;Hay. p
4

(](>LD

FOR THE JOURNAL.

Price Paul Producer.
ton.l 0 Ot)a 12 OO
5 Hides, p lb,
3 1 2a4
4(>«l b( ILamb. p lb,
r»«7
4<)«1 oO.Lainh Skins,
25a 40
4<>al 50 Mutton, p lb,
4.a5
1(>a20 flats, p bu, 32 li,, 25a.30
5oil 1 -2,Potatoes.
35//40
4c/4 1-2 I
40«45jlvound llog,
lO«. 12jSt ra\v, p t on, 5 OO ad OO
1 oa 12j Turkey, p lb.
Ida IS 1
50o 75, Tallow.
1 ]-2a3
Calfskins,
14 a 1 Veal, p lb,
da 7'
Duck, p lb,
Eggs, p doz,
17; Wool, unwashed, 12 a 13
<S a 1 o; Wood, hard, 3 5f*a5 00
Fow l, p lb.
13a 15! Wood, soft. 3 O0a3 50
Geese, p 1!..
Pci ail Price.
Ilctad Market.

A young man named Frank
Taylor broke
into the store of Henry Clark while lie was
at dinner yesterday and stole ten dollars
from the money drawer. He was arrested
by

The members of the VV.

Thursday-There was fine skating on the place a blessing not in name, but iu
reality.
waterworks pond
last week, which was
Boston Produce Market.
greatly enjoyed by the young people_
Capt. C. E. Littlefield of the steamer Paris
Boston, Jan. 18, 1807. The following are tois at home on a short visit to his family_
day’s quotations of provisions, etc.:
Butter—Northern cream, choice, 21 «21 l-2c;
Miss Daisy Lowe has gone to New' York to
dairy, north, best, 17 a 18c.
Cheese—New, northern, choice, 10 3 4allo.
receive treatment for her eyes by a specialEggs—Hennery, choice, 23a25c; Eastern, 18c
ist-Mr. Frauk Simpson, who broke his
Beaus—North, small pea, $l 20-tgl 25; yellow
leg some w'eeks ago, is now able to be out on eyes, §1 20(«.l 30.
50al7

crutches-The Band gave another concert
and dance at Union Hall Thursday night.
The music they give is of a very high order.
....Rev. J. P. Simontou visited his mother
at Rock port last week-Three new I vers
& Pond pianos came to town last week,
for Dr. J. H. Baker, C. R. Hill and F. C.
Young-Mr. Frank Eaton and wife came
from Rockland last week and will remain at
home the rest of the winter.

THAN

Produce Market.

more

n(>WF;'I

“WORTH

Current.

**

and an excellent program will be presented.
.Mrs Mittie Gowen and daughter of Ellsworth are at C. E. Lane’s-L. C. Jones and
wife of Vassalboro are in town this week....
Charles W. Lord has bought a house lot containing one acre, of Shadrack flail and intends to build a tine residence in the spring.
-Fred W. Brown, Esq., is at home from
the Maine General Hospital minus a leg, but
in good general health-Mr. Swett, the
uewr harness-®aker, has quite a business_
Mrs. Eliza J. Leathers is having a sick time
of it. She has been coufined to the house
for several days... .Mrs. Eflie Godding, who
has been very dangerously sick, is reported
to be much better-Mrs. Lizzie Chase has
been confined to the house for some time,
but is said to be improving in health_
Frank Hubbard is now stopping with M. J.
Dow, doingthe stable work and driving the
team-Bert Hall has at last made up his
mind to take the plunge into matrimony and
he and Emma Moulton are said to be man
and wife-Dr. A. E. Kilgore is still absent
on his
wedding tour.The otiiceis of
Golden Crown Lodge, Knights of Pythias,

Last Thursday evening the members of
the W. C. T. U. gave their bluejay supper
and entertainment at Elwell’s ball.
The
hall was well tilled at an early hour, ami at
the proper time the tables were ready. Each
chair was quickly taken, but it was n«»t long
before their occupants had an impression
that alter ail things were not what they seem.
There were many different ideas upon the
matter, but nearly all believed that the little
blue feathered inhabitant of the woods would
have a conspicuous part in the evening’s en-

Price

CORRECTED WEEKLY

Her husband died a Apples, p bu,
dried, p lb,
than a year ago.
1
Bean?, pea,
A runaway accident occurred hero yestermedium, 1
yePweyesJ
afternoon
which
day
resulted in the breakButter, p lb,
ing of a horse’s leg. The animal was shot on Beef, p lb,
the spot
The team belonged to Mr. Didroii I Barley, p bu,
Cheese.
Rich of Bass Harbor. Another horse was Chicken,p lb,It.,
p

Tobey; Conductor, Ellen Conant; I. S., 1
Mary Dunton ; .0. S., J. A. Sherman; R. S.
supper, entertainment and sale of work in
are soon to be installed by District
N. G., Addie R. Arnold; L. S. N. G.,
Deputy
Cuiun Hall this, Thursday, evening, Jan.
Nancy
F. H. Welch.
A. Crie; R. S. V. G., S. Helen
21st. Supper at 0 o’clock, prompt; enterSherman; L.
S. V. G., Olive 1. Pease. The following offitainment at 8 o’clock, consisting of vocal
NORTHPORT NEWS.
cers of Appleton
Lodge, I. O. O. F., were inselections, a concert by Sanborn’s Orchestra
stalled by 1). D. Grand Master, A. A. Beaton
of Belfast, and a short comedietta, entitled
Mr. Charles Batchelder went to Portland
and Grand Marshal O. B.
‘Six to Oue.’’ Tickets, 25 cents for supper
Lovejoy of Rock- last week to accept a situation in that city.
land, assisted by Grand Treasurer G. A.
and entertainment.
Remember the masquerade ball is this,
Jones, Grand Sec. Elias Burkett and Grand
Sell. Marcellus, Capt. A. A. Larrabee, arThursday, evening at Union hall. It is exWarden S. G. Hills of Union: N. G., Everpected it will be the greatest event of the
rived Wednesday with corn and freight for
ett M. Ripley; V. G., H. N. Titus; Sec., J.
season ; so don’t miss it.
A. J. Nickerson and others. On account of
house carpentering in Massachusetts since A. Sherman; P. S., Harry Pease; Wardeu,
t.ie heavy southerly Saturday she made a
Mr. Frank Orcutt is doing quite a business
Frank P. Conant; Conductor, David Hall;
last spring, has returned home.... Mr. John
iu buying coon cats, and would like those
harbor in Long Cove.
In an attempt to
Beau and Frank Poland took the first de- I S., Jas. Fuller; R. S. N. G., Frank Carbeat into this harbor Monday she carried
kin; L. S. N. G., Alvin Perry; R. S. V. G., having such cats for sale to call on him, as
gree at Union Harvest Grange last Saturday
he pays the highest market price.
away head sails, and was obliged to anchor
L. M. Gushee; L. S. V. G., V. O. Keller.
evening.
Tlip

Belfast

Portland, nephews.

little

...

Frank

|

S. W. Harbor, Jan. 15,1897. The winter
high school in district No. 3 began
Jan. 11th and is taught by Mr. W. W. A.
Heath.
Mrs. Albert Bartlett passed away and
was buried last Tuesday.
She was about 75
years old. Mrs. Bartlett was an English
lady and bad no relatives here except on
her husband’s side, Mr. Floyd and Mr. Rolf of

term of

eveniug in 57 minutes. Eighteen new members joined the lodge that evening. Next
Saturday evening closes the literary contest

...

The date
poems.
be given uext week....The Christian
Endeavor meeting next Sunday evening will
take the form of a question box and will be

of
and

Trade in rela-

caused

sketch of the poet's life, rechis poems, songs taken from

quotations by
sketches of the longer

locating here.

extreme

of

Longfellow evening,

which

a

poems,

D, E. Sullivan, Supt. of lines for the New
England Telephone and Telegraph Co., was
in town Thursday looking after the lines, as
the

a

will consist of

He has

W'ilbar,

E.

preparing

finished harvesting his
stored almost three
very clear quality.

for

Mount Desert Correspondence.

'Brooks. This cold weather is a hard one
for the cellars as the frost is getting into
them badly_The K. P. ball at Yankee
Blade hall last night is supposed to have
been the finest event of the season. An
oyster supper was served at the G. A. It.
dining hall. Music was furnished by Whitten’s Orchestra-One of the very best literary entertainments of the season was given
at the Good Templar’s hall last Saturday

Jsorth Stockton Springs.
Capt. Frank
Maiden cut his leg quite badly while chopping wood last week-The Centre district
Sunday school met at Mrs.S. B. Littlefield's
last Tuesday evening, and the usual good
program was enjoyed. The next meeting
will be at Mr. Emery Calderwood’s next
Monday evening-Mr. C. O. Hatch visited
his father, Mr. Barak Hatch of Morriil, recently and found him quite ill. His many
friends here hope for his speedy recovery.
Mrs. Helen Smith is confined to the
house with a severe cold_Mrs. Octavia

The Y. P. S. C. E. at their recent meeting elected the following officers:
F.
Hurd; sec., Mary A.
Pres., Mrs. L
Brown ; treas., Mrs. G. N. Cram-The Y.
P. S. C. E. social committee are at work

Davis has bought the blackHenry
smith shop ami tools of Adrian Truudy/aud
will continue the business.
E

in

Liberty.

NY.

NY.

CORK ESPONDENCE.

Swanville. Mrs. Eunice Baclielder, one
our oldest inhabitants, died last week....
Prof. Stone, teacher of Physics and Elec-

last

Palermo. Last Monday there was a
donation at I. N. Allen’s, pastor of the First
Baptist Church. Next Sunday will be observed as children’s day. Elder Allen will
preach in the forenoon and there will be a
children’s concert in the evening-John
Black, E. O. Chadwick and L. D. Butters
have returned from Boston, where they
were employed by Thomas Rowe_Clarence Parmeter has been sick for a long time
aud was taken suddenly worse last week_
Mrs. Sarah Foster is stopping with her
sister, Mrs. J. 1). Couillard, this winter_
Etta Soule returned home last week from a
visit to her sister, Ellen Harriinan.

....

attend the County Grange last week.

Rev. R. G. Harbutt delivered his lecture,
part, on Samoa at the Conference Room

ice lav

Come again.

A large delegation of Grangers from surrounuding towns came to North Searsport
to

Absolutely pube

Unity. Mrs. W. A. Bartlett returned to
her home in Orono Jan. 15th-Mrs. Asa
Stevens, the aged lady who fell sometime
ago, is failing. She has never got over her
fall-Mrs. S. A. My rick is able to be out.
Farmers are waiting patiently for snow
so that they can do their winter’s teaming.
It is an old saying that the patient waiter is
no loser.
It was the 28th of Jan. last year
before we had snow enough to do anything,
and then the farmers had to hustle... .Rev.
E. S. Burrill began a series of meetings at
the Church last Monday-Luther Mitchell
is failing-Mrs. Charles Webster returned
Jan. 16th from Be'fast, where she has been
for treatment. She is very much improved.
-Mansfield Dolled, who left here twelve
years ago, is in town calling on friends.

Waldo Chapin, Edwin Mathews and Geo.
Mathews came from Belfast to attend the
old folks’ dance last wTeek.

Honolulu.

Gould,

were on

The old folks’ dance at this place was a
success.
All united in calling it a good

Saturday.

at

visited in Belfast last

Chester Truudy and Frank Black
the sick list last week.

Joseph D. Sweetser, who has been first
officer of bark Iolaui, arrived home by train

seek

son

stances

(
|

Curtis-Leslie Hawes was in Brooks the
last of the week-Seth Knowlton has killed
a 7-months-old pig weighing 330 pounds.
It
was fed on sour milk and sweet apples, and
Mr. K. says if he had had more apples he
would had a larger pig.

John Dow is visiting friends in Belfast.
A. Stinson and
week.

tonnage are withheld in most in- I
by shippers, the negotiations being carried <>n ns a rule direct with foreign principals.
The quotations fr m Southern p«*jts to Cork f. o. !
however, are 2s 4 l-2d.^2s. 7 l-2d., as to size of
vessel, for rosin, ami 3s. 7 l-2d.g.3s. 10 l-2d for
spiri ts. There is some inquiry for lumber tonnage j
from the Gulf to the River Plate, but owners are 1
unwilling to entertain bids below $11 5(*:«S12 to 1
Montevideo and Buenos Ayres, which rates are
slightly in excess of the limits of most shippers.
For Eastern or Provincial loading little or no demand is experienced. The rate remains S* «.£',) to
Buenos Ayres and Rosario. Since our Iast~a vessel of 5(50 tons register, with general cargo anti
case oil, accepted 12et22 cents, hence to MonteBrazil and other South American
video f. o.
trades continue very dull, but vessels are not obtainalde at any concessions from previous rates. j
There has been a slight improvement in the de- I
rnand for West India tonnage during the interval,
hut with vessels offered more liberally, as is
usually the case at this season, owners have been
unable to secure any advantage in the way of
rates Coastwise lumber orders appear to be more
j
plentiful, and the indications favor some appreciation in rates at an early day; up to the close,
no
had
however,
occurred. There
quotable change
continues a quiet market for colliers to the East,
though rates show no important variation.
naval store

beginning to lay and eggs are fallingVergie Kamsey and little Tom are able to be
out. She has been visiting her aunt, Mrs. E.

NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

Any one. finding a gold bar pin can find
the owner by leaving at the store of F. A.
Curtis.

in

up

captains.

P. Nickels, is
chartered to load sugar at Honolulu for New
Yoik.

Henry

signalling “Keep

was

with me and you will be all right.” [San
Francisco Examiner.
Ship Puritan is commanded by Capt. A. N.
Blanchard of Searsport, and much interest
has been manifested in the race by our sea

Howland Otis, a former resident of Searaport, died recently in East Boston, Mass.

Ship May Flint, Capt.

Cromartyshire

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest U. S. Gov’t RepQrt

North Prospect. Jan. 19th and no snow
yet; but S. M. Knowltonhas got his wood at
the do« r ready to manufacture for the stove.
....We thought eggs would be higher this
year, but it is the same old story; hens are

|

for New- York, came into collision and consider- Thomaston for burial.
Mendell. In NortLport, Jan. 19. Miles L., son
able damage was sustained.
of Mr. amt Mrs. Mark Mendell, aged ;> months
The lighthouse board notifies mariners that on
or about Feb. 9th, a fog hell will be established at j and 1 day.
Nichols. In Farmington. Me., Jan. 19, Waltei
Ram Island Light station. Ram Island, entrance
to Booth bay, from the eastward.
During thick Nichols, formerly of North Searsport, aged 84
or foggy weather the hell will be struck by ma- i years.
Otis. In Belfast. Jan. 17, Albert Boyd Otis,
chinery a double and single blow, alternating
every twenty seconds. The bell is to be hung on aged 57 years, t; months and 23 days.
Smith. In Yinalhaven, Jan. 7,William Smith,
the northwesterly side of the light tower.
Portsmouth, N. H., Jan. 18. 8t h. Jenny Green- aged 87 years.
Wentworth.
In Camden, Jan.
Mrs. Eva
hank, Meader, from Boston, left here to-day for
Wentworth, aged 40 years.
Rockland. When about 1 1-2 miles east of York
Webster.
In
of Alvin
Deer
Dec.
son
Isle.
23.
Nubble she was struck by a squall and capsized.
H and Mamie Webster, aged 8 day.-.
The captain and two seamen were saved, but the
Webster. In Deer Isle. Dec. 27. Mamie, wife
cook, named Thomas, was drowned. The vessel
H. Webster, aged 15 years, s months and 2K
is floating bottom up near where she
capsized, Alvin
her anchor having gone overboard and held.
days.
Wilson. In Bangor, Jan. 17. Frederick A. Wii
Bermuda, Jan. 14. The ship I’iliie E. Starbuek,
Capt. < urtis, has arrived here partly dismasted. son, aged 39 years.
She sailed I in in V.w Yol k Jan. Bull,' for S\dr.ey,
N. 8- W.t with a genera! cargo.
Jail. 8t‘h, she
of
Miiino.
struck a gale from the northeast.', liuli carried
away the mizzen topgallantmast, with all attachWALDO SS.
ed, together with the lower main topsail. An hour
Petit Manan Land Company, in Lquitv.
later the lore and main gallantmast, with all attached, also lore topsail, were lost. The ship was
h<>\e to uniil after niiduight, during whi-h time
Petit .Manan I and & Industrial Company
her bulwarks Imin lore to mizzen rigging were
washed aw ay anu the starboard main rigging was
IN UK M PR EM K J IDI< 1 A I. (Ot KT
carried oil. The stormy weather continued, and
All persons interested in :hc alx.ve n lined -nit
Caj t. Curtis, finding that conditions were not a re 1 ereby muith-d that it has heei
rdered by
rl.
layorable for rtun hing any coast port, the crew Hon. Wm. P. Whitehousc, Justice «<f -aid
being partly di.-ab ed, and the ship's wiltin' con
that a public hearing on a.i claims against Petit
siiierably salted, decided to put into Betmmla. Manan Land A Industrial ompany he held at the
Tug Walter A. EuckenUieh left New York Jan. Court House in Augusta, in the » ounty of Kcnnt1 8 lor Not folk and Beinuida to tow t lie Suirlmek
-; ck
hec, on Wednesday. February 17.'807. at ton
toiNew York.;
in ttie forenoon, and by adjournment from day t..
Charters. Sliij> Wm. U. Conner, BO.(too cases
until said hearing is'completed, before the
day
oil. New York to Shangliat,2<> 1-2 cents, March.
undersigned.
Bark lolani, New York to Honolulu, general carJOSEPH W ILL IA MSI » lit..
go, berthed. Sell, (.eorgia Cilkev. Uemerara to
Master in Chancery
3w3
New York, sugar, lo cents. Sell. Eliza
Pendleton, New Yolk to Barbadoes, general cargo,
$2,225, free lighterage and careenage. Sell. Mabel Jordan, Turks Island to North m Hatteras,
salt, 5 1-2 cents. S< h. <ien A. Ames, Fernandina
to New York, lumber, $4.37 1 2, 50.000 feet
per
Ordered, That the time for the reception of peday, Boston, $4.75. Sell. Wm. B. Palmer. London titions and tolls for private and special
legislation
to Philadelphia, chalk, at or about Bs 3d.
lie limited to Monday, February 1, 1SU7, ami that
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown & all
petitions and bills presented after that date
Co., New York, reports for the week ending Jan. be referred t:» the next
Legislature.
IBtli: Though the past week has not been charRead and passed.
acterized by any special activity, yet increased inW. S. COTTON, Clerk
terest has been observed, and in some departA true copy.
Attest
ments an improved volume of business has been
2w3
W.S. COTTON Clerk.
completed. Long voyage tonnage continues very
scarce, and with a fair demand experienced for
early loading, vessels near at hand are held at THE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that lie lias been duly appointed
geneially steady rates. Tonnage due late in the A
spring and summer, however, is yet offered with and taken upon liimself the trust of Admimstra
tor of the estate ol
a considerable show of freedom, ami
a
upon
generally easy basis, lint shippers in anticipation of
BARNABAS M. ROBERTS, late of St ockton
more libera
concessions, are disposed to “hold
Sjuings,
olf,” preferring to take the chances of flic future in the County of Waldo, deceased,
by givingbomi
situation. For barrel petroleum tonnage there is as the law directs; lie therefore
requests all peryet 'cry limited inquiry, but in the face of the sons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
seai city of suitable vessels, and the low prevailmake immediate payment, and those who liava
ing rates, no intimations are put forth of possibly any demands thereon to exhibit the same for setlower quotations upon firm bids. Operations in tlement to him.
JOSIAH F. HICHBORN.
■

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.
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